blurb

Jessie’s casing an art gallery affords an opportunity to discuss a
queerplatonic relationship. The phrase “I don’t love” encompasses
more than a prince’s lack of romantic attraction. A gay aromantic
makes a game of his alloromantic co-workers’ inability to accept him.
Alida finds an accomplice in petty revenge after hir friend sets hir up
on a date. An aro-ace wanderer invents their own fairy tales free of
weddings as a happily ever after. And a demiromantic witch learns
about aromanticism from her allo-aro cousin after an escapade with an
unwanted romantic admirer.
When Quiver Meets Quill collects fourteen fantasy and contemporary
aromantic stories about amatonormativity, friendship and connection.
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author’s note

Most of the stories in this collection contain protagonists who are
pansexual, transgender, non-binary or autistic. Most stories also depict
allo-aro (aromantics who are allosexual) protagonists. It occurs to me
that this could prompt misinterpretation, so I want to begin with a
reassurance that aromanticism can and does co-exist with a variety of
gender identities (and absences of gender), sexualities and neurotypes,
including heterosexual, cisgender, neurotypical and allistic people.
The simple truth is this: I’m a pansexual, transgender, non-binary,
autistic aromantic, and I write stories about protagonists like me.
Since allosexual aromantic narratives are not yet abundant, never mind
stories about allo-aro protagonists who are pansexual, transgender and
autistic, I’m obliged to create my own representation.
If you require information on what kinds of aromantics are depicted
in any given story, please see this work’s page on the Aro Worlds website.
I’d like to acknowledge that the Tangle Jr mentioned in What if
It Isn’t is the intellectual property of Richard X Zawitz and Tangle
Creations. Thank you for designing and creating one of my favourite
stim toys! Readers who’d like more information should check out Stim
Toy Box.
Lastly, I want to recognise my followers, subscribers and supporters
on the Aro Worlds Tumblr and Patreon, without whose encouragement
this collection wouldn’t exist. Thank you so very much!
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content advisory

Readers should expect sex references, depictions of antagonism
and hatred targeted at allosexual aromantics, and sundry depictions of
amatonormativity. Ableism, aro antagonism, cissexism, heterosexism
and misogyny are also common themes. This collection includes stories
written for people on the aromantic spectrum who experience sexual
attraction, desire sexual relationships and do not experience sexual
repulsion.
For a complete listing of individual blurbs, alternate publication
links and content advisories, please see the master page on Aro Worlds.
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lucky

Monday starts with Gina from Marketing. She plonks herself on the
edge of Piper’s desk and wreathes him in nose-stinging perfume before
delivering a new entry in the long-running drama of her husband and
father-in law.
It takes several reminders that the new website won’t design itself
before Gina stands and pats Piper, engaged in the passive-aggressive
twiddling of a mini pride flag, on the arm. “You’re so lucky, being aro!
I wish I didn’t have to deal with partners!”
Why do they always say it like that? Piper shoves the emerald, green,
white, grey and black flag inside his yellow coffee mug before texting
a single number—one—to his housemate. Only then does he sigh and
turn to the nightmare of Head Office picking Calibri as their header
type.
So soon? Akira texts back. Fuck.
Piper knows then it’s going to be one of those days.
Lunch sees him sitting with Bruce from Distribution—all muscle
and leg, nice to look at, terrible to talk to. Piper eats and twists a white
spinner ring on his right hand, subjected to a monologue on swiping,
bars, ghosting and the dearth of good men. Only then does Bruce
blink, boom a laugh and slap Piper over the shoulder: “Least you don’t
have this, right? You’ve got it easy, mate!”
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Piper forces a smile and beats a hasty retreat to his computer, where
he can safely send a second message.
Two.
After lunch, a second excessively-polite email with Head Office has
him hopeful that he’s persuaded the ignorant. Piper stands, rolls his
shoulders back and walks to the kitchenette, green arrow-printed mug
in hand. He stands in front of the sink while the kettle boils, snickering
when Akira texts in his first comment of the day.
“Piper! My girlfriend wants to go base jumping!” Sonja bursts into
the room with a tuna-scented clip container; Piper almost knocks his
mug off the counter. “How can she risk her life like that? Doesn’t she
care about me?”
“Um,” Piper says. Why do alloromantics keep forcing these
conversations on him? Is it meant to make him feel included? Or
is it because they think he can’t interrupt with his own relationship
problems? “I suppose it must bother you that she’s not listening to your
… uh, fears? Maybe?”
Sonja blocks the kitchenette doorway and delivers fifteen minutes
of frustration on her girlfriend’s choosing a rock-climbing competition
over their anniversary before sighing. “I wish I didn’t want her, Piper!
It’d be so much easier to not have a girlfriend! Like you!”
Piper waits until he returns to his desk and an email containing
Head Office’s firm insistence on Calibri before messaging Akira.
Three.
Finally, after an hour of swearing at Photoshop, he sends the new
header image back to Head Office for approval, gathers his coat and
prays for a peaceful journey home. Instead, Miguel waits at the bus
stop, offering up a tangled tale about his daughters, an expensive dolls’
house and the misadventures of the family dog resulting in vet bills and
panicked children. “But,” he concludes cheerfully as they both get on
the bus, “you needn’t mind it, do you? You’ve just you to worry about.
No spouse, no children. Lucky!”
Piper twists the ring on his finger and, when Miguel gets off three
stops before Piper, sends one last text message.
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Four.
It’s a dizzying relief to walk down the street and up the drive to the
one place free of alloromantic ridiculousness.
“Four!” Akira, all dark eyes and broad grin, lies sprawled across the
lounge couch, a remote in one hand and a mug in the other. “Dude,
you got four! Do you even know how to wash a dish anymore?” He sets
the mug on the coffee table and holds out his free hand, adorned by a
plain white band. “See, wrinkles! I’m getting bloody wrinkles from all
the dishes I’m doing because you keep winning!”
Piper throws his coat on the kitchen table and flops down on the
free end of the couch, pretending to examine Akira’s hand. “I don’t see
any wrinkles, just a whole lot of whining. Get rubber gloves?”
“Arsehole.” Akira sits up and shoves him on the shoulder. “Want to
do the chicken shop so my poor hands get a night off?”
Piper pretends to consider: Akira does keep ending up with the
dishes.
The game came from a drunken conversation between two aro guys
tired of the inevitable comments made by folks who think they’re being
supportive. Lucky, even though Piper has lost count of how many times
people tell him he can’t not fall in love. Easier, even though he lives and
works in a world that turns on an axis of romance. Better, even though
mentioning his relationship with Akira to Piper’s colleagues means his
aromanticism will be dismissed and ignored.
The same old words, the same tedious amatonormativity.
It’s a little more fun this way.
“I suppose. Want to fuck me after?”
Akira snorts, grins and reaches for his phone. “Fuck yeah, but you
know what they’d be saying if they heard that?”
Piper laughs. “Half of them will be all ‘that sounds so easy’ with that
wistful voice and the other half will be all ‘that’s actually just romance’.
Fuck.” He slides the spinner ring from his finger and drops it on the
coffee table. “I almost want to tell Distro Bruce I’ve got a man who
buys me chicken, does the dishes and fucks me whenever, just for his
stare…”
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Akira, snickering, messages their standing order; Piper leans against
his shoulder.
Lucky.
He is, in many ways. It’s a privilege to be out at work. He has a man
who cares about him. He doesn’t need to wade through feelings he can’t
rationalise or reciprocate. He no longer struggles through the hell of
dating as an unknowing aromantic.
Lucky.
He would be, completely, if the world outside better understood
him.
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the wind and the stars

True love’s kiss will break any spell. Always be kind to wizened
crones; never disregard any advice they may give. The youngest son is
most favoured by wise foxes and crows. The girl for whom a witch hunts
may be found disguised as a swan on the lake or a rose on the bush.
Princes save princesses from beastly dragons and towers overgrown
with briar brambles. Never venture alone into abandoned castles,
unless you’re the hero and a princess in need awaits your bravery. A
happily ever after always involves a wedding—and whispered things
said by your older sisters who giggle behind their hands and insist, with
the lordliness of their years, that it is nothing about which you need to
know.
“But why be kind to crones and not everybody?” you ask, sitting
beside the roaring fire, listening to Grandmamma spin yarn and tales
while you hem skirts and work-shirts. Your fingers cramp and it’s hard
to hold your legs still, but you have work to do, work spurred on by
the sharing of tales in the same way the farm labourers sing songs while
ploughing that Mamma won’t let you hear. “But why are youngest sons
special? But why do princes go to the rescue, not princesses? But why?”
Grandmamma’s lips thin. “That’s how the story goes.”
Night after night, your questions are heeded no more than the
gusting breeze rattling at the shutters.
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They call to you, the wind and the stars, the wildness of a world
where nobody uses words to define what is and isn’t real.
You’re not made for spinning, weaving and sewing: even with your
hands busy, you squirm and fidget, stamping your feet, longing for
open skies and space to run. Mamma realises this and sends you with a
bulging satchel to a trader in the next village, a garrulous person in want
of a companion and apprentice in their summer and autumn travels.
You spend your nights sleeping under the stars in field and forest, your
days travelling. The trader teaches you how to make strangers feel easy
and how to craft a bargain that leaves seller and buyer satisfied. The
trader laughs at Grandmamma’s tales and tells their own against a
rhythm of creaking wood and the mule’s road-clopping hooves: tales
of warrior maidens rescuing merchants’ daughters, of genderless heroes
overcoming fearsome monsters prophesised to remain undefeated by
man and woman, of princes fighting the strictures of custom and law
to marry a handsome knight.
You like the idea of being neither prince nor princess, neither maid
nor houseboy, defined by nothing so arbitrary as gender. It’s a truth,
new and shining, that you hold close to your heart, a truth gifted by
story.
Words, the right ones, can tell you who you are.
The trader’s stories still end, though, with a sorceress and a goosegirl
wed and walking hand in hand into the sunset. When you visited
Mamma last winter, she took you aside and explained the intimate
happenings between people. Listening to the trader, too grown for
giggling, speak of their blacksmith wife and of the home and children
the couple wish to make together, such happenings seem remarkably
lacking in all mysteries—save one.
“But why?” you ask, the mule’s braided reins comfortable in your
fingers, the sun beaming down on your faded straw hat. Dust cloaks
your lips and the wind kisses your hair. “Why do the stories always end
with two people together?”
The trader’s lips thin. “That’s how the story goes.”
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When you are accounted an adult, wise in the speaking of bargains,
you take over the mule, the cart and the wandering path from village
to village. You spend your days selling spoons and pots and knives for
the blacksmith and her partner, a person who smiles broadly now they
stay at home with children under their feet. You sleep under the stars
in a new spot each night, with a guard dog at your side and the mule at
its picket, and if it’s difficult to smile at strangers to cement a purchase,
betimes, there’s no roof between you and the sky.
The path leads you to bards and travellers, labourers and adventurers.
In your first year, you meet a tall girl in battered armour, bearing a
sword and wreathed in the perfume of sweat, metal and mud. Her dry
lips brush softly against yours, her calloused hands sure and gentle. She
gasps, no giggle to be heard, as you come together under sky and stars,
and the next morning her smile is sad and yearning, as if some magic
binds her skin to yours: “If only you can come with me.”
The stories say you should follow her to war, to save her from the
coming blood and battle, but the stories also say that the touch of her
body against yours must shake the world. You feel nothing with her
that you can’t make with your own hands, and you wave her off to sell
spoons and pots and knives, wandering like the wind blows.
Sometimes, when the stars are bright, you hope she finds someone
to follow her.
In your second year, as you smile and deal alone with a mule and a
dog, villagers see you as a storyteller, someone who treads strange roads
in stranger places. You can speak of lands far away, of foreign politics
and magical marvels, but the answers to the questions your customers
wish of you sit heavy on your lips. Do you have a pretty boy waiting
for you back home? What about a handsome girl or a stalwart person?
Do you dream of finding someone, settling down, building a home of
love and laughter, abandoning the road? Do you dream of kisses and
all those things said with glinting eyes and hands covering giggling lips?
“But why?” you ask, one hand buried in the thick fur under your
dog’s collar, your lips framing the aching, professional smile of the
trader. Two more customers and then you can leave, wander on down
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the path with mule and cart. If the days are leaden with questions, the
star-studded cobalt of night is yours alone and precious for it. “Why do
you think I want this?”
But that’s how the story goes.
The girl, buying a spoon for her father, stops and blinks. “Because
you’re supposed to have someone to love,” she whispers, her eyes
downcast, her fingers twisting the lace edging her sleeve. “You’re
supposed to ask about someone’s love. You’re supposed to want.”
She sways while she talks, and you notice the worn soles on her
boots and the grass stains marking her tomato-red skirts.
“I heard a story,” you lie, but the untruth exists only within the
second word, “of a hero who went to every tower in the land, who
rescued every noble from every monster and every dragon. Their true
love’s kiss broke every curse, for what is deeper than the love of a hero
who weds none and saves all? They never bed another, never stay. They
wander the world, sleep under the stars and help anyone in need of
saving, the greatest hero ever known.”
You don’t leave the village alone; a girl wearing crimson skirts and
scuffed boots walks beside you, beaming up at the sun. If two sets of
lips don’t touch when you both lie under the stars that night, if there
is nothing between you and the girl then or thereafter but discussions
on how to best sell pots and a love for the road, the stars seem no less
bright for it.
That’s how one story goes.
It’s the tale you tell, listening to the wind sigh without, when your
bones creak, your knees ache, and your sisters’ grandchildren by the
fireplace ask you one ringing question: “But why?”
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friendship

Dusk cools the day before Elisa gathers courage enough to creep
from the cave in search of Azhra. The dragon’s emerald-scaled bulk is
but a silhouette from behind, perhaps a granite tor concealed by night.
Only when Elisa reaches the fire does she see detail: flame-burnished
legs, shining claws, ribbons of steam escaping cup-sized nostrils. Closed
lips hide wicked teeth, but the immensity of body both shadowed and
illumined, along with a gleaming copper eye the size of Elisa’s hand,
leaves most strangers trembling.
“You don’t need to hide.” Azhra speaks in hir “soft” voice, the
vibrations rumbling through the leather soles of Elisa’s boots. “Suzette
left this morning for the Straits. You’re safe here, again.”
Elisa nods, exhales and curls up in the crook of Azhra’s bent tail, her
knees tucked under her skirts. Sitting behind the dragon’s head gives her
blood-breath headaches; sitting by hir flanks leaves her sweltering from
the heat. Azhra shifts closer and Elisa runs her fingers over the smooth,
nail-sized scales, unable to avoid dwelling on Mother’s latest letter.
Another demand to return home? Another promise of disownment?
She’s almost worse than Suzette! “I’m sorry. For … this, all the time. I
don’t seem to learn.”
Azhra’s laugh shakes the earth and rains red sparks over the camp.
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Elisa watches for fear she missed any litter in her daily examinations
of the earth around Azhra’s cave, but when no surprise conflagration
occurs, she sighs. “Do I want to know why it’s funny?”
“Humans.” Azhra’s snort shrouds both dragon and handmaiden
in a puff of meat-tinged smoke. “Only you apologise for a sensible
arrangement.”
Many young nobles spend a few months or years in service to Tierre’s
dragons; long tradition became a way for scions of diverse families,
nationalities and allegiances to meet outside doctrinal disagreements
and historical hatreds. Elisa’s mother, the duchess of Ajille, used words
like “broadening horizons”, “meeting future consorts” and, when she
thought Elisa couldn’t hear, “something not the bloody goose girl”.
Elisa, to Mother’s despair, found both a position and an abundance of
companions. Princesses offering an intoxicating selection of long lashes
and soft lips alongside a thrilling willingness to explore partnerships
discouraged at home. Princesses speaking of the politics involved in
wedding a duchess’s daughter, gifting a bouquet or pendant necklace
with the warm smiles Elisa once coveted. Princesses blinking in startled
horror at Elisa’s stammering refusal. Princesses leaving Tierre to find a
lover who won’t panic at the thought of marriage.
Perfection, to Elisa, is someone who’ll sit by the fire and sing bawdy
sailors’ songs, trading the best recipes for burn salves and camp stew.
Perfection is a friend who shares Elisa’s bed at night and serves a dragon
by day. Some princesses understand, but too many see their time in
Tierre as Mother does. Even those who become friends still leave in
search of a ring and a contract, needing such formalities to cement a
type of union Elisa doesn’t desire.
They don’t speak in so many words, but Elisa hears it nonetheless:
this life isn’t enough for me.
For her, it is.
She sighs and reaches inside her soot-stained bodice, removing the
letter. A scarlet ribbon and a cobalt seal fasten the cream envelope,
elegance disguising the anger within. “I … I don’t want to learn, not
really.” Elisa traces the raised wax lines with her fingertips: thorned
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roses entwined through a ring. “I know I should, but I don’t. I just wish
… that they’d love me as I am.”
Elisa will never own a dress free of scorch marks. On bad days, she
risks burns and hair loss. In Tierre, though, she wants for little. Azhra is
no hard taskmaster, and she can bed any princess in a comfortable cave
owned by a dragon who never forgets to roar and wait a few moments
before entering. No, Elisa didn’t expect to spend her days cataloguing a
dragon’s collection, but what else is a classical education good for?
She fears speaking it, but she likes days spent with Azhra, likes
nights spent with princesses, likes this unconventional life far from a
home that never suited her. If freed of navigating her lovers’ romantic
expectations and desires, what more can Elisa want but caves, treasure,
dragons and handmaidens?
The gust of smoke accompanying Azhra’s snort, this time, makes
Elisa double over in a hacking cough.
“Azhra!”
“I’m sorry. You humans have such strange ideas about love.” Azhra
curls hir tail about Elisa’s waist, hir voice dropping, for a dragon, near
a whisper. “I like how you sort my vases. I like that you sit with me.
I like that you teach me folk songs and elfish fairy tales. I hope you
find a human that cherishes the way you love, for your happiness, but
I also hope that you’ll stay when you do.” Ze exhales, a rush of roastscented air heating the tepid night. “Aren’t we friends, child? Isn’t this
also love?”
Elisa stares down at the letter.
Tears, unobscured by darkness or smoke to a dragon’s eye, drip down
her chin to splash on the paper.
“I, I learnt the songs from a soldier. She was plump and freckled
and so, so pretty.” Elisa’s smile wobbles as she rests a splayed brown
hand on Azhra’s warm green hide. She doesn’t have the human partner
she wants. She does have a dragon who understands. “Friends, always.
Thank you.” She sniffs, swallows. “If I find a girl, she must stay here,
too. I want to. The last handmaid sorted your library by page length!”
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Azhra’s near eye, like a full moon against the stars of hir scales, glitters
in the firelight. “Child, let me handle that note.”
Elisa strokes Mother’s seal once more, nods and tosses the unread
letter into the air.
The resulting blast of fire sends Elisa dashing into the cave to check
her eyebrows, but Azhra leaves nothing more of that cursed paper than
drifting ash.
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the sorcerous compendium
of postmortem query

When the hour approaches eleven, Mara Hill pushes back the
covers, slips her feet into her boots, stands and buttons a cloak over her
nightgown. She reaches towards Saluria and Sillemon, drawing power
from the demons that bind her to make both hands glow a soft rose—
light enough to tie her boot laces and arrange her pillows under the
patchwork quilt in the suggestion of a sleeping body. The ephemera of
her craft covers the small desk under the window, the expected clutter
of herbs, oils and candles; she ignores them in favour of the loose board
at the back of her wardrobe, concealing a small leather satchel. She
swings the satchel over her shoulder, returns the board to its usual spot
and, leaving the wardrobe door ajar like usual, creeps for the hallway
door.
A village witch has better reasons than most to leave her bed at night.
None of them involve demons, necromancy or the talking dead.
Outside, soft snoring emanates from her fathers’ bedroom, Pa and
Da grunting in rhythm. Mara shakes her head and tiptoes down the
hall. She halts at Esher’s door, but she scarce has time to draw breath
before she hears the restless tug of blanket and creak of bedframe.
Another bad night, but she can’t remember when her brother last had
a good one.
She didn’t realise how poorly Esher sleeps until she began these
secret forays.
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How does she mention this to him or her fathers without betraying
her own violations and failures?
She saw a boy who spoke seldom but smiled while kicking balls,
climbing roofs and exploring the spider-ridden corners of the cellar
shift, so gradually Mara feels shamed by her obtuseness, into a reserved
man. Now Esher spends his free hours avoiding village and kin alike;
even his enthusiasm for Benjamin’s books has faded into a weary
indifference. Esher works and eats and reads, but Mara has the sense
that he acts on the stage of his own life—akin to the performance of
love she makes for Benjamin and the village, a desperate portrayal of
normality.
Something needs to be done, but what?
If she can’t help herself, if she sought demons and Dot Hickmann’s
arts to avoid succumbing to despair at the faltering rhythms of Mara’s
own life, how can she help him?
Even her new brace of demons, Saluria and Sillemon, only confirmed
her brokenness.
No. She’ll find a solution. She has resources, power, stubbornness. If
love spells aren’t the answer, something else will be. She just needs to be
patient, persistent. Hopeful.
Isn’t Benjamin’s love worth that? Shouldn’t it be?
Mara breathes out long and slow, waiting for a lull in Esher’s
movements before heading down the stairs—taking the steps two and
three at a time to miss the creakiest. Once downstairs, she returns her
power to the demons, navigating by the moonlight shining through the
front windows and the banked coals in the fireplace. Tonight, the cats
don’t approach her; three nights ago, she almost betrayed herself when
Sooty thought it a fine game to twine himself through her legs and then
drape his tail, prime for treading on, over the doormat. No cats screech
tonight; nothing stops her from easing the oiled latch, opening the
door, slipping the string through the hole and closing the door behind
her.
Only a blacksmith’s house, she thinks, is yet to upgrade to lock and
key!
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Outside, only a few guttering lamps made from carved turnips with
wicked, grinning faces break the night. Crooked shadows fall on the
glass and wood of windowsill and doorstep, twisting the light and dark.
Woodsmoke, hay, wool and manure scent the air, failing to obscure the
crisp scattering of stars before a velvet backdrop. Mara tips her head
back, revelling in the night’s brisk kiss, thanking the Sojourner for the
kindness of a clear sky.
She’s always revelled in the initial bite of a frosty autumn morning
or a sharp spring evening. That love, at least, doesn’t fade.
She tugs her cloak about her and walks past the open shed and yards
of Pa’s smithy, a hulking shadow in the dark. Nothing moves beyond a
cat slinking past the draping peppercorn trees framing the hill end of
the village square and a wisp of bluish shadow flickering past the public
house. While Mara used to move with hesitation, afraid of being seen
by lategoers at the pub, two months’ midnight wanderings taught her
that nobody marks her passing but cats, rats and owls. Graziers rise
before the sun, and the rest of Dead Horse Hill rises with the graziers.
Another shadowy spirit, undeterred by the toothy faces children this
morning carved into root vegetables, flickers down the lane towards the
Hayes’s cottage.
Few windows and doorsteps rest unadorned this night. If living
relatives cause trouble enough, why invite the dead ones across the
threshold?
She draws a slow breath, both appreciating and fearing the quiet as
she passes the last of the houses and heads out across the feed yards,
the hill sloping down into the surrounding plain. Out here, the world
smells of dust and sheep, the scent and movements of the latter her
remaining link to the town. The schoolhouse is but a small silhouette
against a sea of stars, the suggestion of a building at most. Only a few
trees, flattened shapes of pitch black, speak of a world beyond the Great
Southern Plain’s endless grass and sky.
In daylight, the flat that surrounds a rise only deemed a hill in this
sun-baked land stretches forever, cloud-scattered blue above racing
the yellow-brown below. Only a scattering of thin gums, shepherd’s
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huts, farm carts, kangaroos, emu, cattle and sheep relieve the eye. At
night, the bewildering space feels as wild and uncontainable as the
long-distant ocean: no roads, no lamps, no human-wrought shapes
to offer an illusion of restraint. Just a vastness both unknowable and
untameable, forever reminding Mara that her people—even so many
generations after the cataclysmic Change—are guests here. She’ll never
be more than a visitor flitting across the plain, the soil beneath still
hoping for the returning tread of its true guardians; each night teaches
her again that dark lesson.
“Thank you,” she whispers to the stars, for the owners’ dead walk
tonight as well as hers. “Thank you for welcoming us as much as you
have, even if we’re not yours.”
A few flashes of bluish-grey, little more than bright sparks on a
distant horizon, head northwards.
Mara inclines her head and glances back towards Dead Horse Hill,
seeing nothing but the silhouette of the rise and its framing sky. This
night of all nights, the night of the Thinning when the veils of this
world and the next press tight against each other, her summoning must
work.
If she can’t reach Aunt Rosie tonight, Mara never will.
How, then? How can she ask after something the Accords deem
immoral and illegal?
The quick, hissing cry of an overhead barn owl makes Mara jerk,
and every so often she hears a rustling in the grasses around her, but
she reaches the graveyard and passes through its rusted-open gates
with nothing more than a pounding heartbeat. Now she calls on her
demons, both hands glowing rose, as she walks through the scattering
of gravestones. A tumbledown stone fence and a copse of trees frames
all sides of the cemetery, as close as Dead Horse Hill will ever come
to bush or forest. Rough mounds of dug-up and grown-over earth
surround the headstones, and Mara keeps her eyes cast downwards to
navigate the hazards of rabbit holes, knee-high grass, blanket weed and
thin patches of bracken fern.
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The gravestones, mottled grey and white granite, bear shallowlycarved names: her kin, her neighbours, her schoolmates’ grandparents
and forebears. Patchy grey-green and yellow lichen, fern fronds and
fallen gumnuts decorate the oldest, and she heads for a cluster of stones
at the northern corner of the yard.
The crunch of her boots on the leaf litter rings abominably loud in
the windless night, making Mara think of feet walking over generations
of bones.
In a way, she supposes, that’s true.
She stops beside the stone naming her great-great-great grandmother,
the engraving of her name so weathered that Mara can scarce read it
in daylight, and opens her satchel. A flask of Da’s favourite whiskey,
a small porcelain cannister of salt Da gave Pa as a courting gift, three
candles, several sheets of crumpled paper, a pencil and a tarnished silver
hairbrush sit inside. Most precious is the battered book that sent Mara
stumbling down this road: The Sorcerous Compendium of Postmortem
Query, written by a necromancer styling herself as Dot Hickmann.
Mara found it in a Malvadan bookshop on the yearly shopping
expedition with Jackson Kell. Her fathers will read anything from
pamphlets on the keeping of parrots to thick tomes on elfish history,
but Mara wanted more than the simples and the tricks taught her by
Mother Hayes. After grabbing anything thick and inexpensive for Pa
and Da, she idled through the magic section, possessing money enough
for one more book, unsure which will offer her the most. Browsing
through a spine-worn botanical encyclopaedia and about to give up
in her indecisiveness, she happened upon a curious half-sized book
tucked inside its hollowed-out pages. How the seller didn’t notice,
Mara couldn’t and can’t say, but she closed the encyclopaedia around
the smaller necromantic grimoire and went to make her purchases. A
book hidden inside another must be special, and she spent the next few
days on the drive home itching to investigate this eldritch secret.
She knows people will judge should they sight the book: its slanted,
Northern-style script so obviously heralds the forbidden. Some shapes
of magic, like drawn spells and herbs stashed in embroidered sachets,
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are useful, important and accepted, in no small part because visible
limitations bind the magic worker. Some shapes of magic, like blood
witchery and necromancy, position a magic worker as a dangerous,
seemingly-boundless master of artifice and power, a disruption to the
natural order.
Mara intended only an informed onlooker’s curiosity—the hope
of gleaning new understandings of power between instructions she
laughed at the idea of following. Her secret: in a small village where
everyone thinks they know everyone else, even simple, ordinary
conversations can fast become dangerous. Witches are accepted.
Sorcerers are terrifying—and blasphemous. Why give them fuel for an
already-burning fire?
Benjamin then pronounced her love for Mara; she found no other
solution to her fickle heart than the dead.
To work a spell on an unconsenting party violates the Accords,
despite love spells figuring so prominently in folklore, fairy tales and
childish teasing. What if she consents? Why do magicians and witches
so fear being thought purveyors of an illegal trade that they won’t
reference the art of inducing love, even when Mara wishes it only for
her own use? There’s nothing right in forcing a woman to necromancy
for want of a simple love spell a witch should be able to work with
her soul intact! Why does she have no better option than to deal with
demons and ask the long-dead Great Aunt Rosie?
What will she do if Rosie doesn’t know? Or, worse, refuses to answer?
Mara strokes the cracking cover in an effort to calm herself, removes
the salt cannister and pours the white grains out into a thick line,
approximately a circle, around her ancestor’s grave. She holds her
breath as the two edges of the salt circle join in a rough blob—the
mark of a clumsy amateur, says Dot Hickmann in writing that Mara
finds wonderfully instructive and unbearably condescending. Amateur
or no, Mara sits, cross legged, before the headstone, straightening her
nightdress and cloak over her knees before scrubbing away at the grass.
She places a candle in the patch of bare earth, followed by a breath of
magic to light it.
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The top of the candle glows a soothing yellow-orange, the light from
the flame and her hands birthing shadows on the grass beneath her feet
and knees.
She draws a steeling breath, taking the hairbrush from her satchel.
She has no bones, no hair, no fingernails, no part of the deceased body
to link necromancer to spirit. Mara has only the hairbrush, one used
by so many women that there’s no reason to think it will speak first to
Aunt Rosie. Her ashes returned from Khaloun in an urn, any bones
remaining from her pyre left there, and never before has the brush
shown affinity enough to summon her, even with Mara speaking Rosie’s
heartname.
When better a chance will she have to ask than the Thinning?
A shadowy blue-grey ghost, a ways beyond the cemetery gate, flickers
and fades into the depth of the night.
She quests towards the demons. This time, the pair push magic into
her skin without pause or hesitation. Mara wills it down her hand,
through the hairbrush and out into the salt circle, her fingers tingling.
The demons who refused to give their power to change her love will
let her speak to the dead. Does that mean her asking has no hope of
success?
“In the name of Saluria and Sillemon, let me today reach through
the veil and speak with Great-Aunt Olive Rose Amara.”
Dot Hickmann lists the most common demon singles, pairs and
triads in the back of The Sorcerous Compendium of Postmortem Query.
One doesn’t choose a demon; Mara drew a circle in this same place and
recited, from chapter three, the traditional request for any interested
demon or demons to accept her soul in service, on her natural death, in
exchange for their service in her life. Her childhood religious teachings
talk with intent seriousness about the need to preserve ownership of
her soul, so that she may travel from world to world on the Sojourner’s
unending path, but no witch or magician possesses power enough to
break the boundary between living and dead. Sorcery does. Death must
be sixty years off, so what does a soul matter when the dead can help
her keep a life’s love?
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Benjamin told Mara she loved her, and Mara recited the speech by
candlelight only for a pair of answering demons to weave themselves
into the back of her mind.
“In the name of Saluria and Sillemon, let me today reach through
the veil and speak with Great-Aunt Olive Rose Amara.”
Saluria and Sillemon, according to Dot Hickmann’s knowing
evaluation, are one of the older braces—demons born in and sacrificed
to the Old World’s burning earth and flaming skies. Common in Ihrne
and Astreut, regarded as cantankerous or particular, middling powerful,
best avoided. Hickmann named them the Champions of the Loveless,
the Guardians of the Heartless and the Defenders of the Indifferent—
choosers of the strange, the disconnected, the isolated, the damaged.
Mara wept, shaking and bitter, on a night when she should have been
thrilled at the newfound power answering her summons. Why would
such beings choose Mara and then deny her the power to change herself
if not to gainsay her labour towards normality?
Their selection of her provided only a dreadful, sickening
confirmation, as if her fickleness should be protected!
She keeps them as far out of her mind as she can, fearing their
possession of her given the least foothold, fearing their nurturing of the
brokenness in her. Despite her expectations based on Uncle Sascha’s
lay preaching, they don’t push at her or fight her for control. Mara
may as well be driving a team of well-trained horses—often willing,
yet sometimes given to baulking or hesitancy. Hickmann wrote five
chapters on demon management and the ways a human sorcerer
should expect them to contest mastery, but Mara feels that Saluria and
Sillemon are simply, even kindly, sharing their power.
At times their presence seems akin to a wriggling, tail-wagging puppy
greeting a new houseguest, all brilliant and unbridled enthusiasm—
with one unnegotiable exception.
A true sorcerer may be able to make them mind her in all things.
Isn’t lovelessness what leads people down that road to domination
and darkness?
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“In the name of Saluria and Sillemon, let me today reach through
the veil and speak with Great-Aunt Olive Rose Ama—” Mara jerks as
the hair on her forearms and neck rises, the air inside the salt circle
pressing against her cheeks and forehead. She gasps, for the world feels
sharp and pregnant, not dissimilar to the moment just before and
during a flash of lightning. No bolt slices through the clear sky above;
the thunderless moment, the magic pouring through her skin and out
into the circle, doesn’t pass. Never has she felt force like this; the air
quivers as though ten, fifty, a hundred lightning strikes are gathering
to strike the earth in a single, terrible bombardment of energy. Her
skin prickles, her eyes sting, her hands burn with a buzzing fire. Even
though she’s shivering, she drops the hairbrush and reaches up to untie
her cloak, unable to bear the weight of the wool over her shoulders.
No lightning strikes her, just a gust of bone-shattering cold as though
the void between worlds spills its vastness out into Mara’s circle. She
grasps her demons tight, her heart hammering out her fear, but the salt
holds and the candle burns steadily. A score of bluish shadows, growing
more distinct the longer Mara looks at each, forms a circle of their own
inside the salt line, like small children clasping hands to play a chanting
game.
Spirits? Why so many?
“Who calls me?” A single spirit hovers above the candle, perhaps
peering down at Mara but possessed of nothing more than a floating,
translucent vagary of humanoid shape. A suggestion of long hair merges
into what may be a dress or coat; an inwards curve implies a head and
neck followed by a larger swelling for chest and belly. “Don’t you know
I’m busy? Too many damn relatives to look on and only one night to
do it in!”
Mara picks up the hairbrush in trembling hands, running her
fingertips over the engraved pattern of entwined grape vines, but there’s
no comfort to be found in the familiar touch of skin on silver. She draws
a slow breath, trying to ease her chest and shoulders, before resting the
hairbrush on her lap, raising her hands and signing the question using
Aunt Rosie’s heartname: “Are you Aunt Olive?” She stops, pushes away
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the previous question with still-shaking hands and asks the question
again in full, fingerspelling the shroudname “Rosie” and signing the
true name “Olive”. “Are you Olive Rose Amara?”
“Yes. Who calls me, child? Which bloody one are you?”
Without bones or blood to bind spirit to necromancer, Mara can’t
know if the spirit answers truthfully—or if she even is Rosie. Mara can
ask questions and hold a free spirit inside the salt for a time, but she
can’t compel honesty.
She frowns, considering. Hickmann insists that the human dead
have no power over the living, and another necromancer can’t bind
Rosie’s spirit to force from her Mara’s own heartname. She should be
safe. “I’m Mara. Hela Mara Hill.” She fingerspells “Mara” and signs
the secret word for “Hela”, her fingers skipping through the name that
means her and her alone—a mingling of signs for “herb”, “walk” and
“speak”. “Your great-niece. I’m Thomas Jess’s daughter, named for my
brood father, Hill Cassia.”
Even then, Pa and Da knew her as a witch.
Rosie crooks the suggestion of a head to one side, as if studying
Mara. Her face appears as a featureless oval framed by that pale swathe
of hair; nothing indicates eyes, nose or mouth. “Last I knew you, you
weren’t a niece.”
“Now you know I am,” Mara says aloud, resting her hands in her
lap. “Esh decided that he is a nephew, if you still want one.”
Not to mention Lis Sascha, although Mara appreciates why he goes
forgotten.
Rosie sniffs. “Neither were you a...” She hesitates. “A witch.”
Never before has the word “witch” sounded so much like
“necromancer”.
“I learnt.” Mara swallows, for while she owns decent ability at
small talk, this exchange won’t get her anywhere. “I want to ask you a
question. May I ask you something personal?”
For a moment, she hears nothing but rustling and a soft thump
from the grass behind her. Kangaroo, perhaps?
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“If you’re calling me here, bothering at me—you’d better have
bloody good reason.” A small protrusion of wispy light shifts away from
Rosie’s ghostly form, perhaps a hand beckoning towards Mara. “Speak,
girl. You’ll catch your death of cold out here in a nightgown. You aren’t
getting up to any panky, are you? Cute person? Cute boy? Cute girl?”
Somehow, Mara forgot Rosie’s habit of asking sly questions and
grinning, her lips horrifically broad, while her victim blushed and
stuttered in response. Perhaps this wasn’t the best idea, but who else
has the potential for both understanding and knowledge? Just her
great-aunt, Rosie the wandering adventurer who spent more time
travelling anywhere reachable by horse and boat than she did at home
telling stories. Rosie died on the road she adored, a fitting end for any
follower of the Sojourner—and she died without the love others regard
as natural.
Pa and Da believe Mara worthy of such affection, but they love each
other with a quiet, deep passion. Too much and in the ordinary way,
despite their lives being extraordinary in other ways, to understand
what she feels and why she needs a solution.
Mara can’t bear another month, another week, another day of
pretending.
“Just the hanky,” she says, since, in a way, that’s the problem. “Aunt
Rosie, I—”
“Why are you talking to a ghost, girl, when you should be out
getting some?”
“If you’ll let me explain—”
“Ooooh,” Rosie says, her bubbling voice insufferably cheerful, “and
when you were a little girl, you’d stomp your foot and scowl at anyone
who annoyed you, just like that.” Two small protrusions extend from
her body and merge together as though she clapped her hands. She
often did when living: a loud, self-satisfied clap followed all her worst
evaluations and pronouncements. Mara no longer doubts the spirit’s
identity. “Thought you would’ve grown out of it by now!”
Mara stills her expression as best she can and indulges herself in
reaching towards Saluria and Sillemon, less for their power than for
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magic’s warmth—their presence comforting despite their denial and
Dot Hickmann’s warnings. The tingling heat helps steady her enough
that Mara decides to ignore Rosie and plunge straight into the question.
“There’s a girl. Benjamin. She’s pretty, she’s clever, she’s honest, she’s
new. She thinks I’m pretty. And we can talk for ages—she’s the new
schoolmarm and she reads. I’d like the panky. She does, too.”
Benjamin Lisabet rings somewhat autistic, enough to fit in with
Mara’s family. Enough to say what she thinks and wants, unbothered by
any social expectation that dating should involve suggestion, hesitation
and the awkward game of trying to presume another’s wishes. She
stared at Mara, leant forwards and announced, far too loudly for the
public house of a village where everyone has a terrible and unsuppressed
interest in the goings-on of everyone else, that when Mara wants to
move past hand-holding and walking out, she’s willing. Unashamed
and unselfconscious, one booted foot hooked around Mara’s leg,
Benjamin paused only to shoot Lis a dark glare when Mara’s cousin
started choking on his beer at the next table over.
While Mara admits herself entranced by Benjamin’s plump figure,
dimpled chin and short-cropped red hair—just the right length to run
a hand over—that declaration, along with the three chests of books
Benjamin brought with her to Dead Horse Hill, should have stoked
the smouldering fire in Mara’s heart.
“I love you,” Benjamin said, her cheeks flushed, her hands flapping,
her green eyes bright even in the flickering light of the burnt-down
candle stubs on the windowsill, her bodice and neckline tugged low for
Mara’s appreciation. “I love you, Mara. When you want to do things, I
want them. Say when.”
Why isn’t that enough?
Benjamin knocked on Pa and Da’s door shortly after she arrived in
Dead Horse Hill. Mara watched, entranced, as Benjamin introduced
herself with a terrible curtsey, dropped her bonnet on the floor and
flashed a goodly amount of creamy bosom in trying to retrieve it,
bosom angled right at Mara. Only then did she announce that Reggie
Sara—publican, mayor and font of all local knowledge—told her that
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some of the villagers communicate in sign language. “I’d be obliged if
Masters Cassia or Jess or someone can teach me. So I can understand
all the students.” Benjamin looked right at Mara as she spoke the word
“someone”, her gaze intense enough that even Da noticed and elbowed
Pa out of the room. Mara found herself in the kitchen, demonstrating
a few common words, while Benjamin did her best to copy them.
She laughed like a snorting pig, swishing her hands and fingers, every
time Mara corrected her, and Mara couldn’t help but giggle as well.
On that wonderful, blissful morning, Mara Hill fell in love with
Benjamin Lisabet, just as Mara once fell in love with nearly every other
girl of age in and around the village. That night, she placed her candle
on the windowsill and prayed to the Sojourner that her love, so weak
and fickle, remained strong and true for the dream girl who knocked
on her door.
It didn’t, because Mara is a heartless witch claimed by Saluria and
Sillemon, unable to remain in love with the girl she yearns to bed.
She stared at Benjamin that night in the pub, hearing that precious
declaration, fearing what must follow.
Their love sounds the death knell for hers; the passion that flared
in the kitchen, wild and heady, faded after that moment to lust and
friendship.
A month after that cursed night, Mara took Dot Hickmann’s book
to the graveyard in order to become a sorcerer.
When sorcery offered no answer, she resorted to necromancy.
“Girl,” Rosie says, with a short, tired-sounding sigh, “when you got
a girl like that, you bloody take her out behind the schoolhouse. So
why are you talking to me?”
“Ben said she loves me.” Mara hesitates, pressing the hairbrush’s
bristles into her palm hard enough to hurt. “I loved her, at the start,
but it doesn’t … doesn’t last! I feel for a girl, everything, all at once, and
it’s … like being drunk, all warm and wonderful and happy, and I love
her so much, and then she tells me she loves me, because she thinks I
love her, because I do at the beginning—flowers and kisses and handholding, the excitement and the bubbling, I want all that, the way it’s
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more important than anything else in the world … and then it’s gone.
Every girl, every girl, and if there’s any girl I should love, it’s Benjamin,
but it’s gone, and I don’t know how to love again! I want to stop lying,
stop pretending, because she deserves better, but I can’t bear to let her
go, to see her with someone else. I want to love her like she loves me
and like I used to love her, and I can’t. I can’t.”
So many awful words, bottled up for Mara’s adult life, spill out into
the world like a flooded river breaking the dam.
She sits, shaking and dizzy, the truth indelible.
Rosie sighs, now long and deep. “Do you like this girl? Do you care
about her?”
Hasn’t Mara suggested as much? “Of course!”
“Do you want to be with her in some way?”
“Yes! But I’m not in love with her—”
“Who cares about love as long as you’re both kind to each other?”
Rosie claps her hands again—or, rather, allows two protrusions of her
ghostly attempt to mimic the living body to merge, soundlessly, together.
“Does nobody bloody talk about how they feel? Is a conversation so
bloody unfashionable now? Take your girl, sit down, tell her that you
don’t love her romantically, that your romantic attraction fades when
it’s recipro—girl, do you mind that your girl loves you romantically?
You don’t sound like you do?”
Mara stares, blinking and bewildered, up at the bluish spirit
hovering above the flickering candleflame. “I don’t understand what
you’re saying.”
“Of course you don’t.” Rosie huffs. “If I’d known this nonsense
was going to happen! Girl, do you mind that your girl loves you
romantically? Or do you only mind that you can’t love her this way?”
“The problem,” Mara says, her teeth gritted, “is that I don’t love
her—”
“No, you don’t mind. Easy, then! Sit down with your girl, tell her
that your romantic attraction fades when reciprocated, that you’re
not and can’t be in love with her, but you still care about her, you
still adore her and you still want to be with her—mention the panky.
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Definitely mention that you want the panky. Tell her why you think
she’s wonderful, and then ask her if she minds that you can’t feel one
thing for her, because if she really likes you, how does this one thing
matter? It doesn’t. And if it does, that’s on her and you find another
girl!”
Mara runs her tongue over her lips, too stunned to know what best
to say. “That isn’t how—”
“Girl, you don’t know anything. If she’s flashing that much glorious
bosom at you while you talk history books, I doubt your missing one
teensy bit of attraction matters. Just talk. If you admire her directness,
be direct in return! What are you people learning in school, if not this?
Long division? Prepositions? The ten duties of a Malvadan notary?
How bloody pointless are those things if you don’t know how to talk
attraction and preferences with another girl?”
Never did Mara, in all her imaginings, see the conversation going
like this. She wants a love spell, not instructions for colloquy! “I never
mentioned any of that! How are you knowing—”
“You should have,” Rosie says, the words followed by another spiritual
handclap. “I never loved a girl romantically, or wanted it either, but oh
did I do quite a bit for a night or two with a girl who has a chest like
that. Especially when she isn’t shy, although I prefer boys who are. Girl,
you’ve always got to mention a girl’s bosom—and her legs, especially
when they’re thick and muscular. Always mention the legs.”
Mara hasn’t considered Benjamin’s legs in any way but that of holding
up the rest of her body, covered in thick layers of skirts and petticoats as
they are, but Rosie’s pronouncement does make Mara feel better about
her own. Maybe Benjamin will like—shades, how does this help?
“But I’m still not in love, still brok—”
“Were you this unnecessarily stubborn as a child? I think you were.”
Rosie jerks both arm-like protrusions, although this time Mara realises
she glows a little brighter about the head and chest, the energy swirling
closer to the centre of her spirit. “You don’t experience romantic
attraction when it’s reciprocated. I don’t experience it at all. Didn’t
experience it? Don’t. Shades, I hope the Sojourner hasn’t made me
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romantic in the next life!” This time her whole body, from shapeless
hair to the fading light of her legs and feet, quivers like jelly knocked
from the dining table. “You do relationships however best suits you.
You seem to want this girl as a partner, so ask her how she feels if you
regard her as a best friend, sharing hanky, panky and books. If she’s
got the least amount of sense, she’ll realise there’s nothing better in
the world than bedding and marrying a friend. If she doesn’t, she isn’t
worthy of you. This isn’t complicated, girl!”
Mara shakes her hands, frustrated. How can Rosie ride roughshod
over Mara’s anxieties, as though she’s ridiculous to fear her inability
to feel, consistently, something the world of books, songs and poems
reckons vital to humanity? She drops the brush and signs, hands held
close to her body, arms trembling hard enough that she struggles to
place her fingers. “Not…” She fumbles the sign and sweeps her hands
to clear it away, starting afresh. “It’s not normal!” She stops, stills her
hands again. She came to ask a question, didn’t she? “You’ve travelled.
I know you spent time with magic workers. Is there magic to fix me? Is
there magic or sorcery to make me love the way I should? Do the Grey
Mages have love spells they don’t tell people about? Or are there blood
witches who deal in them, ignoring the Accords?”
A pitched howl, two voices crying in twain, sweeps through the
circle. The scream rings intense enough that Mara moans and claps her
hands over her ears. Yet there’s nothing to hear in Saluria and Sillemon’s
rage, only a screech that reverberates in Mara’s mind and every one of
her bones.
Even when they last rebuffed her, they didn’t react like this.
“Girl, you’re a bloody—”
“Excuse me.” A quiet voice sounds from the circle—and Mara
realises she forgot the other spirits, paying a heretofore silent witness to
the conversation. One of them flickers brighter, shifting perhaps half a
step closer. “I don’t fall in love with someone unless they’re near close as
kin. All the boys wanted to go out walking with me in my day; I only
ever felt anything for one of them when I did. Darrel helped me bury
Boots in the back garden when I was five. Only him.”
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Mara remembers that voice—how can she not? Mother Orrin, sire
mother to Isa and Ida, sat out in the square almost every day for the first
eleven years of Mara’s life. Curled up in a blanket-covered wicker chair
under the hanging peppercorn trees, she was the grandmother to the
village entire. She corrected sloppy stitches, fed magpies breadcrumbs,
mediated arguments between squabbling children and never failed to
insist that one should sip, not gulp, water.
A frantic susurration sounds from the ring of spirits, too quick and
soft for Mara to parse.
“I married my wife,” says the deep, cracking voice of Kell Sunita,
the man who taught Mara and Esher how to cheat at dice and cards,
“but I never felt any kind of attraction to her. I just wanted that kind
of relationship with someone for children, but I didn’t feel it myself.”
“I only fall in love with strangers. It doesn’t last when I get to know
them!” Older Ned cackles, a spirit flickering and pressing close to Mara;
she flinches as she feels the ghost of a hand brush over her hair before
he backs away. “I married the notary anyway. Turned out he wasn’t in
love with me, but he liked my cooking. He laughed when I fessed up;
he was trying to figure out how to tell me that he’d rather I didn’t come
home Fridays with another bunch of flowers! Maybe your girl is the
same? You go ask her, Mara!”
“I fall in love,” says another, slow and hesitant.
Mara freezes, for Grandba Jess Amara passed when Mara was seven,
little more in Mara’s mind than the click of knitting needles and the
smell of dried lavender. She does remember how ze spoke aloud,
awkward and formal; like Da, ze best preferred talking with hir hands.
“I do love that way. But it comes and goes. Some days it spills over
everything and some days there’s nothing but cracked earth. But even
people who love like the stories say don’t love like that all their lives.
Build your house on something else.”
For a moment, Mara thinks she smells something that isn’t melting
tallow, grass and eucalyptus leaves. Must-tinged lavender, the fragrance
that clung to Grandba’s clothes whenever Mara sat in hir lap. The smell
still ghosting Mara’s stockings and drawers for a few moments after
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dressing, for she stores her underthings in the same wooden chest in
the same house Grandba Jess and Great Aunt Rosie must have played,
slept and fought in as children. The same house in which every spirit
here must have once taken tea; the same house past which every spirit
must have walked hundreds or thousands of times. Old and a little
warped, the floorboards have been worn smooth by generations of
feet before hers—none free of memory’s scars, none untouched by her
family’s history.
She didn’t imagine that those come before her bear their own
unspoken secrets, their own truths erased from family and village
knowledge. She didn’t imagine that they too couldn’t and didn’t love
like one should. Mara hunches forwards, hot tears rolling down her
cold face, unsure why she weeps but knowing the stopping to be
beyond her.
Two spirit protrusions rest clammy on her shoulder, one scented of
lavender and the other rose.
They pay witness, the ring of shades from generations past: people
who never fell in love, people who never wished to fall in love, people
who felt no attraction and died contentedly single, people who felt
no attraction yet ringbonded others for a wealth of reasons, people
whose love wasn’t strong enough to act on, people whose love waxed
and waned, people who didn’t love at all, people who chose friendship
or companionship over romance, people whose love couldn’t fit the
uncomplicated shapes of poem or song. People who lived and laughed
and died as proud villagers of Dead Horse Hill. People whose stories
went untold in this place where everyone believes they know everything
worth knowing, never questioning the worth of that assumption.
They talk over each other now in their enthusiasm, a cacophony of
the chattering dead speaking everything unshared in life.
Mara knew nothing close to enough, and if so many people here
tell stories new to her, how can the living be different? How can she
be the only woman in this village who can’t love like a heroine from
a storybook if her relatives and ancestors express a wondrous, human
inability to do the same?
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In knowing the truth of nobody else, how can she recognise her
own?
Because it’s there, shimmering and bright: if her heartless people
lived how their hearts dictate, so too must she.
Saluria and Sillemon rest warm and quiescent at the back of her
mind.
She doesn’t know much time passes until the hubbub of sharing
spirits lessens; Mara just sits, cold and quiet and shivering, until the
spirits return to their silence by the perimeter of the salt circle. Then
there’s nobody near Mara but Aunt Rosie, floating above the guttering
candleflame.
“Do you bloody well understand, girl?” Rosie sniffs. “It’s not normal?
Honestly.”
Mara nods, swallows, decides that she doesn’t trust her voice and
signs one word: “Yes.”
“Good.” Rosie flows backwards to the ring, merging with the
shadowy blue spirit beside her. Grandba, maybe? “Then get up, break
the circle and go to bed, because tomorrow you need to talk to the
girl with the magnificent bosom. Make sure your schoolmarm teaches
something useful about people, too, because I’ve too many to fuss over.
And talk to your brother. Listening at his door each night won’t help,
girl. Talk. Oh, the problems you’ll solve if you just use your hands or
lips!”
“Thank you,” Mara signs, fearing to risk responding to the rest.
“Thank you.”
“Break the circle, girl.”
Mara nods, leans forwards and reaches out to drag her hand across
the ring of salt—and then she stares, blinking, at an empty, starlit
night. Nothing remains of her visitors but the broken circle, one burntout candle, a faint demon-wrought purring sound and the soft rose
glow of Mara’s own hands. She pulls her cloak tighter, trembling, and
plucks the hairbrush from the ground, brushing dirt and leaves from
the bristles before stowing it in her satchel.
“Listening?”
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She yanks at Saluria and Sillemon, dragging as much power as she
can from the demons into her glowing hands. In the moment before
her eyes snap shut against the brightness, just as she realises that she
knows that voice, she sees Esher: leaning against the closest headstone,
a poker clasped in each hand. He howls, dropped iron clanging where
it smacks against gravestone, and Mara, whimpering herself, dulls the
light back to a soft, gentle glow, unwilling to risk opening her eyes.
“Shades, what—”
“What are you doing here?” Mara shrieks back. “How long…?”
Did he see the book—no, it’s still in her satchel, safe. Did Rosie
mention the words “necromancy” or “sorcery”? Does Esher know she
isn’t only a witch?
Mara opens her watering eyes before Esher answers: he stands hunched
over, his long-fingered hands shrouding his face, the pokers scattered
on the grass before his feet. Like Mara, he appears an odd combination
of dressed and undressed, wearing old breeches underneath a long
nightshirt and his fleece-lined coat over the shirt, untied laces tucked
inside his boots. Looking at him seems much like looking at Mara
herself, since they’re both the spitting image of Da—tall and hazel-eyed
with smooth sable hair, overlong nose, sharp cheekbones, soft sienna
skin. Her hair hangs long and braided; Esher cuts his into a short tail.
He stands slightly the taller, for which Mara is grateful; the Sojourner
perhaps finds amusement in the truth that each possesses a body more
commonly held to match the nature of the other.
Mara doesn’t mind so much; Esher does.
She scrambles upright, rests the satchel comfortably against her
thigh, remembers Aunt Rosie’s opinion on girls’ legs and almost smiles
before glaring back at her brother. “Esh! What are you doing here?
Spying—” Mara stops, gulping, since Esher heard Rosie; perhaps that’s
an accusation best unmentioned. “What are you doing here?”
Another shuddering moment passes before Esher lowers his hands,
reaches down and grasps the pokers—lengths of twisted black iron
with a rounded point wrought by Pa’s hands, neither weapon Esher’s
preferred sword. Did he fear Mara’s going out alone tonight?
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He draws a breath and jerks an elbow at her, so Mara stops and
waits, giving him time. Esher pushes himself upright and turns towards
the village, his boots crunching leaves as he falls into a ground-eating
stride, the pokers thumping against his boot every few steps.
It wasn’t, Mara realises, a kangaroo.
“Esh, please try and word somehow. Please.” She matches him stride
for stride, for while Esher can outpace everyone else in Dead Horse
Hill and does when annoyed, he’ll never outwalk her. She lets her
hands glow a fraction brighter, silently thanking her brace of demons
for light enough to see the worst of the missing stones as they approach
the tumbledown section of the wall. “I don’t care how. Please. What
were you doing here?”
“I don’t.” His words are slow and hesitant, his voice higher than his
preference. He rests a foot on one fallen slab, places his poker-clenching
hands on the top of the wall and vaults over, heedless of the footing
on the other side. Only a soft grunt betrays that he may have landed
poorly. “Love, romantically. Or want. Attraction, she said? I don’t have
it for anyone. And I don’t want a partner, not like Older Ned. I just
want to be me.”
If he didn’t hear everything, he heard enough to understand.
Mara heaves a long sigh, clambers over the wall with more caution
and less ankle-breaking disregard, runs to catch up. Why didn’t she
think about Esher this way? She assumed that he hadn’t found the
right person or people, but even when he wasn’t hiding from the town,
he spent more time avoiding than he did going about. He works in
the smithy and on the plain depending on who needs him most—he’s
spent the spring shearing and haying, but when summer quickens he’ll
go back to Pa—and he labours hard, always willing to lend a hand.
Perhaps that’s a way to avoid complications through the appearance of
activity, a man too busy to walk out?
She knows, in a disconcerting, nebulous way, that there’s something
going on with him for which she doesn’t have the language or
understanding, something he doesn’t voice any more than she dared
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speak of her fickle—no, fading—romantic attraction. How much of
his distance can be explained by his revelation? How much can’t?
“I think I want to be with Benjamin. If she’ll let me not be in love
with her back.”
“I think you love her,” Esher says after another long hesitation. A
soft bluish spirit flickers off to his left. “It just isn’t romantic love. In
love. Otherwise you wouldn’t want to do anything not, well…”
Mara raises both eyebrows. “Casual panky behind the schoolhouse?”
“I never knew why people did that.” Esher shakes his head,
shuddering. “But if that’s all you wanted, you’d be doing it. You’re not,
so you want something different. It just isn’t romantic for you.”
She reaches out, slides a hand underneath his forearm and pulls him
close to her despite the threat of being hit by a poker, breathing in his
sandalwood, sweat and wool. “I feel like I should’ve known about you.
I should have seen.”
“I didn’t. Not with you.” Esher softens and leans into her, and while
Mara doesn’t think he’s all there with her, he doesn’t push her away. He
told her the truth about himself. He came out this night with iron in
hand, even though he’s never had the heart or patience for magic.
“There’s two of us, now.” Mara squeezes his arm. “And you don’t
need someone like that. Why would you? We’ve got Pa and Da … and
maybe you’ll have me and Benjamin. If she says yes. Family.” She isn’t
sure what’s best to say, but Rosie told her to speak. “Wherever I am,
whoever I end up with, there’s always space for you if you want or need
it. Promise. I swear by Olive Rose Amara.”
A breath of sharp, cold wind tugs at Mara’s hair—even though there
isn’t breeze enough to stir the grass or her skirts.
“Tonight. Before. She came to me, in my room. She told me to
follow you out. She told me that if I followed you to the graveyard, I
wouldn’t…” Esher trails off, his head angled away from Mara’s face.
“Aunt Rosie told me to follow. Before you called her, before she came
to you. She came to me, first. I didn’t know you were going to talk to
Rosie about all this.”
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For Esher, this is nearly a speech, but that isn’t what has Mara staring.
Did Rosie sense all the nights Mara tried and failed to summon her?
Did she wait until this night, the Thinning, to cross over, to answer—
to bring the deceased of Dead Horse Hill with her?
How much, Mara wonders, do the dead know of the living?
She drops her free hand inside the satchel, stroking the worn cover
of The Sorcerous Compendium of Postmortem Query. She won’t be able to
ask anything of Rosie for another year, but some of the other spirits who
bequeathed their stories lie within the cemetery, their bones accessible
to a curious necromancer. There’s no reason why she can’t ask, now she
knows that Rosie and Mara aren’t the only heartless villagers to walk
the streets of Dead Horse Hill. There’s no reason why she can’t ask to
hear their stories about love … and perhaps the bleakness taken root
in Esher’s mind.
They shared their secrets freely; why shouldn’t they help her with
more of the same?
What is loveless, Mara wonders, but the perception of those outside,
knowing nothing of the secrets housed within? What is loveless in a
world where those who don’t love with that heady romantic abandon
still care about the people around them, even after death? What is
loveless in a world where a man who ghosts through his own life still
comes after Mara with pokers in hand? What is loveless but a quality
deserving of championship, even if only seen by the dead, by a pair of
demons, by the rare people who dare speak their truth to another?
What does love, in any form, matter if its absence doesn’t preclude
people from kindness?
“And you know,” Mara says, never more certain of anything, “that
Rosie will make sure, at least one night a year, that I keep that promise.”
Esher’s lips curl into a momentary smile. Not yet the joy or ease
she wishes to see in his face, but he lets her hold him close. They walk
into the dark together, two heartless souls heading towards a village
of people who may be more like her than Mara ever dared imagine or
hope.
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Tomorrow, if Benjamin is truly the woman with whom Mara yearned
to fall back in love, perhaps they will be three.
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monstrous

The first time you hear the world speak of monsters, they feel far
off and distant. Abstract. Some people surrender to the beast, cruel and
rapacious. Some people lack the willpower to resist its siren temptation.
They twist, change, devolve. Yet your parents, good and loving, tamed
the beasts inside them. They remained human. They walk hand-inhand under sunlight and moonlight, delighting in both, fearing neither.
They laugh when you ask about the chance of your monstrosity,
their certainty unshakable. Grandma is no monster. Pa is no monster.
You’re safe, dear.
The inner beast first flexes its claws in your late teens. You look at
people, fighting to find the part meant to wish for dates and love letters.
Yearning bubbles in your belly and mind, but you know it bereft of the
softness that divides human from monster. Sexual attraction without
romance becomes a predatory, beastly want. Dangerous.
Long ago, your parents told you to fear men and loathe women who
want but can’t, won’t love.
You’re young, says Mum. You’re normal, says your teacher. You’ll
master your claws.
The creature settles. Relatives spin story after story of how their
partner helped gentle their desire, conquering their beast.
You breathe, you trust, you wait.
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Other people, the lost and the broken, give themselves over to their
monstrosity. You, born of kin resolute in their humanity, are safe.
Why don’t you look on people with the kind of want that makes
benign the other, the want that will deny the creature ascendancy?
The soft desire, the natural and expected yearning defined by roses
and candlelight, a lifetime of specific companionship, this bewildering
thing called romance?
You’re a late bloomer. You haven’t met the right person. Are you
trying to meet people?
Pretend, then. Pretend when you walk home with a boy, voice
gratitude for gifts of heart-shaped jewellery, allow your hand to rest in
his. Pretend when he takes you behind the toolshed for his expression
of human desire, a partnership sealed with a kiss. Love. You stand rigid,
hoping that you’ll want this if you just let his lips touch yours—
Inside becomes outside.
The beast, silver-haired and snarling, desperate and undeniable,
leaps free to bear you away from the boy who thought you his.
Part of you, fearing this transformation even as you lope and jump
in your muscled body, screams in a voice no human can comprehend.
Part of you, fleeing romantic intentions you can’t return, howls in
brilliant relief.
Monster.
You.
Human mimicry returns when the sun rises, but none can now miss
the beast sheathed beneath your false skin. Your family promises their
love and acceptance—you can’t help it, can you? You didn’t choose this,
did you? Did you? Nothing will change … and everything changes.
Nobody asks about your work; friends avoid your art for fear of spotting
the monster’s shadow within. You drift to the edges of your own life
and kin, a ghost yet breathing.
People pretend that they don’t see the metal tags swinging from your
new leather collar.
You, the master of human pretence, know that they don’t try hard
enough.
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This prison possesses no doors or bars. Just the chain of restraint,
the need to look without giving into the want provoked by long-haired
boys and pink-lipped girls. The need to look, your claws sheathed and
your skin furless, with no more than wistfulness before turning away.
Not for you, that gorgeous dancer smiling with bright promise. You
won’t be caged, in this world so afraid of fangs and howls, if you obey
the rules designed to keep the beast at bay. You’ll be safe if you go home
alone, substituting the wrong kind of want for a detached, distant
nothingness.
You still yearn, still desire; the beast shifts, bound and unfulfilled.
Kisses raw and desperate, a prelude to skin brushing skin, a prelude to
a night of touch and release. Kisses that speak of today’s fucking over
future marriage. All a fantasy, a dream, an illusion. Impossible.
Remember.
Your monstrosity puts humans, seeking a human partner capable of
mastering their inner beast with obedient romance, in danger.
Remember.
They’ll be safe if you never venture outside, avoiding reminder of
what you can’t have.
Family insist that you must become used to the ache in your hands,
the itch down your spine, the slow pace of human movement. Like a
dog scolded for whining at your owner’s feet, you fight to hide your
pain, to adjust, to be good.
Will you be safe?
By night you dream of running over paddock and hill, free like your
wolfish ancestors.
By day you imagine approaching that dancer, imagine eir hands
fearlessly stroking ruff and fur. Sometimes you think that ey too is
a monster, eir throat free of leather and metal; sometimes you think
that eir affection isn’t dependent on your obedience to human norms.
Sometimes you dare to hope that a human can still desire a beast.
Raw sores break out on your neck, skin rubbed red and seething. Your
days are depthless silhouettes of human puppetry, a body constrained
by shoes, collar, rules.
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Nothing changes.
Remember.
Why?
All the reasons that come to your tongue—family, friends, work,
art—lack vibrancy.
You draw your wildness: moonlight dappling fur, glistening fangs,
glowing eyes. You paint on your bedroom walls to the grating clink of
metal tags, disregarding landlord and parental disapproval. You see a
strange, alien hope waiting in that silvery hide.
Why?
Your teeth are sharper, your eyes brighter, your toes ending in claws,
your needs misunderstood. Can’t human teeth harm another? Can’t
human nails part skin and release blood? Can’t humans use romance’s
trappings to harm another? Can’t love and marriage provoke pain or
violence? What harm has your beastly body wrought beyond a failure
to meet society’s expectations?
Why do you permit your collaring?
Human fingers tremble as they unbuckle leather.
Furred legs gather themselves to leap into the night, silver-haired
and powerful, beautiful, triumphant.
Unbound.
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what if it isn’t

The problem isn’t the job. It’s second nature to walk into a room and
look for exits, lights, cameras, sensors, windows, the lines of sight from
adjoining rooms, the distance between doorways. The back of Jessie’s
mind is always counting steps and cataloguing scents, even if she doesn’t
yet know why it matters that a recent janitor used a bleach-containing
cleaner—bleach and that particular note of Ajax lemon—on the floor.
Her brand of observation works best when she leaves her brain free to
make note of things without trying to get in its own way by deciding
what what’s important. While it can drive Keiko to impatience when
she needs a direct, simple answer, sometimes the bleach in the floorcleaner is the unexpected answer to salvaging a bungled job.
This gallery, housed in a Federation-era bluestone building, all tiny
rooms, thick walls and a tangle of cameras and sensors inhibited by the
plan that is everything but open, demands her attention—but it’s the
kind of puzzle Jessie loves solving.
It shouldn’t be difficult, then, to enjoy a pleasant afternoon in the
company of a cute girl. True, the mustiness of the rooms—something
no amount of modern chemicals can erase—makes Jessie’s nose itch.
True, the gallery is a paean to the glorification of capitalism, a collection
by artists who have made diamond-adorned plastic shopping bags and
disposable coffee cups from crystal, and while the pamphlet crushed
in her pocket insists this is somehow a post-postmodernist message,
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her fingers itch to grab the nearest item and smash it over the curator’s
head. True, she can feel the other patrons watching her while she stims.
But it’s an art gallery: the air still tastes of aged oil paint, old varnish
and familiarity. Potential. It feels like coming home, if coming home
means breaking in after dark and stealing something priceless.
The problem, and Jessie coils the pink and yellow Tangle in her
hands, is Keiko.
She’s cute, all quick steps and lively eyes, the excitement of the job
broadening her lips and colouring her cheeks. Impossible not to smile
when she smiles, laugh when she laughs: by all the rules on the subject
of how to be human, Jessie should be head-over-heels in love.
She isn’t.
“Oh, look at that!” Keiko pulls Jessie forwards, pointing at a burger
wrapper made from a fine brown, logo-covered leather. A wrapper that
costs more than Jessie’s entire wardrobe and doesn’t distract Jessie from
the warmth of Keiko’s arm wrapped around hers. “Do you think they’re
taking the piss?”
She wonders if the artist saw a different meaning in the painting
of soup cans, but a couple—a middle-aged man and woman wearing
offensively-shiny shoes and crisp suits—turns to glare at Keiko.
“It’s a burger wrapper.” Keiko turns to face the scowling pair. “A
calf died so someone could make a fake burger wrapper to sit in an art
gallery. Even the real thing is at least used!”
The pamphlet used many long words to name this collection a
scathing indictment on mass-consumerism, followed by a request for
the world to return to the days of artisanal production. Jessie supposes
it makes sense, somehow, to those who are wealthy enough to easily
proclaim the evils of consumer goods, but she can’t help the feeling that
the answer doesn’t lie in expensive art installations mocking the dietary
habits of the working class.
She clicks the loops of the Tangle together as loudly as she can. It’s
her favourite stim, the clicking sound accompanied by the movement
of the loops, and most people Jessie works with can’t bear to hear it.
Keiko doesn’t mind.
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The couple gift Keiko a parting stare and stalk from the room; Keiko
leans into Jessie’s shoulder, giggling. “They were staring,” she murmurs,
standing on her tiptoes to reach Jessie’s ear. “Now they’re not.”
Even if Keiko doesn’t understand the way Jessie thinks about
observing details, she lets Jessie do it. She’s abrupt, sometimes, and
when Jessie can’t always shorten words or prioritise in the way Keiko
needs to make sense of a situation, Keiko doesn’t hesitate in revealing her
frustration. She’s also sweet, generous and one of the few people Jessie
likes touching her, and it shouldn’t be difficult to spend an afternoon
pretending to be two girls in love. Jessie has told far greater lies in the
quest for preparation.
The truth, inconvenient and terrifying, is that this isn’t a lie.
“You’re not pretending,” Jessie whispers, clicking the plastic loops
against each other: one long swipe of the innermost-loop followed by
three short clicks, repeated over and over until her fingers tire. “This.
Isn’t a pretence.”
Keiko stiffens. “Pretending what?”
She knows. She knows, and Jessie isn’t wrong. Why did she speak?
This isn’t the time—after the job, surely, but not now! What if Keiko
takes offense? What if she loves?
“This,” Jessie says. “Us.”
Keiko exhales and slides her arm around Jessie’s back. “Okay. Maybe
I’m not. So what if it isn’t?”
What if it isn’t? Two girls together matters, but not as much as it
once did: love is love, everyone has the right to love, celebrate love in
all its forms. Love now, if it comes in a couplet between adults, can
wed however it chooses. What, though, if that kind of love doesn’t
exist enough to matter? What if Jessie has been waiting all her life for
interest to flower in strength enough for certainty, to feel the steady
pull that makes marriage and children and years together natural and
comprehensible? What if her love is a dull, flickering, rare thing, so
insubstantial it makes better sense to disregard it as meaningful? What
if her love is quiet and companionate at best while Keiko loves with
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fairytale passion, a woman who wants and needs to be wanted? How
then do two people hold together?
Jessie draws a deep breath. “Is it romantic? Can it be, become,
romantic?”
“I don’t have your need to label everything, Jess.” Keiko shakes her
head. “I guess it is. I do…” She smiles, her lips bright against light
brown skin, and rests her head against Jessie’s chest, forcing Jessie to
crane her head down to look. “I want you. Clicking your twisty thing
while we’re watching TV at night. Your lips against mine. Dating,
I suppose—I know there’s some things you’d rather not do. There’s
probably some other things,” and her eyes drift down Jessie’s breastbone,
“you’d rather not do, too. I expect that.” Her smile broadens. “I think
it is. I don’t know where we’d go, but I want to be with you. Is that
romantic enough?”
What is and isn’t romantic is a vagary of social custom and individual
opinion, most of it nonsensical to an aro-spec autistic.
It sounds romantic enough to Jessie.
“I do like … some other things. Some of them. In the right way,
when I can … when it’s not too much to feel.” Jessie uncoils the
Tangle and twists it in both hands until it creaks, stopping just short of
snapping it. “I like you that way, and I think I’d like … I think I’d like
to do them, the ones I can do, with you.” Not the sort of conversation
she’s supposed to have in public, no, but when else is she supposed to
say this? “I like your … you’re nice and pretty and … pretty. I just … I
don’t, I’m not, romantic. I don’t mean I don’t like giving flowers. I don’t
feel it, not very much. And if you are, that doesn’t—it doesn’t work out.
You want a, a, feeling, and I don’t have it and I might not ever get it
strongly enough. And that doesn’t work.”
Keiko leans back, loosening her hold on Jessie—not quite pulling
away, creating space between them. “I’m not sure I understand.”
Jessie opens up the Tangle, slides it over one wrist in a too-big bracelet
and then pulls out her phone. It’s easier to type in a word, easier to find
a definition online, easier to show the screen to Keiko than to fumble
through what Jessie means and then remember, much too late, that she
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forgot to use simpler words like “low or infrequent attraction”. One
word: greyromantic.
For a long, awful moment, as Keiko’s fingers scroll down the screen,
Jessie hears nothing but breath and distant talking.
She’s ruined it. Ruined the relationship and the job.
“I’ve never … it’s never been much, enough to matter.” The
explanation spills from Jessie’s lips, plaintive and desperate. “Like it’s
there and it’s not worth doing anything about. It’s not enough to push
me towards people, like this…” She stops and looks around the room,
hunting for the kinds of words Keiko will best understand: metaphor.
Something that’s thin or wavering, like… “Like this flickering of
a burnt-out bulb, and it doesn’t stop flickering even with people it
should. I should … I want it to be there with you, but it isn’t. I can’t
replace the bulb when it’s me.”
Now Jessie hears nothing but the clicking of her twisting Tangle, the
sound of Keiko’s breath and the low drone of a voice echoing from the
hallway behind them.
“Does it have to be?” Keiko murmurs, her voice near inaudible. “Do
you like being around me? Do you want to be with me in some way?
Do you want to do things with me? Do you want me to be a person
important in your life?”
Jessie nods. “Not all the things.”
“I knew that. I knew there’d be things you wouldn’t want to do, or
couldn’t do, or do all the time.” Keiko shrugs and leans into Jessie’s
chest. “Honestly? I don’t see how this is any different. You’re you.
Anything with you isn’t just…” She snorts and tips her head back to
look up into Jessie’s eyes, grinning widely enough to show most of
her teeth. “It’s not a fast-food hamburger meal where it’s all the same!
You’re not going to come with the same fries and soft drink in the same
paper bag with the same wrappers! We’ll have to cook a meal together
from scratch, and it won’t be like anyone else’s meal, but I think it’ll
still taste good.” She pushes herself up and leans her cheek on Jessie’s
shoulder. “Want to come home with me tonight and talk about the
meal we’re going to cook? Maybe make the entrée? I don’t wash dishes,
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though, so we’re going to have to stop by somewhere and pick up some
things first. I always go shopping after ten, just to avoid all the crowds,
so it’ll probably be late by the time we eat.”
Jessie has worked with Keiko enough to follow when she starts
segueing into not-so-veiled metaphor: she only ever speaks of shopping
in reference to the job.
“It shouldn’t be,” Jessie says slowly, not sure she has the words for
the idea brimming over the cup of her mind, “this … acceptable, that
I need different things, because I’m autistic. It should be like that for
anybody who doesn’t…” She tries to smile and talk, as easily as Keiko
does, in using words that don’t describe the subject. “…want the same
hamburger meal. For any reason.”
Keiko nods. This close, Jessie can smell the faint touch of vanilla oil
in Keiko’s shampoo and the familiar mingling of salt and plain soap
from her skin. She stopped wearing perfume soon after meeting Jessie—
reason enough, at least on TV, to fall in love. “That’s fair. People aren’t
good at accepting difference; you know that as well as I do. I suppose
all that we can do, though, is try to accept those around us, talk about
how things should be and hope everyone else does the same.” Keiko
hesitates. “So, tonight?”
Jessie isn’t in love. She’s with love. Surely that’s worth trying?
“I like,” Jessie says, “shopping after dark. Too noisy otherwise. And,
and cooking at midnight.”
“Midnight is the best time to cook.” Keiko grins, slides her arm
around Jessie’s waist and guides them both towards the next room.
Jessie clicks her Tangle, makes a note of all obvious security cameras
and the places where she’d put hidden sensors, and hopes that,
tonight, nothing goes wrong when they break into the art gallery to
steal the diamond-studded bag and other absurd artworks in need of
redistribution.
It’ll be more than a little difficult to talk about a queerplatonic
relationship if they’re both in prison…
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loveless

“He connects, attaches, to things.” Paide lets the words roll over
his thoughts before speaking, unsure how to convey his meaning to
someone unknowing of his brother’s nature. “Trinkets, odds and ends,
textured bits he can hold in his hands. One year he went everywhere
stroking a wooden spoon! I don’t mean a bribe. A token, showing him
that we accept him in this way, so we may be trusted in others.” He
glances across the table. “Do you still make your bits of beads and
jewellery?”
Thereva called his sketches on maps and missives “bits of drawings”,
but even she spent the quiet nights of the war working with wood and
thread.
“I have something.” She almost smiles, her fingers still atop her last
jade counter. “I also think you lied before, sir. Paide.”
Is this another declaration he’ll dislike hearing? “How so?”
“You said you didn’t love. How isn’t that love? It just isn’t romantic.”
She shifts the piece two squares. “Your move.”
The board shows Paide another loss.
At least this one lacks consequence.
“I didn’t lie.” He didn’t correct her earlier assumption, but she did
listen to him when all others denied his truth. Why not also in this?
“You’re looking, I think, for something you’d rather see in my words.
Something preferable. I meant how I said it.” He pauses for the space
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presaging impact, even here unable to cast aside his orator’s tricks.
“Little does this world hate more than a loveless man, save perhaps a
loveless woman.”
Thereva leans over the table, fine brows raised, her eyes searching
his. Looking, maybe, for the shadows of the man that spoke of suicide?
“I … I don’t know what that is! Princely pity shrouded in princely
verbiage? Depression? Your debility?” She shakes her head. “What do
you need of me? What are you asking by saying that?”
It means something that she asks.
It also means something that she thinks him hale enough for teasing.
“I don’t think love is something I want or need. I don’t think I should
keep what I thought was love, having seen what it wrought.”
She blinks, frowning. “I understood that as you don’t wish a husband
or a wife. How do you mean it, then?”
For the first time in months, the world feels steady underneath his
chair. Perhaps it’s that today Paide reached the nadir of desperation,
his sanity too rent to be further tarnished. Perhaps it’s the conclusion
of a journey that shaped every use of his queerness as a weapon to
discourage his father from pressing marriage, now unnecessary. Perhaps
it’s the strange freedom come after casting the rest of his life to the pyre.
Their expectations denied his humanity. Why respect those few still
within his ability?
“I don’t. I like … liked…? Like sex.” He laughs, as though Thereva
didn’t see people emerge from his tent at odd hours, as though sex
hasn’t become memory and history over hope. “I want a friend. I
don’t love elsewise. I never have. But…” He exhales in the old habit
of delay, speaking’s breath hissing over his lips. “My father loved me,
but that didn’t stop me enduring his judgement, angels forbid he have
a cocksucker for a son! Mamman loved my father, but that didn’t stop
him from dying at her hands. Mamman loves my brother enough to
war for him, but that didn’t stop his wooden spoon from shattering
under her hands … or me applauding her anger. I thought…”
Thereva shifts her weight, preternaturally patient.
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Is there any magical order of words, Paide wonders, that convey
depth of feeling without implying self-pity?
“I thought I loved my people, my country. I thought to save Ihrne
from the tyranny of a necromancer with power to void law. I thought
I loved them, and they me, and I thought that love justified my war.”
He halts, thinking of armies of bones, the bearing of corpses from the
battlefield while the enemy claimed his living allies, a conflict that
brought blood, loss and deprivation. “It gained Ihrne nothing.”
He lost his title, his crown, his heartbeat, his future.
For what? Death?
Thereva, commander of soldiers and forced co-conspirator in Paide’s
useless idealism, nods at him … but her lips press, colourless, into a
thin line.
“Lovelessness is a byword for hatred, horror and cruelty. But my
family’s love is nothing but horror and cruelty. Our love justifies
anything that follows, no matter how questionable, how wrong. Why
isn’t it better to be loveless?”
Thereva’s brow furrows. She speaks with care, but it may mean
anything; Paide has never found her easy to read. “My understanding …
my understanding is that isn’t real love. False love, hate masquerading
as love.”
Paide remembers too late her family: kin accepting of her womanhood
if she denies herself expression, affection and connection.
If that’s what the world names love, why value it?
“Too many people too often call abuse ‘love’ for me to think it a false
reckoning,” he says slowly. “What if it’s meant to justify what should
be incomprehensible? Not a flaw, but a feature? Love didn’t shelter
my brother from us. Is love, then, what’s required to craft kindness or
governance? To rule? To protect?”
Her lips part, soundless, before she shakes her head. “I can’t say,
truly, that it is.”
“I need acceptance more than love, Thereva Asigne. So does my
brother.”
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She sits, statuesque if not for the rise and fall of her chest, before
reaching across the table, glancing at his hand. He nods; she closes her
fingers about his. “Accept, then.”
Her faith, he thinks, empowers him more than a kingdom of love.
Paide ein Iteme, loveless prince-regent of Ihrne. It doesn’t sound like
a tragedy this side of war, not when love failed to provide safety and
sanity in his current shape of life. It sounds like a beginning, a renewal.
It sounds like hope.
He nods at the board. “New game?”
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the vampire conundrum

Beset by dizzying anxiety, Rowan places a green mug, printed on
one side with a five-striped flag, on his desk. Done. He exhales and
takes another furtive glance around the poky ten-desk office, but only
Shelby sits close and she’s too busy peering at her computer to notice
him. There: mug at work! Right where people can see! He grabs his
phone, snaps a quick photo to send as proof to Matt and then, before
anyone can ask about the mug or Rowan’s behaviour, moves it beside
his pen caddy, the handle angled to hide the stripes.
Why does he have to be this scared? Everyone knows he’s trans.
Hormones aren’t yet magical enough to give Rowan cis-unquestioned
masculinity; coming out felt less damaging than constant misgendering.
At the same time, being trans is why he feels like to pass out from
nervousness. The initial slew of queries, concerns and clarifications,
followed by daily episodes of cissexism, isn’t something anyone should
care to repeat!
Trans identity, after the passing of marriage equality, at least possesses
the dubious state of being the new conservative-favourite punching
bag. Before he sent Damien his “I accept the position, by the way I’m
trans” email, few people here would have been ignorant of Rowan’s
theoretical existence.
Aromanticism, by contrast, requires more than revelation: it requires
conceptualisation.
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He thought he was prepared, last time.
Rowan Ross, master of whiteboards and planners, came for his first
day armed with a list of resources and print-outs of an article he wrote
for his university’s student magazine. He’d written out answers to likely
questions and rehearsed them at his mirror. He wasn’t going to have
another panic attack when faced with questions he couldn’t answer. He
was going to be fine.
Instead, he learnt again that one can’t prepare for all the shapes of
cis ignorance.
Hesitating to mention his aromanticism because being out as trans
already ramps up the difficulty of his working life shouldn’t be cowardly.
Why can’t Matt see that?
He stares at the mug, dizzy. Damien may not notice the striped
flag, but Shelby uses anything as an opportunity to provide unneeded
reassurances. Melanie has enough enthusiastic, unrestrained curiosity
for ten people!
I read that trans men bind their chests. Is it comfortable? Do you do it
every day? Are you allowed to wear a bra when you don’t?
Rowan shudders. No. He’s survived her interrogations; can’t he
survive this, too? He practiced a short explanatory speech, made an
email-ready digital PDF booklet and packed printed versions inside
his satchel. He rehearsed his responses to as many provocative and
prying questions as possible, including the line I’d rather not answer
that. Maybe it won’t be as bad, this time! Maybe they won’t notice
immediately, giving him more time to prepare and anticipate. Melanie
doesn’t come back until next month; perhaps this mug, so bright and
green, will pass unremarked until then.
Does the want to return it to his bag make Matt right?
Rowan touches the handle for luck and wonders if this will go better
should someone not Melanie ask first.
“Good morning, everyone!” Melanie breezes through the office in
an aura of floral-with-vanilla perfume, making a beeline for Rowan’s
desk. She’s small, curvy and grandmotherly-but-modern in appearance:
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coloured slacks and loose floral-print blouses worn with dangling gold
pendants and stacks of bangles over freckle-dusted forearms. Aside
from her pixie-cut grey hair, she looks to him like a walking Millers
advertisement. “Rowan, can you tell me how to put the new logo in my
email again? Please? I know you told me last time.”
Rowan doesn’t understand why people who send emails on a daily
basis don’t take the time to learn these things, but he’s worked here long
enough to accept this lack as a fundamental truth of the universe. He
turns to face her, his flag mug held in his right hand. “Do you want
the instruction PDF I wrote, or do you want me to just do it for you?”
A few months ago, caught up in a fit of hopefulness inspired by a new
SSRI and the less-inspiring reality of being the youngest person in the
office, he spent his spare time typing up Rowan Ross’s Ultimate Guide
to Basic Office Computing—a guide languishing unread by anyone not
Rowan.
“Just fix it for me now.” Melanie beams at him, paying his mug no
attention. “Thanks, Rowan!”
What will it take for someone to notice? Pouring his coffee on
their shoes? He swallows the dregs, stands and follows Melanie to her
computer before setting his mug on her desk, flag facing outwards, to
take up her mouse and open her email settings.
To think he worried about someone’s asking questions! Rowan didn’t
consider the problem of a lack of interest, but he’s spent the last five
weeks drinking from a flag mug without as much as a passing glance.
“You’re a doll, Rowan!” Melanie hesitates; Rowan holds back a
sigh. Here it comes. “Wait. Is that offensive, even though there’s male
dolls, like Ken? And gay men collect dolls, don’t they? But gay men
like feminine things and you don’t when you’re trans-gender, do you?
You’re a darling? I know! You’re a treasure.” Melanie grins, as though she
didn’t make an easily-overlooked statement into a thing shaded with
too many queer microaggressions for one bi trans man to untangle,
and grasps his mug. “I’ll get you some more coffee! One sugar, a dash
of milk! Thank you so much!”
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Her pink-painted nails and beige hands cover the flag, only a small
section of black and grey visible at the edge of her pinky finger.
Maybe she’ll notice when she fills the mug.
Maybe she’ll notice when she brings it back to him.
Maybe pigs will fly and she’ll stop placing that too-long pause
between “trans” and “gender”, too.
This way, there’s no need to endure alloromantic absurdity or
criticism. No suffering the pain of being unable to explain or correct,
given how often cis people dismiss even small gender-related requests.
He did what Matt demanded; he left the mug on his desk. How is it
Rowan’s fault that nobody’s knowledgeable enough to express curiosity?
That he forgot to factor in the remarkable cishet tendency to avoid
anything suggestive of unknown queerness?
Going ignored, somehow, doesn’t feel like a victory.
When Rowan sees a mug online featuring a shield in aromantic
colours behind a design of crossed arrows in pride colours for other
aromantic-spectrum identities, he snatches one with frayromantic
blues. He also buys an unneeded but matching pencil case followed by
a journal covered with rows of arrows coloured in aro stripes.
If he needn’t fear curiosity or question, why not pride up his desk?
At least he can gulp coffee from a frayro mug emblazoned with an aro
shield every time Shelby asks him if he’s found a partner yet.
What is pride merch for if not petty passive-aggression in response
to allo folks’ amatonormativity?
A fortnight later, he arranges his mugs on his desk, stashes his
decorative paper clip collection in the pencil case and ponders, just for
a moment, if anyone’s made a pride-themed whiteboard.
“Rowan!” Damien appears out of nowhere and claps his hand on
Rowan’s shoulder. He’s a raw-boned giant of a man with an improbable
ability for stealth; Rowan, cursed with a body that reacts to unknown
stimuli as though lethal rather than first checking, still can’t keep
himself from jumping out of his chair on Damien’s approach. “I’ve got
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this photo from last night I want for Facebook. Can you crop out an
arm from the side for me? I just sent it to you.”
“Sure,” Rowan murmurs, once his heart stops threatening to burst
from terror. “I’ll do it right now.”
“Thanks. I’ll get you a coffee.” Damien snatches up the new mug,
tiny in his oversized hands. Rowan doesn’t care to imagine how much
of Damien’s pay goes to custom tailoring, but his pinstripe suits are
the living dapper embodiment of every How to Dress Like a Professional
Man guide Rowan has read and failed to implement. “Huh. I didn’t
know you were into archery. One sugar, little bit of milk?”
“Yeah. I … uh...” Rowan blinks, struggling to find an answer, but
Damien heads for the hallway and the kitchenette they share with the
rest of the floor. Archery? Surely none of the arrow designs are realistic
enough for any archery enthusiast to regard them as an expression of
interest for the sport? Not to mention the stripes?
How do cishets cultivate their air of continued obliviousness? They’ve
all seen Rowan’s trans pride phone case and bi pride pin; nobody won’t
have seen the rainbow flag in the news. Shouldn’t one of them catch on
to the concept of pride flags?
Why complain when their ignorance is easier than their questions?
He shakes his head, opens his emails and finds the photo from
yesterday’s event, complete with a stray arm on one side and a half an
empty chair on the other. He crops out the arm and the chair before
adjusting the contrast and colours, until the photo appears as though
only maybe taken on a cheap phone, indoors, by a man with his back
to the window.
“Hey, did you know that Rowan’s really into archery?”
Rowan looks up. Damien stands by the door, showing Melanie
Rowan’s newest mug.
He should say something before he gets archery gear in the office
Secret Santa. He should say something even though they’re on the
other side of the room and a lifetime of good manners, parental
expectation and disabling anxiety says one doesn’t intrude on someone
else’s conversation. What if someone in the office secretly likes archery
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and asks him questions? But corrections mean doing the one thing
Rowan hopes he can continue to avoid, so...
He slides his hands under his legs and inhales slowly in a vain attempt
to head off the giddy anxiousness. Does this mistake desperately need
fixing? Can’t he wait to see what happens first?
“Archery? How does anyone get into archery?” Melanie shakes her
head. “You don’t do it in school. Is it a country thing? Or a rich kid
thing?”
“I did. Year nine, I think? And my school wasn’t that fancy. I think
kids do more of that stuff, now, than real sport.” Damien shrugs and
heads towards Rowan’s computer, setting his mug down on the desk.
“You fixed the lighting! I don’t suppose you can make my face less red?
It isn’t that red in real life.”
It is, but that’s easier to fix than the burgeoning fear that this archery
misconception won’t be a one-off incident.
Another awful conversation with his housemates pushes Rowan
into getting out his sewing box, despite a Melanie-induced fear that
showing himself to be good at a traditionally-female art will result in
another expression of cis nonsense. Too many friends still ask why he
buys plain T-shirts from the women’s section (better fit) or has lavenderscented shower gel on his shelf in the bathroom (he likes it). He’s a man
to the not-completely-cissexist people in his life if he meets a boring,
insecure definition of manhood. “Oh, great God of Trans Men,” he
mutters, “please pardon me for the crime of unmasculinity, because
everyone knows you don’t allow true men to embroider.”
How is cross-stitch not just analogue pixel art, anyway?
He flips off whomever it is Melanie thinks “allows” him to defy
gender norms before sketching a pattern, struggling with the shape of
the R. His embroidery floss stash doesn’t allow him to perfectly colourmatch the greens, but after the best part of a weekend Rowan produces
a patch reading “ARO” in aromantic stripes against a background of
allo-aro yellow and gold. He needs another hour to stitch it to his
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satchel beside a cluster of badges (trans pride, pronouns, bisexual flag),
but the finish is worth the late night and sore fingertips.
Surely this will tell people that those five stripes mean something
more than a liking for archery or the colour green?
He fists his hands, lips trembling. What call does an allo cis gay like
Matt have to mock the idea of coming out as aromantic when Rowan,
who lost his home, his family and his dog to the mistakes he made in
coming out, knows exactly what those words mean? Why did Matt
have to say that “someone like Rowan” only put a lousy mug on his
desk because he knew nobody will ask? Yes, he owns a collection of
anxiety disorder diagnoses, illnesses fairly earnt, a disability unchosen.
That doesn’t make him cowardly!
Matt doesn’t emerge from his bedroom before Rowan dashes to
catch the train, so he lacks even the questionable satisfaction of seeing
his housemate note the large patch on his bag. He’s just left with a
mood bouncing between frustration, anger and the quieter, sickening
fear that making the patch didn’t challenge Matt’s opinion as much as
validate it. Should Rowan have done that? What else can he do?
Why does Matt have to be so damn allo?
By the time he arrives at the office, Rowan focuses just enough
to concentrate on the distraction waiting for him in the kitchenette.
The walls need painting and the air conditioning smells like mice, but
sharing the floor with four other sub-governmental community projects
meant everyone pitched in for a decent coffee machine without too
many hassles. Damien needs to stop taking terrible work-related selfies,
but he does enforce a cleaning rota so Rowan can enjoy avoiding the
horrors of instant coffee.
“Aro?”
Groggy annoyance fades into a heart-pounding, palm-sweating,
vibrant wakefulness. Rowan wheels to face Melanie; she peers at the
satchel hanging off his hip. Matt’s wrong about Rowan. This will prove
it!
“Uh, yeah,” he says, fighting to sound casual. “I’m aro.”
There. He said it!
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“Oh, like the movie vampire?”
The movie vampire? What vampire? There’s no obviously-aromantic
vampire in a well-known movie; someone online would have said so!
“I’m sorry?”
“The Twilight movies! You know the ones the teenage girls liked, with
the family of glittery, vegetarian vampires and the human girl? And it
was supposed to be romantic somehow? My daughter had posters and
a quilt cover and T-shirts and Barbie dolls.” Melanie pulls a face, her
lips twisting. “But she loved them, and there’s a vampire called Aro.”
Belatedly, he remembers a joke that posts about a minor character
used to turn up in aro hashtags. “I suppose? But it isn’t a name when—”
“Damien! Rowan’s called Aro now! Should we hold a meeting telling
everyone? Or just send an email around?” Melanie looks out into the
hallway dividing the floor into its suites of offices: Damien stands
outside their door, his battered phone held to his ear. “I didn’t know
trans people were allowed to change names twice! Although I don’t
suppose there’s a limit, is there? If I married someone five times, I could
change my last name five times, couldn’t I? Is it really that different?”
“It,” Rowan says into the barest break in sentences, “isn’t—”
“Damien! Stop gasbagging about golf or whatever … I swear, that
man never listens when you want him. Always on the phone! Damien.”
She bustles out into the hallway with the determined stride of a woman
on a mission. “Rowan’s Aro now!”
Panic spurs him into running after her. “Melanie!”
“Aro!” Shelby grabs his forearm as Rowan skids into the hallway, her
brow furrowed in concern. If Melanie seems like the plump, huggable
sort of grandmother, Shelby looks like the muscular, marathon-running
grandmother who hits the beach every morning. Salt-coarsened long
hair in a single braid, a fashionable black blazer worn over a T-shirt,
hiking boots. “Is that European? Don’t worry, we’ll all do our best to
remember, and you’re allowed to growl when we don’t. We said there’d
be no problem, and we meant it. You’re allowed to growl at us when we
make mistakes, okay? Okay, Aro? Promise me that you will correct us!”
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The self-appointed protector figure of the office, she was kind during
Rowan’s first week. Kind in a way that draws unnecessary attention,
given her inability to correct someone else’s misuse of pronouns without
crafting a production of hushed voices and pointed nudges—followed
by scathing lectures that never happen far enough outside his earshot.
Why are the only options complete stealth or queerness front and
centre in a way that never lets him be just a different shape of normal?
Where exists a blessed middle ground?
Melanie reaches Damien and stares up at him, waving one hand and
tapping the opposite foot, until Damien lowers his phone.
“Uh … thank you, but my name isn’t—”
“You absolutely must correct us.” Shelby squeezes Rowan’s forearm
in a firm grip. “We’re not used to all this, but that doesn’t mean we
won’t try. Aro. Do you people usually choose unusual names like that?
You know, you trans people? Promise me that you’ll correct us. You
need to know that we don’t mind in the least, truly we don’t!”
“I’m not—”
“Anyway, how was your weekend? You didn’t stay at home, did
you? It worries me that you haven’t found a girl yet. Or a boy!” Shelby
clasps his hand between hers, looking into his eyes as though hoping
to impress upon him the depth of her sincerity. “You do know, Aro,
that any girl—or boy!—will be lucky to date a sweet boy like you, don’t
you?”
What does it mean, Rowan wonders in irony-fuelled despair, that
returning to Births, Deaths and Marriages now feels like the easiest
option?
“His name’s Aro,” Melanie says after lunch, showing a new volunteer
around the office. She pats Rowan on the shoulder as she walks behind
his chair, startling him enough that the clipping path he’s making
around a photo of Damien’s head goes veering off to the side. “He does
our website, our flyers and the information guides we send out. Aro
like from the Twilight movies!”
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Introductions once only encompassed Melanie’s habit of overlystressing pronouns when referencing him—a dysphoria-triggering
reminder that she doesn’t think him masculine enough for people to
assume it. Isn’t that bad enough without her also getting his name
wrong?
He sighs, frustrated. Complaining about this, when trans people are
in desperate want of a working environment free of outright antagonism
and discrimination, feels unreasonable. Hell, Rowan knows aromantics
who’ll revel in being named “Aro”, so isn’t his hurt just pettiness? Isn’t
this why he’s no longer welcome at home, a man too intolerant of his
family’s mistakes? How many times did they tell him that his harping
on about little things demonstrates a concerning lack of gratitude for
their acceptance?
His co-workers do seem to believe in Rowan’s masculinity; he
shouldn’t take that for granted.
Instead, he feels like he’s failing at being both transgender and
aromantic.
After a fair amount of editing, he places Damien’s image in the
brochure mock-up and exports to PDF. The office will make suggestions,
some useful, some ignorant and some so absurd that Rowan will laugh
with his friends later on, but that’s fine. He can’t expect otherwise in
a workplace where everyone considers him possessed of unknowable
ability with computers. They’re good people, in the main, and they care
about their work.
It’s just complicated, and Rowan hates the feeling that complicated is
the best cis people will let him get to a normalised acceptance.
“Aro? An Arrow fan called Aro? Really? Do you like comics or are
you one of those people only into DC TV?”
Rowan looks up from attaching his PDF to an email to find the
volunteer sitting on a creaking office chair and crab-walking it over to
Rowan’s desk. “Comics?”
“Oh, good.” The volunteer sighs as if in relief. “I mean, the TV
show? It isn’t terrible—better than most of DC’s movies, at least—but
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I’m so tired of people who call themselves fans but have never touched
a comic book.”
Rowan glances at his journal cover, ponders its possible similarity
to the show’s motif and nearly bursts out laughing. He’s never read
a comic and doesn’t plan on doing so. He prefers indie podcasts and
audiobooks on account of increased representation and greater ability
to sew and cook while listening. “I’m not an Arrow fan. Sorry.”
Another show about cis people possessed of everyone-should-pairup amatonormativity?
Hard pass.
“You’re not?” The volunteer gapes, waving his hand towards Rowan’s
cluster of pride mugs. Three, now. Only one contains coffee, which
feels like a terrible oversight. “Is this a joke, then? Are they getting you
arrow stuff because of your name? Like some office thing?”
Aro.
His name is not Aro.
Rowan once thought the concept of snapping a mere storytelling
device, something as ludicrous or impossible as “glittering eyes” or
“romantic interest that lasts after getting to know someone”. At best
an experience had by people without a brain that doesn’t devote most
of its time to screaming alerts at the prospect of anything dangerous.
Absurd, irrational, void of any real-life relevance.
Not even with his family has he felt this chilling, all-encompassing
moment of enough.
He looks back at his computer, attaches a second PDF file to his
email and, before he considers pesky things like consequences, clicks
send. Then Rowan climbs up on his office chair, steps up onto the desk
and whistles like a country boy who owned a border collie prone to
sneaking off the property and rounding up the neighbour’s sheep.
Everyone in the office gapes up at him with a motley assortment of
parted lips, unblinking eyes and, in Melanie’s case, the pointing of a
long, vermillion-polished fingernail.
Up high, the room reeks of nesting rodents and the popcorn ceiling
desperately wants refinishing.
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Now Rowan’s brain tells his limbs to shake and his chest to heave; of
course, he thinks as he shoves his hands behind his back, anxiety kicks
in after he’s neck-deep in it! “My … my name is Rowan. I chose it.”
He looks at the vent on the opposite wall, fighting to sound collected.
Is that black mould? “Dad told me if I rejected my deadname, I was
rejecting them. That I was being cruel and selfish. I earnt my name!”
He stops, gasping for breath like a hooked fish—which, given his
terror, feels far too appropriate a simile. “My identity is aro, short for
aromantic, like being queer—one way of my being queer. So ... there’s
a PDF booklet in your inbox about aromanticism. Read it! I’m proud
of being aro, but you need to call me by the name I chose! It’s Rowan!”
He jumps down off the desk. The creaking laminate and the thud
of his dress shoes, a little too large for Rowan’s feet, sound abominably
loud in the sepulchrally-quiet room. Heading past giddy into faint,
but pushed on by a heedlessness of the “this can’t possibly get worse
because I’m going to be fired” variety, Rowan snatches up his satchel
and reaches into the side pocket to pull out his handful of print leaflets.
He drops one in the lap of the gaping volunteer, tosses the rest on an
empty desk for luddites who prefer paper, and returns to his chair.
Seven sets of speechless eyes bore holes through his skull, shoulders
and spine.
Rowan jams on his headphones, opens his no-romance metal
playlist and turns his music up to a volume just short of deafening
before queuing new posts to the project’s website.
When he invented the God of Trans Men as flippant rhetoric to
cope with Melanie’s questions, is it right to pray to him?
Two hours later, doing his best to radiate an aura of do not disturb
on pain of your bloody death, Rowan fights to pay attention to the last
event write-up. Leaving early means asking permission and walking
down the row of desks, risking stares and comments; he instead corrects
Melanie’s idiosyncratic punctuation. Didn’t Melanie go to school at
a time when they taught more than English comprehension? How
doesn’t she know when not to use an apostrophe?
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There’ll be consequences. Warnings? A formal discussion in the
private office the supervisors only use for interviews? A request that
he undergo counselling? A strong recommendation for psychiatric
assessment? Firing? It isn’t like they can’t throw a rock and hit thousands
of people under the age of forty with general computer skills and
design ability who aren’t prone to standing on desks to make unwanted
announcements.
No. Focus on the damn comma splices.
Should he ask his psychiatrist for the soonest possible appointment?
New meds?
A tap on the shoulder makes Rowan’s head threaten to brush
the probably-asbestos-riddled ceiling; he gasps and yanks off his
headphones, trembling.
Melanie stands beside his chair, holding out her phone in its glossy
pink case. “Those words that are underlined? Can I click on them to
find out what they mean, like on a website? Like ... al-lo-sexual?”
“Hyperlinks in an interactive PDF—the file on your phone—work
the same way as on a website,” Rowan says without thinking: in the
last three months, he’s been asked this ten times. “If you click on those
links, they’ll take you to a glossary at the end of the document with
definitions.”
Damien sits facing his usual computer, his head tilted as if watching
out the corner of his eye.
Melanie smiles the expression of a woman in an alternate dimension
where Rowan doesn’t engage in embarrassing outbursts. “You’re so
good at all this stuff, Rowan.” She stresses his name just enough that he
can pretend she didn’t. “Where did you learn it all?”
He once tried to explain his philosophy of clicking on things only to
realise that while the concept of generational divides requires excessive
generalisation, a difference exists in terms of his willingness to fearless
experimentation with electronic devices and programs. “School. Uni.”
“You’re so lucky. School was nothing like that when I was a girl. You
have so many more opportunities now. And identities.” Melanie sighs
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and pushes a wisp of grey hair back from her eyebrows. “It’s good, it
really is.”
Rowan blinks, startled into silence by a rare glimpse of validation
stripped of performance and demonstration.
He hadn’t thought anyone here capable of it.
“It says that some people feel repulsed by romance? Are you like
that? Should we do something? Do we need to not talk about romance
in the office? Like, if I describe my daughter dating her boyfriend, not
that I want to, is that bad? Do we need to hold a meeting? Damien—
Damien—”
Damien turns, wearing the blinded look of a rabbit frozen in a
spotlight. “Yes...?”
For how long has Damien worked with Melanie? For how long
has the office rolled with Melanie’s interruptions and proclamations,
her meetings called about the slightest of issues? For how long has the
office accepted Shelby’s incessant reminding and Damien’s inability to
surrender event photography to someone who knows how to modify
their flash settings? Isn’t there a chance that they’ll tolerate Rowan’s
occasional moments of desk-blathering?
A trans aro should be able to sew a patch on his bag reading “aro”
without provoking cis weirdness. Since when does someone read a new
word on his bag and assume that’s now his name? Isn’t that another
over-the-top demonstration made by awkward cis people trying to
prove their acceptance, something that’s never made Rowan feel safe?
Even when he’s aromantic, he never gets to avoid cissexism.
He slides his hands between the seat and his legs, aware of Melanie’s
once again drawing the office’s unbroken attention. “I, personally, don’t
care if people talk about their romances,” he says, certain that Damien
needn’t answer Melanie about meetings, “but I do care when people
assume I must want one. I do care when Sh … some of you just keep
asking if I’m dating anyone.”
Rowan long set aside the need to bother with romance. He isn’t
aromantic in the way most people first think of the word, as he does
fall in love, but it describes his frayromanticism nonetheless. Why put
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himself through the inevitable messy, angry break-up when his partners
don’t understand why what started as romance ends up to him as a
friendship? When dating isn’t without trans-related challenges, why
force himself into a type of relationship that he knows won’t last?
Romance, too, feels like one of the mechanisms by which a
dangerous trans body can be rendered more acceptable to cis folks, in
the same way it sanitises his equally-threatening bisexuality. If queers
are holding hands and exchanging rings, just like cis and heterosexual
couples, they’re safe.
He wants to be normal, but not that normal.
Melanie surprises him again by nodding. Opaque red only colours
the corners of her lips; the worn centres reveal the brownish-pink
beneath. “Like how we now don’t assume everyone’s—what’s the fancy
word you use for not being you?”
“Cis. Yeah.”
“At my first job, I never dared yeah my elders. Can I ask what’s this
a-sexual thing? Not-sexual? That’s a thing that can go with your a-romanti-cism? Am I saying it right? Is that something people can be?”
Melanie grabs the volunteer’s vacated chair and wheels herself up to
Rowan’s desk. “Tell me about this. Please.”
Damien gives a theatrically deep sigh, winks at Rowan and turns
back to his keyboard.
Rowan’s tangle of feelings bewilders him too much to be simple
relief, but he doesn’t appear to be at immediate risk of losing his job.
“We need to have a meeting!” Melanie announces ten days later,
striding up to where Damien peers over Rowan’s shoulder to approve
the touch-ups on a series of scanned photos. Rowan grasps the want
to have a section on the website showcasing past events, but surely
Damien’s film-camera predecessors weren’t all unable to take decent
pictures? “Today. Perhaps before lunch?”
“Do we?” Damien doesn’t bother to turn his head. “What’s the
number on the urgency scale, remembering that whiteboard markers
aren’t a five?”
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“I’m aro-ace.” Melanie stresses the words, beaming with the
confidence of a child presenting a new finger-painted masterpiece. “I
didn’t know, but I definitely am. I’m aromantic and asexual.”
“I’m glad for you.” Now Damien faces her, scratching his shock of
unruly brown hair. “I don’t know why this needs a meeting? Do you
want something addressed?”
Rowan leans back in his chair, too startled to do anything but watch.
Melanie’s interrogation of him about all things a-spec over the last few
days left him certain that she was questioning, but he didn’t expect this
announcement—or Damien’s reaction to it.
“I’ve been reading, and I sent around a list of links everyone else
should read, too. We must do something about our website. And, of
course, everyone should know I’m aro-ace, and then let people ask any
questions. Then we should consider changes to our submission forms,
and then...”
Already, Melanie has done more to integrate her identity into the
office and its projects than Rowan ever dared risk. Why, then, does he
feel as though he’s being pressed inside a metal suit three sizes too small?
Shouldn’t the end result be worth enduring a staff meeting in which she
announces she’s aro-ace? Melanie being Melanie, she’ll gladly answer
questions about aromanticism. Doesn’t that give Rowan everything he
wanted—ability to be out as aromantic but someone else’s dealing with
allo nonsense?
Matt’s right.
Rowan’s just a coward.
Damien nods at Rowan. “What do you think about that?”
“Uh...” Rowan draws a delaying breath, fighting against a brain too
bewildered to be useful in forming comprehensible speech. “Uh …
you’d have to run form changes past someone higher up, wouldn’t you?
We have to ask about everything else? But...”
He doesn’t name Melanie a friend, but fellow aromantics aren’t
common enough that Rowan will reject a companion—even if they’re
cis and have subjected him to half a year’s discomfort, anxiety and
alienation. He slides his restless hands under his legs, biting his lip
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against the sickening realisation. Melanie’s enthusiastic fearlessness
may make this office and program better for him as an aro, but how
can it answer all the attitudes that made Rowan fear coming out in the
first place?
If he’s a coward, doesn’t he have reason?
“We do need a meeting,” he says slowly, his heart pounding in his
chest like blast beats in death metal. “On better integrating marginalised
people into our office. Because the way you emphasise my pronouns,
Melanie, or the way Shelby reassures me five times that I can correct her
… that doesn’t make me feel safe. It makes me feel reminded. Different.
Too visible. And that’s why...”
“You ended up standing on a desk?” Damien asks with the gruffness
of a middle-aged cis man trying to sound gentle.
“Yeah,” Rowan mutters. “That.”
Melanie clasps her fingers to her lips. “Oh! I didn’t mean anything by
it! I just wanted people to get it right!”
How many times has he suffered through well-meaning people
explaining that in response to his saying that they made him
uncomfortable? How many times has he heard people justify their
actions as though good intent always mitigates bad impact?
“You’re … you’re still making this about you! The only answer I want
or need from you is thanks for telling me, Rowan, I won’t do it again!
That’s all! Not your reasoning, not this effort to justify! I want to know
that you hear me, that you’ll acknowledge that your intent however
good still made me come home crying from dysphoria, and that you’ll
stop because I don’t want to put up with it anymore! That’s all!”
For the second time in less than a fortnight, a chilling silence
envelops the office.
“We need a meeting,” Rowan says breathlessly, reminding himself
that at least this time he isn’t standing on his desk, “discussing how
to include marginalised people in our office. Discussing all the
microaggressions. Maybe you need to find … educators, trainers who
come in and do this. I don’t know. I’m just so tired of never feeling safe
or normal, never feeling like I can say anything because this isn’t hate
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and at least you’re not my parents! Like I don’t ever get to have anything
better!”
He stands up, unsure what to do past fetching himself a distracting
cup of coffee.
Maybe, then, he’ll be able to survive the way Melanie looks at him—
as though he just ran over her puppy.
She just came out, and he did run right over it.
“I’m sorry.” Rowan sags onto his chair, leaning forwards to grab his
satchel despite the unpleasant giddiness. “I’m sorry. It’s wonderful,
Melanie, that you now know who you are and that you can come out.
And it’s amazing that you’re doing things already, when I needed like
six months just to get used to my knowing I’m aro. I just...” He reaches
inside the satchel and pulls out a rough oblong shape wrapped in white
tissue paper. “Here. I’m sorry.”
He, an allo-aro man, screwed up an aro-ace woman’s coming out.
Shouldn’t he know better? He wants to laugh, wants to cry, wants to curl
up in a ball and hide under his desk. Even now, when he’s trying to get
what he needs as a trans man, he’s being the worst kind of aromantic!
Her lips pinched, Melanie takes the present in her hands, worrying
at the top piece of tape with her long, pink nails.
“We’ll have a meeting.” Damien runs his hand through his hair as
though he doesn’t quite know what to do with himself. “I’ll talk to the
heads about … sensitivity training, I suppose this also is. Would you
be willing to write me an email outlining some of these behaviours and
any ways we can make this office safer for you? Is that an appropriate
thing to ask of you?”
“I don’t mind,” Rowan says. As long as he doesn’t go ignored, he’ll
send a few emails—and he already has a few blog posts on which to
draw. “Thank you.”
“Do you … want anything, now? To talk privately to me or anyone
else? Or to a senior supervisor? Or someone with the government body?
Can I do or arrange anything else?”
“Coffee. Please. And … and then to go back to fixing photos as
though absolutely nothing happened because I don’t … do this sort of
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thing.” Rowan heaves a shaking sigh, pushing aside the thought that
nobody can have failed to observe this. “Thank—thank you. I’m sorry.
Thank you.”
He notices Damien gesturing at Melanie, notices that Rowan’s
aro flag mug leaves with both and returns a few minutes later—now
distracting from the office’s musty odour with its rich bitterness. He
takes a few sips, but only by throwing himself into his work can he
survive the gibbering, chattering thoughts building into a crushing
tsunami of what the hell. Why did he do that? Why—no. Photos.
The soft clunk of crockery hitting laminate makes him look up.
Melanie leans against the edge of Rowan’s desk, her hand resting
atop her new orange, yellow, white and blue aro-ace flag mug. “I’m
sorry. Thanks for telling me.” She draws a deep breath, tapping her nails
against the rim. “I didn’t know I could … that there’s an explanation,
until I read your booklet. It described me. Things I didn’t realise about
me! Things I’d been feeling! But … I’ve been learning about things like
micro-aggressions. I didn’t know I’d been doing them myself. I’m sorry.
I’ll keep learning. And thank you for my cup.”
“I know,” Rowan says softly, thinking back to the day when he realised
the words “aromantic” and “frayromantic” describe him. A belated
voicing of confusion and alienation; the naming of a constant sense of
difference from the world. Revelation, understanding, explanation. “I
know. I’m sorry, too. I don’t like … scenes. Or asking people things.
I’m an anxious coward. So it just...”
He waves his hands, trying to mime an explosion.
Melanie, wide-eyed, jerks her head. “I couldn’t have said anything
if you hadn’t done it first—and I wouldn’t have known to say anything
if you hadn’t! And you’re asking us to do things knowing that we don’t
understand, which must be frightening at least. You’re brave. And you
shouldn’t be sorry.”
Rowan stares at her, unsure what to say in response. Never has anyone
in his life freely offered such a sentiment. Never has anyone offered
him something so generous without subsequent critique of Rowan’s
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intolerance for and impatience with their struggles to deal with him,
praise softening the following reproval.
Brave.
His throat tightens and his eyes blur.
“Would you work with me on a proposal to put together for the
submission forms? Damien insisted that I work with you, if you want
to.”
“Uh … yeah?”
Melanie grabs a stack of papers from her desk and a chair. “I’ve gone
through the old forms and highlighted passages. Do you want to read
through and see if there’s anything I’ve missed or anything that should
be left?”
He nods and takes the papers. Is this an alternate universe, the world
flung upside down? Or, if people possess a minimum of decency, can
he make needed change by addressing his problems instead of letting
everyone talk over him? Can he build a world where he doesn’t endure
cis or allo microaggressions by believing that their inconveniences aren’t
worth more than his discomfort?
If his co-workers doesn’t object to correction, if they’re willing to
make changes and investigate training, is the problem one of Rowan’s
overreaction?
Does that mean he can talk to Matt the way he spoke to Melanie
and Damien?
“Is something wrong?” Melanie asks, frowning.
Rowan shakes his head and plucks a pen from his frayro mug. “No.”
For the first time in a long time, that’s mostly true.
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attraction

The new girl isn’t a princess.
Plump, dimpled and bucktoothed, Nakia struts about the camp in
red jodhpurs, a green vest worn over a floral-print shirt and a sun-faded
cap tugged tight over her shaven head, here to carry out a census of
Tierre’s dragons and their hoards.
Azhra, cautious of strangers rummaging through hir collection, sets
Elisa to watch as Nakia sketches antique vases and takes coin rubbings.
She flaps her hands when excited and shouts when discovering a new
book or chest of gemstones, her high voice echoing through the cave.
Dates, names of eras and explanations on historical movements spill
from Nakia’s lips; every discovery provokes a glorious enthusiasm. How
does Elisa not yearn for a girl who fearlessly gifts her passion to the
world?
The usual lines sit, flat and unspoken, on Elisa’s tongue. Yes, she can
seduce Nakia like any other girl, but what then? Partners leave, but the
pain is only the difficulty of a broken relationship, a girl who expects
something Elisa can’t give. When princesses and goose girls alike don’t
stay with a dragon’s handmaiden, Elisa never feels the need to risk her
heart.
Nakia, though, makes Elisa a coward. A silent coward left dizzy
during the day and sleepless at night, tangled and bound in desire and
fear.
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It feels like … romance. Isn’t that what books name this depth of
yearning?
“I wish,” Azhra says one morning, “you would stop brushing the
same spot on my quarters and tell me what’s burdening your mind.”
In daylight, Azhra seems both less and more monstrous. Less because
the dragon’s emerald hide shimmers in the sun, bold against the browns
and greys of the rocky mountainside. More because one can no longer
pretend that Azhra’s mouth and gullet won’t consume Elisa in a single,
unchewed gulp.
Elisa sighs. “I want a girl. Want her like I can’t bear to think on
what happens if she doesn’t…” She looks down, pretending to check a
misshapen scale for mites. “If you really want someone like this, that’s
romance? Isn’t it?”
Azhra’s snort wreathes the camp in smoke. “You’re worried if
attraction is romantic?”
In Elisa’s opinion, one should avoid converse with a dragon so soon
after hir breakfast; at least Azhra is obliging enough to face downwind.
“I can’t go and be in love with a girl!” Elisa works the brush near
Azhra’s tail, pressing hard. “But I want her. It’ll break my heart if—see,
isn’t that romantic?”
“Humans! Have you never thought that what you consider romance
is … arbitrary? Cultural? And bound to a particular way of thinking
and behaving?” Ze snorts again; Elisa coughs. No handmaiden ever
becomes used to a dragon’s morning blood-breath. “Shouldn’t sapient
animals be past requiring a rigid selection of courtship performances
for pairbonding? You cause yourself so much grief for so little reason.”
“But if it’s romantic…”
Azhra turns so one massive, reptilian eye rests on Elisa. She gulps,
fighting the instinctual, knee-shaking fear roused by such a gaze:
nobody survives fight, flight or freeze with a dragon.
Conversation is the only art that stays death.
“I’m not romantic,” Elisa whispers, stilling her hands. “I don’t know
how to be. And you said I shouldn’t have to want to be … and I don’t.”
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Azhra flicks the tip of hir tail against the ground, a gesture Elisa
reads less as anger and more as irritated bafflement. “Does intensity
truly make all relationships romantic? What of a parent and child,
then? Siblings? Boon companions? What makes someone a friend and
what makes someone a girlfriend? What shape of sex is non-romantic
and what shape is romantic? Arbitrary. Therefore, entirely up to you.
My scales, child.”
Elisa runs her fingernails over Azhra’s scales; the dragon arches hir
spine, shuddering. “I…”
Up to her? Mother doesn’t think so. Mother knows what is and isn’t
romantic, particularly when sighing over its lack in Elisa’s enjoyment
of casual sex. A life-long relationship, marriage, children and certain
displays of affection, all things to which any good girl should aspire.
While Elisa knows that some don’t follow such a narrow path after a
wedding, the concept leaves her breathless and glad to be a dragon’s
handmaiden.
How does someone marry someone without marrying someone?
“They say … really feeling something for someone, that’s romance.
I’m so scared of her not saying yes, especially when I explain what I
want! But I don’t want this to be romance.”
Dragons take partners when they will for as long as they will, while
others enjoy their own caves and solitude. They don’t have a native
word for “romance”. They don’t need one.
It’s too bad that Elisa can’t become a dragon.
Azhra exhales. A struggling bush by the track heading down the
mountain blackens and wilts. “Intensity of desire isn’t the sole province
of romance. If you know that attraction doesn’t always include romance
and that romance lacks any consistency in its definition, can’t you just
decide that what you feel isn’t romantic?”
Elisa drops the brush and leans against Azhra’s near hindleg, trying to
find herself in the pebbled texture of Azhra’s scales. It feels too simple,
put like that. She can just decide?
Mother will choke on her own spit at the idea of so discarding such
limiting rules.
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Elisa gives her dragon a tremulous smile.
“Tell her what you want. If she wants similarly enough that you can
compromise and coexist, all else is irrelevant. If she doesn’t, she isn’t
meant for you. Talk to her.” Azhra roars a gust of embers and smoke
across the camp before bellowing like only a dragon can. “Nakia! Child,
will you help Elisa put out this fire?”
“I hate you,” Elisa hisses, hitching up her skirts and dashing for the
closest water bucket.
She doesn’t hate too much or too hard, though, when a girl in tightfitting red trousers comes running up to the camp.
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old fashioned

When Amelia March, upon waking from a sound sleep, hears the
second rustle, she reaches beside her bed and rests her fingers on the
smooth wood of her favourite staff. In her old life, as a student in
Siya, having a weapon by one’s mattress borders on the absurd; here,
in a rural Greenstone village, anyone who doesn’t sleep within reach
of a weapon—a broomstick, a knife, a furious cat—lacks something
in the sense department. True, she’s an indifferent witch at best, but
after dealing with ghosts, injured villagers, possessed chickens and That
Time With The Parsnips, she’s learnt to be armed at all times. The
bloodstained grimoire in her kitchen, after all, doesn’t frighten people
nearly as much as a good clip over the ear.
She sits and raises the staff so that she can swing out with the knobbly
end, listening to the soft brush of feet over stone. It isn’t Kit; she hears
no tap of wood. It isn’t Midnight: no cat will rustle and risk being
mistaken for an intruder. No mice or spiders dare her house, between
her ward spells, her cleaning and the cat; even the local moths know
better than to find shelter within her walls. Anyone with legitimate
business, of the sort that involves accidents or illness of human and
beast, will beat on her front door and bellow.
She hopes, prays, that it’s the Jackson twins trying to attempt another
demon-summoning by stealing the requisite texts.
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After the parsnips, though, Amelia fears the noise can only mean
one thing.
The lovelorn.
Nighttime stalking has become all the rage amongst the lovesick,
impressionable, young and downright foolish—a fashion worse than
unnecessarily-constricting corsetry and wide-legged breeches. Worse
than last summer, even, when everyone went about quoting romantic
poetry in lieu of just asking someone to the town hall dance. Goddess
save her, what’s so wrong with just asking? Now, though, love is all
about climbing through second-storey windows and watching their
lover sleep; roses are passé. Romance, these days, is about being new
and innovative and showing to the world just how far one will go—
even if it means proclaiming their star-crossed interest from the damp,
oft-neglected village lock-up the next morning. Bruises, trellises bearing
briar brambles, irate parents armed with brooms and even magic seem
no deterrent.
The problem isn’t the trend: Amelia admits to a certain satisfaction
when she wakes up in the morning to discover a forlorn youth on her
doorstep bearing a sprained ankle or hideous scratches. Calling them
five different ways of brainless is moderately entertaining and more
than makes up for the waste of her time—if they plague someone else.
Amelia, curse the Goddess, is still young enough to be interesting.
A faint grunt echoes from the open door, as if muffled by a hand.
In daylight, Amelia knows nothing more about fighting than the next
person—save for a doctor’s knowledge of where she might best apply a
blade or staff for agony or death. In the dark—and in a room with most
breakable objects on the shelf above her head, because Amelia knows
her aim to be atrocious with any tool larger than a scalpel—her lack
of training doesn’t matter. She waits a moment longer, listening for the
distinctive gasp as the intruder stubs their toe on the raised stone slab
just before her bed, before aiming at what she guesses to be collarbone
height and swinging.
The crack of the staff landing on bone is followed, immediately, by
an ear-splitting shriek.
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Amelia swings again. A thud sounds, followed by a series of thumps,
something clattering, and then vicious swearing—not the words one
uses to address the village witch—and a sniffle before several soft sobs.
“I just had to get another bloody weeper, didn’t I?” Amelia places the
staff on the bed—right where she can grab it in her left hand if needed—
and reaches up to tap the jar of dozing sprites into wakefulness before
leaning over to fumble at the lamp sitting on her chest of drawers. “Do
none of you ever think how much this is costing me in kerosene and
matches and sprites?”
It takes a moment for the lamp to catch and light the room, which
is just as well, for half the sprites sink to the bottom of the jar with only
the faintest of yellow glows. Amelia sits back down in bed, pulls up the
covers and stares at her intruder.
A young woman—one of the village shopgirls, although Amelia can’t
remember her name—sits huddled on the floor, one hand wrapped
around her opposite elbow. She is gorgeous, Amelia admits: round and
curvy, with a mane of curly chestnut hair tumbling down her back
and falling in her eyes. Big, beautiful, green eyes, paired with the kind
of pouty lips Amelia enjoys pressed against her own when the kissing
happens to be mutually agreed upon.
Well, she liked Lyra’s lips pressed against her own, even if she’s yet to
meet another woman who makes her feel that kind of want.
The shopgirl is beautiful, but all Amelia feels is irritation. She
should be asleep with a cat at her feet! She shouldn’t be staring at a girl
who, for some incomprehensible reason, forgot to wear a few useful
things like shoes, underwear and clothing! Amelia sighs, grinding her
teeth. Perhaps something is wrong with her—her fellow students in
Siya surely implied it when they didn’t state it outright. Some people,
she knows, are less annoyed by the discovery of a naked person of the
correct gender and age in their bedroom—especially if the intruder
shows a willing intent of getting under the covers and beginning a
seduction.
She doubts that the girl meant to touch her without waking her; this
is misguided romance, not assault.
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Assault she can handle.
Refusing the attentions of a sobbing girl, though, wasn’t covered in
the university curriculum.
Everyone does this nowadays. Lovers skip the whole tradition of
meeting, dating, getting to know each other over a meal or two, the
nervous small-talk where two people try to figure out where the other
stands with regards common interests and how soon they can talk of
bedding without being offensive. They don’t become friends first and
then wait to see if that spark of interest flares. No, everyone in the
village sighs over the love and romance of a mysterious stalker. How
else can someone prove their love for another, if they aren’t willing to
take the risk of creeping into their love-interest’s house after dark?
Lyra didn’t do that. Lyra sat down beside her in the library, a pile
of books between them, and they spent weeks talking about the best
way to drain a corpse and the benefits of mattress stitch before anyone
attempted even chaste kissing. They knew they were medical students
bonding over their dabbling in witchcraft and shared belief in gnome
voting equality before anything as messy as love entered the discussion.
Amelia suppresses a groan and looks down at the woman.
The shopgirl—Goddess, what is her name?—flutters her damp
eyelashes but doesn’t answer. Amelia has read enough romance novels
to know this as some attempt to look alluring, but she just looks like a
near-stranger with an eyelash stuck in her eye. A pretty stranger, but a
stranger. They’ve exchanged a bare handful of words at the shop, mostly
requests for a pound of sugar, more tea-tree oil and can Amelia order
in a selection of mandrake roots—none of the conversations leading to
the kind of friendship needed for a midnight tryst. How does the girl
know they’re compatible in bed? How does the girl know if Amelia is
even interested in bedding? What if Amelia doesn’t have the required
breakfast foods in the house for the next morning? Why would anyone
risk such an act based on so little information?
“Well?” Amelia resists the urge to grab the stick and thump the
intruder over the ear. She asked a question, a perfectly reasonable
question. Social custom dictates that the girl answer. “Do you think
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about how much all this is costing me? Don’t you think it’s bloody
inconsiderate?”
The shopgirl blinks and says nothing.
Just how are they all getting in? Amelia fastened the windows and
bolted the front door before going to bed, checking every lock twice;
she made sure that nobody can open the catches from the outside after
the last debacle, and she won’t sleep through a window breaking—if
anyone wants to annoy a witch by breaking her windows. Perhaps the
intruder decided to risk the nesting devil in the cellar and entered by
the cellar door? Just what has the world come to when not even a devil
keeps out the lovelorn?
Why are these villagers are interested in her? She wears plain dresses
and aprons for a reason! She doesn’t try not to bore people with talk
about the best ways to disinfect a worktable! She wears the bloody
black broad-brimmed hat and leaves a bloodstained grimoire—one
with purification spells worked on the cover, of course, because a
bloodstained grimoire isn’t all that sanitary—out on her kitchen bench!
She named her cat Midnight! She’s an awkward, divergent witch who
doesn’t try to be more approachable and friendly! She doesn’t get
anyone to fix the crooked walls or floors, she keeps seasoning herbs in
bubbled glass vials and she recites fake spells when cleaning wounds
just to make her patients feel more comfortable with the efficacy of her
work! Short of building an altar in the yard and sacrificing chickens to
some dread demon every Sunday, she can’t be more witchy!
“If you’re not going to refund me for my swiving matches, get up,
stop crying and go home. Try asking someone else out the proper way.
Tell them your name first.”
The woman peers up at Amelia, now trying a wobbly sort of smile.
“You’re the most beautiful woman I ever saw, and I love—”
Some tiny part of her, the part of her that looks in the mirror and
sees late-afternoon shadow and square shoulders and a chest that
requires padding to properly fill out a gown or dress, relents—but
that’s silly. She’s a woman. The Goddess made her. Being a woman in a
less-conventional way doesn’t mean she shouldn’t have standards. She
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doesn’t want someone who invades her privacy; she wants someone
who takes the time to befriend her first. Lyra did. Why should anything
else matter?
“And you’re a swiving stranger invading my house.” Amelia folds her
arms, positioning her gaze above the girl’s head. Isn’t she cold, with only
the rug between her feet and the uneven stone floor? If Amelia’s feet
are freezing despite her knobbly-knitted bed socks and her patchwork
quilt, why isn’t the girl shivering? “Now get out before I throw my cat
at you.”
A soft thump sounds like Midnight streaking for the hallway, even
though her cat should know better.
The woman’s smile fades as she struggles to her feet with her fingers
still cupping her elbow. “But … I did all this for you. I love you.”
Amelia rolls her eyes and grabs her staff, staring at the girl and trying
to look witchy despite her floral-print nightgown. No, Amelia isn’t a
good witch in some ways, but in many ways being divergent makes her
as much a witch as the real thing. The village doesn’t question her post
because she is good at pretending to be magical, because she does know
a little script magic and studied with the Sanguarian in addition to her
years in Siya. The latter makes her seem just as magical as if she does
know how to summon zombies—and a good sight more useful.
Has it occurred to the girl that she’ll have to return tomorrow to ask
the witch who wounded her to do something about it?
Of course, working as a village witch instead of as a village doctor is
its own gaping wound, because Amelia can’t forget that words matter,
behaviour matters: that witches, not doctors, are permitted to be
strange. This isn’t the job she wanted; this isn’t the job for which she
spent ten years in Siya. It gives her a crooked house, a monthly income
and a purpose, though, and all she needs do is decorate her curtains
with embroidered cobwebs, resist the need to dust her crooked bottle
collection and block a few glowing spells.
“If you don’t get out of my house in two minutes, I’ll turn you and
your family into toads. Dead toads. They’ll have to bury you all in a
shoebox.”
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“But…”
“What has ‘but’ got to do with it?” Amelia slides out of bed, sure
to place her feet on the rug, and reaches for the phial she keeps on the
shelf above her head. Damn the girl, getting her up out of bed after
midnight—the floor is freezing! “I hope this works properly, this time.
Last time I attempted a cross-species transfiguration, the target ended
up with the head and body of a toad and seven legs best described as
belonging to an oversized tarantula…”
The shopgirl turns for the door, yelps as she snags her toe on the
crooked stone in the hallway, and thunders her way down the stairs.
“Tell everyone that if they wish to romance me, they can send a
request in writing!” Amelia sighs and returns the bottle—filled with
nothing more ominous than dyed water—to its place on the shelf.
“With references!”
The front door, with its ominous-but-useful-for-scaring-people
creak, slams shut, followed by the crunch of the woman’s footsteps as
she runs down the gravel path towards the village. Amelia waits until
the noise fades before sliding her feet into her old boots, taking the
lamp and following the girl downstairs. She chews her lip, grumbling,
as she checks the windows, pets the devil, jams the cellar door shut
with a sliver of wood, and sets down lines of pepper and dried basil
leaves in the hope that the villagers think them a magical protection.
Tomorrow, she’ll have to do something about the cellar. A dangerouslooking creature that likes the dark and doesn’t make too much noise
will do nicely, although Amelia never imagined that the nesting devil
won’t be threatening enough. Something must be done; no more
having her sleep interrupted by the desperate whims of people thinking
themselves in love!
She stomps back up the stairs and stops only to greet Midnight, now
sitting on the topmost step with his long, black tail swishing back and
forth. “Goddess! I wasn’t really going to throw you!” She sits back down
beside her cat, rests the lamp on one step and holds out one hand for
him to sniff; only when he starts rubbing the side of his face against her
hand does Amelia offer an apologetic scratch under the chin. “Do they
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think that because they’re pretty, I’m not going to care if they invade
my house? Do they think that because they’re naked, I’m going to tear
my clothes off and ravish them? Why is this the fashion? Why don’t
they want to get to know people first? Why?”
Midnight just tilts his head so that Amelia can shift her fingers into
his favourite scratchy place behind his ear.
“I’m just too old fashioned,” she says, and even though Midnight
doesn’t answer her, that’s the benefit of a cat: no contradicting, no
arguing, just a quiet, tactile presence in return for food and petting.
“She is gorgeous. Well, if you’re into women, so my appreciation is
aesthetic, but you are. You know you don’t have to kick these people
out because I’m here? I don’t mind if you want to take some lovely
woman and ravish away. Or just kiss. Or sit by the fire and stare into
each other’s eyes while the stars whirl overhead…”
People, on the other hand!
Amelia jerks and turns her head. At the top of the landing sits two
doors: one leading to her room, one leading to the guest room. Kit,
Amelia’s cousin and professional annoyance, stands in the guest room
doorway, wobbling, on two crutches. Even as she watches, he leans
against the door frame, his nightshirt rumpled. His left foot rests square
against the floor, bare despite the cold; his right leg, ending halfway
below his knee and swathed in a bundle of bandages, just hangs. They’ll
need to work, she thinks, on the way his upper body twists to balance
himself, a way that will be a problem if allowed to become a habit.
He beams at her, though, a short man with pillow-flattened hair
sticking out at a variety of angles, and that’s the most frustrating thing.
Tears she can deal with. Misery and grief are expected. This insufferable
good cheer, as though this is no more inconvenient to him—despite the
ashy undertone to his dark skin and the weight he’s lost—than losing a
fingernail, makes her want to beat him upside the head. Several times.
“What the swiving hell do you think you’re bloody doing? Get back
to bed!” Amelia grabs the lamp and leaps to her feet as fast as is possible
without slopping kerosene. She knew it was a bad idea to leave crutches
within Kit’s reach after the horror of teaching him how to use them, but
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the fear of what happens if she’s called out and cannot get someone to
sit with him made it seem the safest decision. Still a terrible idea, given
his propensity to escapades and inability to consider the consequences.
“Now! If you tear a stitch I’m going to punch you so hard you won’t
have any teeth left!”
Kit just grins, showing most of those same teeth. He doesn’t move,
leaving Amelia to wonder if it’s because he’s feeling good enough to
annoy her or if it’s because he’s too worn out to do anything but lean.
“No, you won’t. You won’t take the risk of my falling over. Of course,
not wanting sex or romance is a valid option. Do you know that it’s an
option, Amelia? Or—no, I think you don’t feel that kind of attraction
until you befriend them first, based on the letters you sent Grandmother
while in Siya—”
She doesn’t speak so much as give a rattling scream of frustration.
Every time she thinks he’s reached a new degree of interfering, he
always, always, finds a way to surpass it. Maybe she should make him
walk past a basilisk guarding every entrance, even though Kit told the
tale of his neighbour’s pets, a miscalculated step and Plumeria’s surprise
axe-wielding skills with an uncharacteristic and sobering quiet.
No. Amelia sighs, catches herself grinding her teeth and starts
chewing on her nails instead. Even she knows that’s meaner a thought
than is warranted. She can fantasise, though. Given that Kit spent most
of their childhood coming up with new ways to poke his nose into
Amelia’s life, she’s earnt the right to imagine how she might best torture
him.
Besides, they both know that she’s a master of bluster.
It occurs to her that might have something to do with why the
villagers don’t fear her.
“Once you became friends with Lyra, good friends, everything took
a distinct turn for the romantic, I remember. Maybe you didn’t notice?
I mean, she’s the only woman you ever kissed, yes? There’s a word for it,
now, although referring to someone as ‘demi’ is rather confusing, since
demigods tend to do that, too.”
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Amelia draws a breath and points towards the spare room doorway.
What is he doing? “Get back to your bloody bed!”
“Demiromantic. Maybe demisexual, too?” Kit sounds not even
slightly perturbed, and he makes no attempt to turn around. “Surely,
it’s in your medical books, somewhere? Anyway, did I ever tell you
how I found out about it? I was sitting in a taproom in Raugue with a
swordsman I picked up in Arsh. I don’t recall how I got on the subject
of listing previous lovers, mind you—probably had something to do
with the unexpectedly good whiskey—but he nodded and asked if I’d
considered the fact that there might be a word for the truth that I’m
chronically uninterested in keeping a partner—”
The only thing to do is stalk past him, enter her bedroom, give
Midnight time to join her and then slam the door shut loudly enough
to make Kit stop talking.
“Demiromantic!” he yells, just as Amelia curses the too-wide crack
between door and floor. “We know our own, Amelia!”
She chews her smallest fingernail down to the quick, straining to
hear the creaking, tapping noise of a man on crutches crossing the lessthan-flat floor. One thud, a grasping or dragging noise too light to be
that of a body hitting the floor, silence.
“Amelia? I promise I won’t say anything if you’ll, well, help me…”
She opens the door and glares across the landing.
“Please?” Kit doesn’t so much as lean against the doorframe as clutch
it like a drowning sailor clinging to a spar. “I tried to turn and it got
dizzy.”
She doesn’t have to tell him he deserves it: Amelia just grins.
He doesn’t speak as they inch their way through the door and over
four stone slabs of varying heights, and he still doesn’t speak once they
reach the narrow bed, one taking up the entire length of the room. He
must be tired, she thinks, because by the time he lowers himself down
on the bed and releases his grip on her nightdress Kit still hasn’t broken
this most unnatural silence—and this is the man who considers bathing
a suitable time for discussing the specific usage in spell constructs for
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every possible synonym of the word “red”. No, he just settles himself,
his teeth pressed against his lip, and slumps against the pillow.
She wonders if getting up, crutching across the room and talking
at her, however unnecessary, was his way of trying to find a shade of
normality in a life that has abruptly ceased being normal.
“Trade,” Amelia says, knowing she’ll live to regret it. She stalks over
to the basin beside the bed, fills it with the remainder of the water in
the pitcher and scrubs her hands until the room smells of tea-tree soap.
“If you let me poke at you, I’ll let you tell me about whatever word you
found for your bed bouncing. As long as you don’t tell me what you did
with the swordsman in Raugue.”
Kit’s sudden smile is broad enough that Amelia wonders, for a
moment, on the honesty of his quiet. She can’t put him past pretending
just to manipulate her into talking, after all. “Nothing, actually. I
was too taken aback by the idea that it is possible to be romantically
disinclined. Aromantic. It explains so much about the time I panicked
and, uh, climbed out the window to escape a Malvadan merchant who
wanted to introduce me to his parents. I admit it wasn’t the most wellthought-out decision I’d ever made…”
His voice softens and his smile fades, his eyes flicking up to the
rafters.
Amelia dries her hands, grabs the bean bag from the dresser and
tosses it onto Kit’s chest. He grunts, but he picks it up and starts teasing
at the beans encased in the flannel, while she pulls her chair up to the
end of the bed, folds back the covers and starts unwinding.
She’s old fashioned. Simple, uncomplicated. In a world where a
divergent shift woman who trained as a doctor and works as a witch
offers complication enough, it isn’t a terrible thing to want to reject
something that adds an extra layer of difference to the person she is.
She’s just old fashioned, and that isn’t a bad thing to be—certainly not
if it means she doesn’t find herself in the village lock-up after entering
someone else’s home!
Yet there’s an understanding the village shares, a feeling that doesn’t
include her. She understands running away from someone wanting
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something she can’t return—or forcing them to run away from her. She
doesn’t understand running toward someone else in the hope that they
too share her desire. She doesn’t understand, not in the heart, the books
she reads. She doesn’t understand love or want at first sight, she doesn’t
understand love or want without prior friendship or connection, and
she doesn’t understand the love or want that drives shopgirls to risk it
all on an irascible witch.
She doesn’t understand the kind of love and want that dominates
song, poem, legend, novel.
Admitting that feels strangely liberating.
“You climbed out someone else’s window? Just to avoid meeting his
parents? Because you didn’t…?”
“Yes, yes, yes.” Kit jerks the bag in time with each word, sighs. “I
didn’t love him like that, but he thought I did. I haven’t loved anyone
like that. I’ve thought, a few times, if I just gave it longer, maybe … but
it doesn’t happen. Not the way books say romance does.” Kit shrugs,
raises his right hand to his ear and rattles the bag. He still doesn’t look
at her, her hands or the stump being revealed under layers of linen,
and she can’t help but wonder if he’s thinking about the likelihood of
his climbing out of future windows. “There’s words for us too, Amelia.
Fewer stories, but words nonetheless. Maybe I should write a book
while I’m cooped up here…”
Amelia draws a breath and wonders. There’s the love in books and
songs and hope, wild and incomprehensible, but there’s also the love
of a cousin who knows she doesn’t really mean it when she threatens
to lock him in the cellar, or the love of a cousin who gets under her
skin but knows her door is always open. There’s the love that’s history
and the sharing of words with someone else, words spoken by someone
who knows just how much they matter.
She isn’t soft, isn’t gentle, isn’t kind. She tries, though, to survive
this confusing world of people who behave in ways unpredictable, and
maybe that, too, is a form of love. The love of a pretend witch for her
people, brittle and fragile and born of exasperation, but what else keeps
her rolling out of bed to deal with her village? What else makes her sit
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in the evening and embroider cobwebs on her curtains? What else has
her here beside a man who enjoys frustrating her? What else has her
wondering that this story, this time, might be hers?
Amelia March knows she isn’t an agreeable person, but she isn’t void
of love.
“Tell me about this, Kit. Demiromantic?”
Love isn’t something she ever considered in need of categorising and
labelling.
Maybe it should be.
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leaving

The first man is dark-eyed and pretty, given to lyrical outpourings
and an undoubting mastery of story. You meet him on the road, and, as
his direction parallels yours for a time, you stop at the same campsites,
sing the same songs and share the same swag. The mouth that threads
words together like glistening beads on a string holds the power to
loosen your limbs and warm your thighs, and how can you refuse
someone so gifted? Why should you?
He nestles beside you at night, raising his lips from your skin to
whisper endearments and promises witnessed by gods dead and living.
When your breaths quicken in response, he reads it, in his confidence,
as passion.
You make no pledge to him. You speak no lie before leaving him.
His stare bores holes into your spine when your roads part. That
mouth, proud and poetical, shouts words so barbed it feels they must
flay your skin from bone.
As the road twines through the hills, that man and his loving cruelties
fade into the distance, almost forgotten.
The second person speaks more with hands than tongue, hir curved
nose and high cheekbones shrouded by hanging curls. Ze sits distant
from the revelries of merchant travellers and wandering bards on the
other side of the camp, leaving you with a teasing glimpse through the
haze of fire and smoke. You don’t think. You just cross and sit beside
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hir, waiting for hir smile, yearning to know what noise shyness makes
when ze loses hir inhibitions.
In the nights that follow, ze allows you under hir blankets and inside
hir skin. In hir passionate wordlessness you think, this time, that you’ve
found understanding.
Hir gasping tears, when you tell hir that you mean to travel the rest
of your road alone, prove you wrong. Don’t you love hir? Why did you
come to hir if not from love?
Curiosity seems such a wretched thing when it leaves gushing
wounds in your wake.
The third woman possesses lush curves and beaming lips. She
walks up to you one night, a staff in one hand and a sword at her hip.
She winks, her black-brown eyes flickering down your body without
hesitation or reserve, and she smiles when you say yes, her expression
rich and warm.
Now you know to anticipate assumptions, so you stop and explain.
Just tonight, just the road, just the feeling with no expectations for
anything else after. Just the sex. Nothing else.
She laughs and nods, for she’s a mercenary and why do you think
she wishes anything but distraction? It’s good between you after that:
frenetic and rough as though you’re both trying to prove to the other
that it isn’t love, yet wondrously uncomplicated. You revel in the week
of nights that follow, bold and unfearful. This is all you ever wanted:
temporary liberation in another’s body.
Betrayal comes when she asks you to ride with her; her lips form
hard, brittle lines when you refuse. She wields edged words honed on
the belief that good people should grow, naturally, beyond the casual
to the romantic, and again you witness passion turn to hatred for what
you can’t return. There’s no logic in her rage, just the lie she told herself,
but you still turn away, weeping, from the names hurled at your back.
Your feet now waver, but there’s nowhere but the journey for you.
Home and village hold the same stifling expectations of hearth and
marriage, and you can’t lie well enough to oblige your kin. You grieve
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each time you walk away from campfire lovers, but it’s harder still to
flee demanding neighbours.
Slut, you suppose, for you know not what else to call yourself.
The next man sits thick and slab-muscled, his eyes flickering towards
you, his brow raised in question. Large hands gently stroke the ears
of the dog on his lap. He isn’t pretty, but a deep emptiness inside you
craves softness, a need that draws your wondering eyes to his fingers.
A need rendered brittle and ugly by despair, but you round the fire to
speak, knowing how this must end.
I like sex, but I don’t want any kind of relationship. I won’t want one,
no matter how good or kind you are. I won’t.
He nods and pats the ground beside him. Aromantic, then? Same.
You lie that night curled against his back, his dog’s head heavy on
your legs, a newfound word calm in your mind.
For the first time, you find someone else walking the same road.
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when quiver meets quill

“Do you ever do anything but work, write and read?” Ede Thimble
leans across the counter and stares at Alida with intent brown eyes,
ignoring the crate of straw-packed ink bottles at her feet. Ten minutes
ago, she offered to shelve them. “You come here, you spend the day
looking things up and writing things down, and then you go home and
do the same!” She sighs before waving her arms and the trailing sleeves
of her dress with extravagant enthusiasm. “Yesterday was a holiday! You
could have spent it dancing, drinking or gaming! Anything involving
another person!”
Alida Quill sets down hir pencil, working to hold back a frown.
Hir family owns the business—the name Quill is a byword in Elsten
for fine stationery—but as the youngest of the three Quill siblings, hir
thoughts on matters of hiring go ignored.
Did Jan select Ede because her inquisitiveness gets under Alida’s
skin?
“I didn’t just read. I went to morning service, I baked...”
Spiced apple cakes, the sultanas conveniently “forgotten”. After
which ze curled up by the fire, book in hand, and spent a glorious,
undisturbed afternoon flipping through a collection of fairy tales for
hir catalogue of stories that don’t end in marriage. Hir siblings and
their wives patronised dance halls and gaming houses, granting Alida
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a rare half day with nobody to annoy hir about avoiding friends and
family.
“Temple!” Ede rolls her eyes and leans against the glass counter,
putting fingerprints over a surface Alida just finished polishing. “You’re
not even pious! Do you go anywhere not home, here or services—”
The door opens, admitting a blast of chill air and a pair of damp
student mages in brown robes, and Alida grits hir teeth at the thud
as the taller lets it slam closed. Both carry empty string bags and a
folded piece of cream paper—good cotton rag watermarked with the
Academy’s crossed-wand seal. Why the Academy wastes expensive
paper on yearly materials lists, ze’ll never know.
Ede straightens and gifts the students her warmest smile. “Good
morning, sirs! I see you’re looking to get ahead of the winter’s
commencement class. Smart! Can I first tempt you with our newest
brushes, or would you prefer me to work through your lists?”
Alida permits hirself a sigh of relief and returns to inventorying the
shelf of journals and ledgers.
Ze considers Ede no small trial, between her questions and a
lackadaisical attitude to cleanliness. Yet Ede’s ability to charm and flatter,
a gift Alida doesn’t wish to possess, frees hir to manage stock orders,
shelving and the accounts book. Ze answers questions and handles sales
when needed, but Alida prefers to leave the art of convincing customers
to Ede and Jette. As if either will think to dust the shelf or turn the
bottles labels-outwards when displaying!
By the time Ede sends the students back out into the weather,
bulging parcels wrapped in spelled wood-pulp paper, Alida stands
on a stool behind the counter, positioning the last of the new inks.
Ze doesn’t know how to answer people asking, for the umpteenth
time, about hir prospects; ze always knows how many nibs, pens and
brushes are contained within the store’s array of redwood drawers and
shelves. Hir hands give the glass counters their sparkle, the wood its
gleaming richness, the leather chairs by the window their waxy softness
and scent. Ze laid the fire warming the shop against the cold outside.
What’s wrong with finding contentment in hir work? Why isn’t this a
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worthy life, hir days spent in labour enough for bed, food, clothing and
a reasonable number of books?
Alida wonders, not for the first time, if ze should have tried to
pretend belief and gender enough to join the Sisterhood.
“Rain!” Ede declares in the smug tones of a woman who charged
an extra ten cents for the protective paper. That fewer people dare the
streets in a worsening squall doesn’t diminish her joy; she claps her
hands, swathes of blue wool and white lace shrouding her fingers. “I
love when I can make rich mages pay for something extra!”
Alida takes up hir duster, steps down off the stool, doesn’t fall when
hir toes catch the hem of hir skirt and moves to hir nook by the counter.
Hir small desk, hidden from customers by a display case of envelopes,
holds a ledger, a brass cup of pencils, a wad of cat fur and a tin of
wax polish above a drawer that doesn’t quite close. Spell more wrapping
paper sheets, ze writes at the bottom of the day’s list, nodding at Ede
so she doesn’t think herself ignored. “Not all the students are rich. The
Academy is expensive, but that doesn’t mean some people don’t save
up. Or that those people can afford to replace a soaked journal.”
Hir parents sent hir, back when the family thought Alida to make
something grander of hir life through magic.
“They’re richer than me.” Ede sighs again; Alida represses the urge
to mention that Jette pays Ede wage enough to support her mother
and fund a penchant for lace. “I tell you what—I’ve got a friend who
makes those annoying corrections, and I can’t get his nose out of the
newspaper, either. I bet you two’d get on like anything. Instead of
temple and reading, how about I introduce you next Endday lunch?”
Alida twists the folds of hir skirt through hir white fingers, watching
the wind hurl rain against the front windowpane. Didn’t Ede understand
Alida the first time ze explained this? “I don’t date, court, woo or pay
suit to anyone.”
“You’re just like Antonius, Alida. I don’t know why I didn’t think of
this before now!” Ede opens her mouth as the door admits a regular
gentlewoman in a long coat, a sopping newspaper held above her head
in a vain attempt to protect her dyed suede. “Good morning, good sir!
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Such dreadful weather out, and so early in the season! Should I help
you now, or would you like to first stand before the fireplace a minute?”
Wet newspaper, coat and boots, along with the door the customer
struggles to close, create puddles enough that Alida darts into the
stockroom for a mop and bucket.
Please, ze prays as ze works the mop over the floorboards, let Ede
forget this plan as easily as she forgot about the crate of ink bottles.
“You need to meet Antonius,” Ede says the next morning, entering
the shop without a greeting or by-your-leave while Alida places two
small logs above the flaming kindling in the fireplace. “My cousin
brought him around last night, and I swear he said five words—and
most of those were contradictions! Things he read about!”
Alida takes the poker and shifts one of the logs to get more air
underneath, biting hir lip. If this Antonius discussed books or articles,
he likely said more than five words.
“See? You’d get on like ducks on a pond!” Ede bustles towards the fire,
peeling her gloves off her hands and tucking them into her belt before
unbuttoning her cloak and hanging it on the hook beside Alida’s. “Like
priestesses in the vestiary!”
“Like priestesses in a room for storing clothes?” Alida asks, returning
the poker to the rack beside the grate. Is this an absurd double-entendre?
If so, why the vestiary? Surely there’s better places for those goings-on
than the religious equivalent of a cloakroom? “And what did I say to
make you think that?”
“You had that look where you’re bursting to correct me.” Ede sighs
and turns to warm her back, hiking up her skirts and inching as close
to the fire as is safe. “You think I don’t know that look? Alida, you must
meet Antonius. He’s perfect for you.”
Ze glances around the shop in search of distraction. The counter
gleams, the table with scrap for testing pens sits cleared of yesterday’s
samples and the shop cat, Miep, lies asleep on the armchair closest to
the fire. The floor doesn’t look dirty, but Alida will sweep while Ede
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double-checks the paper inventory. That should redirect her from this
horrible conversation.
“I don’t date, court, woo—”
“I know! Please, Alida, please. Just once.” Ede crooks her head,
fluttering her long eyelashes. She’s pretty in an artistic, skilful way,
never in want of admirers: this morning she pinned her myriad black
braids into labyrinthine coils and knots adorned with white lace and
ribbon. “You need to talk to people! Do something on a holiday that
isn’t a book!”
Alida shaves hir brown hair to avoid prolonged morning ablutions.
Ze’s always wondered, but never dared ask, how early Ede rises to
groom, dress, eat and walk the ten blocks along the Wine Canal.
“You’re people!” Alida jerks hir hands in frustration. “This is talking!”
“Talking talking. Talking because you want to, because it’s fun, not
because we’re stuck in a shop together six days a week. Please.” Ede
drops her skirts, setting thick layers of wool and cotton to rustling, and
turns to face Alida, her narrow hands outstretched. The fire gifts the
underside of her dark fingers, protruding from their wreaths of lace, a
rich, reddish shine. “Antonius needs someone, and you need someone.
You’d get on so perfectly if you wet blankets dried out enough to try!”
“I don’t—”
“Think about it. Please!” Ede whirls away from the fire and heads
to the counter, perhaps surmising that she’s pushed Alida past general
annoyance into I-can’t-bear-to-look-at-you anger. “Do you want me to
wipe the counters?”
Alida, fighting to calm hir voice, darts into the stockroom for the
broom. “No. I need you to double-check my counts on the paper
inventory. All of them.”
Even Ede’s strangled curse isn’t enough to make Alida feel pleasure
in revenge—not after the stabbing betrayal of one more person failing
to understand hir.
Over the next three days, Ede finds a wealth of excuses to mention
her cousin’s cousin. He was top in penmanship at school, is an amateur
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historian, and once rescued a drowning kitten. Alida has to admit, past
Ede’s tendency to deliver criticism as an enticement, that Antonius
sounds more interesting than most. Similarity holds no meaning,
however, when one partner wants what the other can’t offer. If Ede
can’t accept Alida, how will anyone else?
“Please, Alida!” Ede leans over the desk, buttoning her green cloak.
“Just talk with him! Just once!”
Alida, counting out the cashbox and checking the total against the
day’s purchases while Miep rubs his grey cheek against hir boot, looks
up, tired. If ze agrees, Ede will have learnt that she can badger Alida
into anything with enough time and repetition. Just the thought makes
hir shudder, given Alida’s struggle to correct that error with hir siblings.
“If you don’t like him or never want to see him again, I won’t say a
word. Not one. Just once. Endday lunch. By the time we walk there
and back, it won’t even be an hour!”
“Ede—”
Ede looks right at Alida, her brow furrowed, her hands fisted and
raised to her chin in a gesture resembling praying or begging. “Meet
him once and I’ll never ask anything of you again. And I’ll come early
and shovel the ash from the fireplace for the next week.”
Miep yowls, looking up at Alida. Every evening, ze checks the books,
counts out the money and feeds the cat, in that order. Never has their
routine stopped Miep from demanding that Alida disregard human
tasks in favour of his fish or mince.
“You’re supposed to also catch mice,” ze mutters. A cat’s badgering
bears no unexpected consequences. Alida need not struggle to realise
what will happen if ze feeds Miep when he requests. Acquiescing to
Ede, though? Meeting someone Alida doesn’t know and can’t predict?
In the shop, strangers rarely deviate from standard forms of
communication and intent. They ask questions about stock, prices,
quality, delivery. At temple, services provide memorisable, rote shapes
of interaction. Outside those worlds, where people new to hir can and
do say anything? Ede, Jan and Jette desire the unexpected; Alida doesn’t
understand why.
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“Alida!” Ede waves her hand in front of Alida’s face. “Don’t just
ignore me!”
Can ze agree in a way that means Ede won’t again harass hir? A public
refusal, perhaps? A bold, dramatic declaration of Alida’s unwillingness to
engage in romance, in front of Ede and this Antonius? One announced
in such a way that embarrassment will keep Ede from thinking Alida
suitable for anyone? Word will come back to hir siblings, but they
already think Alida prone to shameful outbursts. Why not?
Alida writes down hir last total, releases a sigh of relief at the matching
numbers and carefully returns the stacks of coins to the box. “Never ask
anything of me again and shovel the ash for a fortnight.”
Miep meows as the lid clicks shut, butting his head against Alida’s
skirts.
Ede bounces upright in a cascade of fabric, her sleeves flapping
underneath her cloak. “Done! By blood and name and craft! Oh—
please wear your blue, white and red skirt tomorrow! And your red
coat with the long tails and brass buttons! And your good cloak with
the satin lining, because the hood looks so pretty with your eyes, and...”
Alida will feed the cat and lock the shop behind Ede, but before ze
goes go home, ze has some planning to do.
And a few signs to make in coloured inks.
Endday greets Alida with clear skies and unseasonable warmth,
the kind of weather that entices customers and denies excuses. Jan
takes over for the lunch hour, giving Ede a wink suggestive of schemes
approved by older siblings before insisting that Alida idle in returning.
Ze has nothing to do but sigh, fetch hir purse and stow hir spelled
papers inside hir coat.
Ze does cuddle Miep in a fit of protest until Ede, cursing, disregards
custom and instruction to grab Alida by the hand, dislodge the cat and
pull hir outside.
“You’re lucky Antonius absolutely won’t notice the hair,” Ede says,
shaking her head at the grey-furred state of Alida’s good coat and skirts
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as she hurries them down the road towards Parliamentary Square.
“Honestly, Alida!”
All Alida can think is that Ede chose one of the busiest, loudest parts
of the city for this meeting. It feels a shame that ze must meet someone:
sunshine comes too seldom in the waning days of Elsten’s autumn.
What if ze takes Jan at his word and risks unwanted conversations with
strangers by spending the afternoon in the park? Crunch the last fallen
leaves under hir boots, watch the ducks, find a private spot to read the
book hidden inside hir coat? If Alida must go to the trouble of rejecting
a man to show Ede hir seriousness in not courting, ze at least deserves
a quiet afternoon!
One quick conversation, freedom to follow. Ze can do this. Ze
practiced hir speech to a startled Miep last night and this morning.
Given how little time ze’s had to prepare for the unknowable, ze is as
ready as possible.
Logic does nothing to ease hir sweating palms.
“Keep an eye out.” Ede steps out onto the square, a stretch of
cobblestones surrounded on all sides by stern offices, court buildings
and the Old Palace’s sweeping wings. Trees line all edges and the
compass-point walkways, their barren boughs strung with lights and
blue ribbons for the coming winter, and a cluster of food stalls forms
a ring around the central fountain. “He’ll be by the Nine O’Clock
statue.”
Spices, roasted chestnuts, cheese pastries and sausages scent the air.
Ze likes most food smells and has learnt to tolerate perfumes, but the
clatter of heels, horseshoes, handcarts and hollering humanity has Alida
biting hir lip. Why are people so noisy?
“There, see?” Ede points just past the fountain.
Ze rises to hir tiptoes, fighting to see over a red-and-white awning
shrouding an oliebollen cart. Few sellers take kindly to being asked to
leave off the raisins and currents; ze prefers hirs with chunks of apple.
Easier to make hir own at home, despite a rumbling stomach. Did ze
remember breakfast this morning? “The … the guard uniform?”
“That’s him! Come on!”
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Ede pulls Alida along after her, darting around too many people for
hir comfort until a space clears between them and the marble figure of
a tall, robed priestess with a sundial at her feet.
The man sitting at the bench beside the statue folds his newspaper and
stands, clad in the cream, blue and navy uniform of the Parliamentary
Guard. His black boots and brass buttons gleam as though daily
polished, his blue sash aligns perfectly with his navy coat, and a blue
silk ribbon holds back his wiry black hair. He stands perhaps half an
inch taller than Alida, but his back and shoulders can’t possibly be any
straighter. Thin lips bear no hint of a smile. The perennial boyishness
of a beardless jaw offers a trace of softness, but that doesn’t keep hir
stomach from twisting.
He stares at hir with all the sharp, proud flawlessness of an eagle
surveying a baby rabbit.
“Ede,” he says in a monotone, glacial sort of voice, “I really think
that—”
“Alida, this is Captain Antonius Quiver of the Parliamentary Guard.”
Ede’s words, unwontedly breathless, trip over each other in her haste to
speak. “He’s my cousin’s cousin, and he promised to be nice. Antonius,
this is Adelheid Quill. I work at hir family’s store, and Alida promised
ze won’t run away from you.” She offers both a too-big, too-bright
smile. “Remember, Alida. I’m not doing the fireplace if you come back
early! So … good luck, talk to each other and … talk, please. Please.”
Why does Antonius’s occupation get deliberate mention while
Alida’s family, not hir labour and skill, defines hir?
Ede gathers up her skirts, flashes another nervous grin and, before
Alida can say anything, darts off behind a sausage cart.
She was supposed to stay for long enough to hear Alida give hir
speech! She wasn’t supposed to leave Alida alone with a glowering
pistol-bearing guardsman!
“I,” Alida says, hir anger slamming into hir body like a storm blowing
leaves from trees, “am the shop’s stock manager. I’m not ashamed of my
work. I’m good at it.” Ze reaches inside hir coat, anxiety forgotten, to
pull out hir slightly-crumpled bundle of papers. “I’m also not—”
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Antonius turns his dark glare back to Alida. “I’m here because
Opa is unbearable if I don’t appear to court someone once a season
and Ede wouldn’t stop pestering me about our perceived perfection.
I’m aromantic. I’m not interested in dating you or anyone else under
any circumstances. I’m sorry that you’ll have to endure Ede after, but
please spend this hour without me. If you’d lie about your being in
my company, I’ll be grateful, but I won’t ask it of you. Good day and
farewell.”
Without giving Alida even a breath’s space in which to respond, he
turns to pick up his newspaper.
Hir sheets drop from stunned fingers to spill like rainbow-patterned
leaves across the cobblestones.
“You too?” The words emerge from Alida’s lips in stumbling squeaks,
but surprise puts hir past caring. “You’re aromantic, too? You’re
aromantic?”
Antonius wheels to face hir, his thick eyebrows raised. “What?”
“I’m aromantic, and I don’t date, court, woo or pay suit to anyone.
Not you, not anyone else, and I’m here because Ede wouldn’t stop.”
Alida draws a breath, trying to slow hir words.
While Antonius’s expression doesn’t convey friendliness, his
shoulders soften.
“And before she ran off, I was planning to tell you … what you told
me, but in front of her, with bright signs and arm-waving, so she’d
understand why begging me to date wouldn’t work, but...”
Did Ede say words like “date” or “court” in her repeated pleas? Alida
can’t remember.
Antonius bends down to pick up the closest of Alida’s papers,
unfolding the sheet of thick, creamy foolscap.
“Oh, close that one!” Alida exclaims as the sunlight activates the
spell—causing the words I’m AROMANTIC, Ede to glow a vivid, eyestinging green. Ze crouches, in part to look away from the horrendously
bright ink taking up most of the paper, in part to avoid everyone else’s
looking at the intentionally-unmissable green, and in part to gather hir
signs before someone opens the pink one. “Quick!”
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Antonius crumples the paper and shoves it inside his outer coat
pocket before stooping to help gather the rest. “You’re also a mage.”
“I only went for two years, so I’m not.”
Most people question that, but Antonius barks a hoarse laugh and
straightens as Alida gathers the last paper. “I believe that Ede didn’t
mention the other’s aromanticism to either of us?”
“No. No.” Alida shakes hir head and stands without stepping on hir
skirts. “I … I’ve always wanted to get a strong magnet to hold above
her head, just to see if it removes all her hairpins. Can you imagine her
braids all tumbling at once? I think it’d have to be a spelled one, and I
don’t know how myself. I wouldn’t waste money on that kind of … oh,
frivolous curiosity, but I’m so tempted! I have to do something!”
Antonius sits on the bench, folded foolscap sheets clasped in his
hands, elbows resting on his knees. While his chortle still lacks warmth,
his lips curl upwards.
Alida watches, bewildered by hir honesty and his reaction.
Finally, he sits up; Antonius’s sable eyes rest a little too hard on
Alida’s own. “Quill, I’ll sport half a spelled magnet, if you’re in want of
incentive—on the obligation that you should put it to use when my
cousin and I pay call on your business.”
Part of Alida wonders at the absurdity of planning such a scheme
with a near-stranger. Jette will as good as consider that courting; Jan will
call on the priestesses to begin marriage arrangements. Ede, however,
deserves payback, and Alida doesn’t have money for books and magnets
both. “By blood and name and craft. When should we...?”
Antonius tucks the newspaper under his arm and rises, holding out
the rest of hir papers. “Are you otherwise occupied now?”
“No.” Ze considers, stuffing the papers back inside hir coat. Won’t
Antonius’s bluntness make him more receptive to direct confession?
“You should know that I’m not … good … with people. That’s what
Ede does at the shop. So I don’t really know … how to...” How to go to
a shop in the company of a near-stranger, a stranger that requires more
than the simpler scripts for making purchases, without Ede or a sibling
to push hir about.
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Hir family never understood why Alida found the Academy so
difficult.
Antonius barks another laugh. “What makes you think I know?”
Blunt, rude, threatening, prone to interrupting—and self-aware,
generous, possessing of a sense of humour. Antonius isn’t as frightening
as he seems on first glance, but in many ways that makes him more
dangerous. What if this is courting?
“Just so you’re not expecting … normality, I suppose.”
He scoffs. “I haven’t any interest in what people consider normal,
for all that they try to foist this on me.” He sweeps a hand towards the
northern edge of the Square and the direction of Sparks Row, where
magical artisans and suppliers run all the way to the Academy. “Shall
we try something abnormal? Don’t take my arm; I don’t like being
touched.”
“Abnormal,” Alida agrees, relieved that Antonius seems uninterested
in anything not walking beside hir—and that ze need not offer him a
sweaty palm plastered with cat hair. “I don’t like noise.”
“We’ll stay off the canals.” He leads off towards the edge of the
Square, avoiding the throng of food carts, but his pace isn’t so fast that
Alida can’t walk alongside.
Ze decides his surprising acceptance makes him safe enough and,
after wiping hir hands, reaches into hir skirt pocket to remove a puzzle
of interlocking metal rings. Turning the rings back and forth relaxes or
distracts hir, but too many people ask questions about an adult person
playing with children’s toys.
Antonius glances at Alida, frowning, before he slips one hand inside
his coat—retrieving a tattered piece of velvet ribbon that he threads
between his fingers. “Where did you get that contraption and how may
I get my own?”
This rare question, too, suggests ze can indulge in honesty. “The
priestess who diagnosed me knows a craftsman, Cilla, who makes bits
for the hands.”
Ze pauses, waiting, but Antonius doesn’t react to hir revelation. He
only watches as Alida moves the rings, much like the way Miep studies
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a mouse peering out from under a bookshelf. Aware enough of the
world to avoid clusters of people, but entranced by hir hands.
“I can show you, if you like? The shop’s just off Sparks Row.”
“Please.” The word emerges from Antonius’s lips with surprising
vehemence. “My priestess mentioned no such wonders, but everything
is easier when I have something in my hands. Something not a person
touching me.”
“I know.” It surprises hir that ze doesn’t hesitate before holding
out the toy. It doesn’t surprise hir that he’s kin in more ways than
aromanticism. “Try, please.”
Antonius’s expression doesn’t radiate gentleness, but it possesses no
falsehood, no pretence, no misdirection. He’ll never smile the way Ede
does, but Alida has no need to guess his moods or hope ze can identify
what lies beneath them. He won’t mask his feelings with politeness and
then grow annoyed when Alida can’t see past it.
What does it mean that Ede may be right?
He takes the rings and places the ribbon in hir palm, careful not
to touch Alida’s stubby fingers. “I hope you understand that this
connection between us still doesn’t and won’t, ever, obligate or even
suggest a romantic partnership—this device is wondrous.”
Relief and amusement both make hir grin. “I don’t date, court, woo
or pay suit to anyone, ever … but maybe I’d like, Quiver, to have a
friend.”
“Yes. I think, yes.” Antonius nods, his lean brown hands smoothly
turning the rings. “But friendship or no, Ede still deserves a magnet for
her hairpins.”
Alida can’t remember the last time ze laughed in someone else’s
company.
Ze can’t remember the last time ze felt this hopeful about continuing
it.
Two people stare at Alida as ze pushes open the front door, smiling
as though finding deep satisfaction in hir lateness. Their lips broaden
to grins as ze holds the door open for Antonius, and Alida looks at the
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shelf display behind the counter, unable to bear the weight of their
expectation. “My brother, Johannes Quill,” ze says, pushing the door
shut behind him. “Half-owner of and buyer for Quills’. Jan, Ede’s
cousin’s cousin, Captain Antonius Quiver of the Parliamentary Guard.”
Perhaps ze should have waited for customers to provide distraction.
Antonius, his lips pressed together in a tight line, stands so rigidly that
he best resembles a wooden toy soldier. Only his fingers move, clicking
metal ring against metal ring with a speed that Alida takes as anxiety,
not so different from the way ze starts sliding hir coat buttons in and
out of the holes.
At least Ede only stares at Alida and the bag dangling from hir arm.
Jan bows, a little too low and deep, before folding his hands on the
counter. The Quill family never dared dream of marriage to an officer
when it comes to Alida’s future. “I am so very pleased to make your
acquaintance, Captain Quiv—”
“Did you,” Antonius asks, turning to face Ede, “arrange this meeting
with the intent of establishing a romantic interest between us?”
Even that doesn’t lessen Jan’s shop-wrought smile.
Ede blinks, today’s loose-coiled braids brushing her shoulders. “Of
course not! I just knew that both of you were autistic aromantics, and
it’d be a crime against the divine to not have you meet—as friends. I
don’t know why you had to be so stiff-necked about it!” She jumps on
the spot, her eyebrows raised in that searching expression presaging a
barrage of questions. “Did you go shopping together? Alida, you went
shopping with someone?”
“You didn’t tell me that Alida is also aromantic.” Antonius pairs his
flat words with a glowering scowl. “Or autistic.”
Ede smiles, as undeterred by his mood as a dog is by a puppy’s growl.
“Yes, I did. That’s why you two had to meet! And it’s perfect, isn’t it?”
Alida shakes hir head. “You didn’t tell me. Not once.”
Ede’s lips part; she stands, eyebrows raised, gaping. “You thought—
oh.” She darts around the counter, skirts rustling, braids flying, brown
cheeks dappled with a hint of scarlet. “I’m sorry! I thought you should
meet someone who wouldn’t want to court you! I’m so sorry!”
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“Then why did you tell me what to wear?” Alida folds hir arms over
hir chest as Ede barrels towards them.
“Because you look so good in those skirts! Doesn’t ze, Antonius?”
Antonius blinks, taking a step backwards. “I have no opinions on
another’s clothing beyond efficacy and comfort.” He hesitates, rings
clacking. “There does appear to be a greater than usual addition of cat
hair. May I meet them?”
Jan leans against the counter, listening. He still smiles, but his eyes
flicker between Alida and Antonius with a marked air of something
like bemusement or incomprehension—something he chooses to let
Alida see. Both men are similar on first glance, possessed of a shared
tendency to professional polish and pressing. Jan wears a neat grey suit
above shiny black shoes, almost as good as a uniform. He too ties his
mouse-brown hair back from his beardless face. But Jan knows how to
make his expressions tell falsehoods, and obeying the same rules about
comportment doesn’t lessen their differences.
Like Jette, he’s family.
Blood doesn’t necessitate connection.
“Yes.” Alida scans the shop for a flash of grey before deciding Miep
must be in the stockroom. “I’ll fetch him out. Will you please slow
your hands a little?”
“Noise. I apologise.” Antonius nods and slides the set of rings inside
his inner pocket, retrieving the faded velvet ribbon in their place.
“See?” Ede murmurs, brows high, waving her hands at Alida and
Antonius. “Perfect!”
Perfect. Alida shakes hir head and darts into the stockroom, finding
Miep sitting on a pile of crates. One surprising afternoon comprising
good weather and a companion that didn’t overwhelm, frustrate or
pressure Alida. A companion that talks precisely, doesn’t fear using
words that had hir mocked in school and doesn’t object to direct request
or instruction. A companion who didn’t push or challenge when the
conversation strayed to Alida’s classes at the Academy or hir work at
the shop. A companion whose set, dour face lit up when Alida showed
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him Cilla’s array of wooden and metal puzzles—understanding, in the
way hir siblings can’t, the wonderment in what others dismiss as toys.
The afternoon felt closer to perfect than Alida thought possible, but
it didn’t come without preceding days of anxiety and annoyance.
Ze emerges with a grey tabby cat draped over hir chest and shoulder.
Miep’s claws dig into Alida’s coat, but Antonius doesn’t attempt touch.
He just holds out his fingers close enough for Miep to brush skin with
whiskers, withdrawing when Miep stiffens. “Thank you. He’s beautiful.”
Alida lowers Miep to the ground, accounts it a good sign when Miep
sits and stares at Antonius, and rests hir fingers on hir left-hand coat
pocket—the pocket containing a spell-wrought magnet.
Antonius bows, straight-backed like the pair of nutcrackers Oma
used to keep in her dining room. “Quill, may I call on you at noon next
Endday? I wish to bring my cousin to see the shop.”
“Don’t bring Rien!” Ede howls, her words loud enough to make
Alida wince. “Do this on your own!”
That gives Alida a week to practice on pen nibs and sewing pins, just
to be sure of setting the spell to draw the largest number of hairpins at
once. “You may.”
“Thank you. May I also call on you after morning services tomorrow?”
Antonius pauses, his words no longer quite so measured: “Just for a
short time? Perhaps a walk should the weather still be good? And then
I’ll leave you to your afternoon?”
He understands the need for those hours Ede so disdains—hours
free of even the best people in favour of a book or craft. Hours allowing
survival in a world that isn’t easily accommodating of hir—of them.
Unlike so many stories, though, there’s no fluttering in hir heart, no
giddy expectation. Just, for the first time that Alida can remember,
a quiet, wondrous potential. A chance, perhaps, at finding another
person companionable in ways that provide some of the things Ede
thinks important while preserving everything Alida thinks important.
“Yes. Yes. But this isn’t dating, courting, wooing or paying suit to
you.” Ze ignores Ede’s delighted squeal; only the slight upwards curve
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of Antonius’s lips matters to Alida. “Do you like currents, Quiver? Or
raisins?”
“No. I don’t. They’re too sweet and too … shrivelled.”
Alida grins and, thinking that Antonius has endured enough of Ede
and Jan, opens the shop door to a cooling late afternoon breeze. “Then
I’ll make us oliebollen without them.”
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unspoken

Ze doesn’t feel the want when they’re together.
Saturday afternoons at the cafe comprise exhalations on demanding
bosses, unfair assignments, games of Dungeons and Dragons, criticisms
of fictional love triangles. It sneaks up on hir after, alone in bed, when
ze remembers how she smacks the table when excited or the loose curls
framing her bright face. Curiosities, then, plague hir: how soft will her
stubbled jaw feel against hir skin? Will she laugh as deeply and warmly
in private as she does in public? What if, next time, ze asks…?
She isn’t seeing anyone. Ze knows that she has few limits on her
attraction, a shape of pansexuality that encompasses hir genderlessness.
Sometimes, when her sable eyes linger on hir face, ze wonders.
What if ze asks…?
She speaks, on those Saturday afternoons, of old paramours, of her
affection for kisses and hand-clasped walks under moonlight. She needs
to be loved and feel loved, and her words encapsulate that desire in the
usual, natural assumption. Romance.
Ze wants what they have now with one addition: a bed, its twisted
sheets dangling over the floor, socks and jeans lying in discarded
mounds. Skin brushing skin, a closeness in any way they care to come
together, a closeness void of the fear that their intimacy will turn into
something ze doesn’t feel or understand.
What if ze asks…?
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Explanations, then: hir intent and desire shaped by plain words so
that, this time, none will mistake hir. Say the word, aromantic, with
hopeful explanations. Say the words, friends with benefits, with laughter
after so she knows it isn’t quite truth, but ze owns no common phrase
to express what ze yearns for. Say the words, I don’t experience romantic
attraction, with hir fingers crossed under the table. Say the word,
queerplatonic, with a heart-pounding hope that she’ll still see the person
with whom she shares, each Saturday, a chocolate-chip muffin and an
apple cake.
Say the words. Is it aay-romantic or arrow-mantic? What if she hears
I’m a romantic instead of I’m aromantic? What if she says isn’t that just
friendship or that can’t be real or, worst of all, I’m looking for something
more?
Hir fingers dance over keys without hesitation, setting that dangerous
word free into cyberspace. Online, ze is bold and defiant, hir pride
cloaked in green, the word unquestioned. It’s hirs when framed as black
sans-serif characters on a white background.
The word hasn’t touched hir lips and tongue. Ze hasn’t gleaned it in
any form of communication not delivered by text on a backlit screen.
What if ze asks…?
Saturdays shine bright in the week’s crown, those afternoons spent
with the friend of hir heart. Yet ze thinks of magazine articles and
breakfast morning shows: psychologists and relationship coaches telling
disappointed lovers to drop the partner who can’t give the something
more of a romantic union. Romance, somehow, means maturity and
togetherness, its lack a fault to be rectified or discarded.
Why should she feel any different, when ze isn’t sure that ze does?
What if ze asks … and ze loses her?
Alone in hir bed, wanting, ze wonders how many more Saturdays
will pass until ze finds the courage to say the word.
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the pride conspiracy

“It’s Secret Santa slash December Holiday Gift Exchange!” Damien
emerges from the meeting room, shaking a paper-scrap-filled jar with
the gleeful attitude of a toddler attacking a pile of presents. In order to
give the occasion suitable gravitas, he draped a rope of red tinsel over
his shoulders, the fronds glittering in the flicker-prone lighting. “Come
gather!”
Rowan looks up from his computer, biting back a groan. This isn’t
a surprise, given that Shelby answered his interview questions about
“workplace culture” with descriptions of their celebrating capitalistinfused Christian holidays, and the office more than lives up to that
promise. A tree sits on the front counter, its branches crammed with
baubles. Tinsel hangs on everything from which tinsel can be hung
and rests in snake-like coils over the computer towers, screens, desk
partitions and the large corkboard. Ribbon-wrapped pencils topped
with felt trees, stars and stockings flowered, overnight, from everyone’s
pen mugs; Melanie gave Rowan three of them for his frayro mug. Every
desk features a red bowl of tree-shaped marshmallows, candy canes or
that weird Christmas lolly mix common in dollar shops.
Only the lack of music renders bearable this explosion of festivity.
Damien said he drew that line last year after Melanie and Shelby
alternated between Michael Bublé and Josh Groban’s Christmas CDs.
Rowan doesn’t want to think about that sublime horror.
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Christmas to him means slipping a few TSO tracks into his melodic
metal playlists and gritting his teeth until the new year.
“O come all ye faithful,” Melanie sings, spinning her chair around.
Every day this week she’s donned a different Christmas-themed T-shirt;
today’s features a screen-printed Rudolph head with an apple-sized nose
made from red minky fleece. Rowan doesn’t understand the American
“ugly Christmas jumper” thing—why?—but Melanie appears to be
replicating the trend via short sleeves and jersey knits.
Damien jerks his elbow at the largest whiteboard, half filled with
the Banned Holiday Decorations List—items including “music, carols,
hymns and singing”, “all types of fake snow” and “Cadbury Crème
Eggs”. “Didn’t we talk about carols?”
Rowan doesn’t want to be accused of being a dreadful, fun-loathing
millennial about which too many articles have been written on dislike
of office gift exchanges … but he doesn’t know how not to be one,
either. Why do people like this? Buying presents for people who aren’t
strangers but aren’t friends, hoping that his attempt isn’t too generic
only to open something tailored to feminine cliché ... followed by the
apologetic explanation or justification that Rowan isn’t easy to shop for.
Can’t he save himself fifteen bucks and skip the disaster?
He’s never understood how he presents a difficulty that isn’t cissexism
and a lack of imagination: buy him good thread, expensive coffee,
dress socks, a nice mug, food storage containers or fancy kitchenware.
He’ll even take a cheap box of chocolates, since his housemates will eat
anything should they believe it food. Just get him something that isn’t
a floral-patterned bath set followed by the hand-wringing apology that
the giver just doesn’t know what to get someone as confusing as Rowan!
Why don’t they ask him what he wants?
He’s over spending money and time on gift exchanges only to receive
cissexism, dysphoria or stereotype wrapped in paper and tied with a
bow.
Rowan draws a breath and slips his fingers under his thighs. He
should have sent Damien an email when Melanie started decorating,
but Rowan was thinking about pushing their print date back two weeks
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and not thinking about Mum’s out-of-nowhere request that Rowan
attend the family Christmas. “Uh … Damien? Can I … quick word?”
Why did he get himself a new psychologist? One who says terrible
words like assertiveness?
“Give us a minute.” Tinsel rustling, Damien crouches beside Rowan’s
chair. “Will here do?”
If everyone overhears, Rowan can pretend he’s talking to one person
while knowing they all benefit from his explanation. Besides, going
into the meeting room makes this a thing. “Yeah. Um. I … I don’t
usually get the right presents from people in gift exchanges. By which
I mean ... presents that aren’t a reminder that they think me female,
and if they give me enough nail polish and heart-shaped jewellery and
glittery handbags, I’ll admit it. I don’t want that? Really don’t want
that?”
Why do his parents want to play at being a happy family? Does
Mum want to show off to Uncle Keith and his new wife? Have they
forgotten how badly last Christmas went? Or is this just more cissexist
assumption that Rowan will discard his masculinity when needed? If
they behave as though Rowan should fit their expectations, will he—
eventually—surrender to them?
I’m not being difficult because I want my masculinity and transness
respected. I’m not...
Melanie leans over to poke Shelby’s shoulder, her bright red lips
forming a ring.
Damien blinks, hesitating as if he doesn’t know how best to respond.
“That ... sounds like my niece’s favourite birthday. Although she took
the bag, put one of my sister’s dumbbells inside and swung it at the boy
over the road who wouldn’t stop calling her pretty. And then made an
army of neighbourhood girls wielding heavy unicorn bags.” He shakes
his head. “I mean that … you obviously aren’t a certain kind of eightyear-old or into glitter, so...”
If only Rowan had the nerve to do that to Aunt Laura! “I bet he
never did that again.”
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“No. I’ll make sure … that the person who has you gets you
something appropriate.”
Inappropriately-feminine gifts aren’t his only difficulty. Rowan
doesn’t how to voice something so complex (to cis, gender-conforming
people) about gender and gift-giving without sounding like he’s
complaining for the sake of complaining—the demanding, difficult
trans man of his parents’ accusations. Most often he endures a cis female
celebrity’s latest perfume, but well-intended “accepting” people give
him an Old Spice gift set—acknowledging his masculinity at the cost
of his personality. How do cis people not chafe at gift-giving traditions
that assume people can be reduced down to one of two categories with
narrow behaviours and interests ascribed to each?
It’s easier to draw the line at gifts that only avoid being the embodiment
of the giver’s cissexism and donate everything else, as much as Rowan
yearns for one year with a good present he doesn’t buy himself.
Will cis people ever understand that being trans means holding back
on responding to cis nonsense?
“Thanks. Yeah, thanks.”
“Secret Santa slash December Holiday Gift Exchange rules!” Damien
straightens, shaking the jar; paper rattles against glass. “Twenty-dollar
limit, keep it fun, don’t give anything inappropriate for a professional
environment. I want to be eating mince pies, not taking people into
the meeting room for discussions on adulthood. We exchange on the
last day, December 20.” He reaches into the jar, the neck a tight fit for
his hands, and tweezers out a folded piece of paper before handing it
to Rowan.
Damien shakes the jar again before offering another slip to Melanie
and then Shelby.
Don’t people draw names themselves from the bowl or jar? Nobody
else seems concerned by this lapse—Melanie starts laughing when she
sees her name—so Rowan shrugs and opens his, deciding it must be
normal enough.
The Aro Gods must be inclined to a little seasonal kindness, for he
sees “Melanie” written in Damien’s handwriting.
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No need to struggle through generic alternatives like food or wine;
pride pins will make her happy enough. A pen? A mini aro flag?
Choosing may be Rowan’s worst problem, but he can get her a few
things and give her whatever’s over the limit after the exchange.
They’re aromantic. How isn’t he obligated to help decorate her desk
in as many pride-related ways as possible?
“Rowan!” Melanie bustles over; he quickly slides his paper up his
sleeve. She makes metallic jangling noises—words like “ringing” or
“pealing” don’t apply—as she moves, thanks to a gold chain bracelet
decorated with small bells at each link. Matching earrings dangle from
her ears, clinking out of tune with the ones at her wrist. “Can I ask you
something?”
He nods, hoping she’ll let pass unremarked his description of holiday
cissexism.
“Where did you buy your flag patches? I want one. Well, maybe
more than one, because there’s the aro flag, and the ace flag, and maybe
one of the aro-ace flags, but I haven’t decided which one I like best
since there’s several that are nice, and...”
Once-in-a-lifetime inspiration hits Rowan with finger-twitching
force. “I don’t know,” he lies once Melanie runs out of steam. “Uh … a
friend gave them to me and ... I don’t know where they bought them.
Online, probably?” He swallows and tries for distraction, gambling his
poor ability for falsehood against Melanie’s likely ignorance. “Maybe
look on Etsy? I’d look on Etsy.”
“Etsy? What’s that?”
“Handcraft eBay,” he says in relief, thinking through his thread
stash. “Where people sell handmade things. I don’t know when I’m
seeing my friend next, but I can ask...?”
He’ll need purples, greens, greys, black, white—oh, and blues! A
little orange, a little yellow. Has he enough fabric? What about time?
Should he do the main ones first and then others as he can squeeze
them in?
On the way home tonight, he’ll start by stopping at his local sewing
store.
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Rowan hits “send” on an email to Damien, ignoring Mum’s latest
text, as Shelby bounds up to his desk. Like Melanie, she’s added
Christmas T-shirts to her daily ensemble; unlike Melanie, Shelby’s
T-shirts appear to come from a department store’s children’s section.
Today’s shirt shows a cute-but-scientifically-inaccurate dinosaur in a
Santa hat holding a red box. Also unlike Melanie, Shelby hasn’t added
earrings, pins, necklaces, bangles or socks in honour of the season.
“Yeah?”
Damien added “battery and USB-powered light-up objects” to the
List after an office vote provoked by a flashing necklace that resembled
miniature string lights.
Shelby whispers, meaning that she speaks in a raspier tone with
volume enough that her standing on the other side of a crowded football
oval needn’t impede one’s hearing. In fairness, Rowan has heard her
speak over a hundred gossiping Year 7 students until they surrendered
to the stubbornness of an older woman who doesn’t go to bed caring
what they think of her. “Can you go through all the … the identities?
Can you show them to me and tell me what colours go with them? Do
they all have their own colours?”
Rowan can only sit and gape.
“Please? I need someone to go through them all.”
He lunges for his half-filled mug, hoping his perpetual need for
coffee conceals his surprise. “You mean pride flags? Queer pride flags?”
“Please.” Shelby nods, grips his arm and gives a meant-as-comforting
nutcracker-like squeeze before lowering her hand to fidget with her
phone—a device likely dug up with the fossils from the dinosaur on
her shirt. It doesn’t have a cover; he guesses she covered the back with
multiple layers of washi tape coated in (yellowing) clear nail polish.
He doesn’t ask why. “Maybe you can start with the ones you use, and
that one Melanie has, and then tell me the other ones? There aren’t that
many, are there?”
Rowan, lukewarm coffee in his mouth and heading down his gullet,
chokes.
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Several moments of spluttering and coughing, aided by Shelby’s
enthusiastic back-pounding, pass before he can answer. “Uh … there’s
lots, actually. Lots.” He considers explaining about Tumblr before
deciding on the appropriate answer: a thousand kinds of nope. “Do you
want gender ones, or sexuality ones, or aromantic ones, or...?”
Shelby’s blank, brow-creased expression shows that, if she read
Rowan’s leaflet, his emails and the hand-outs provided by Damien’s
trainers, the knowledge hasn’t stuck with her.
(They weren’t better than Rowan’s own and only mentioned
aromanticism as a way of being asexual.)
“The ones you and Melanie use...?” She lowers her voice to a point
where someone may, in theory, be unable to hear her from the other
side of the room. “I want to get Melanie a little extra … something,
this year. With a flag, maybe?” She jerks her elbow in the direction of
Melanie’s mug, currently filled with something smelling of camomile
and dish-water. “But I should know more about the other ones, too.
Like yours. Can you show them all to me?”
There’s no way in this tinselled hell that Melanie can’t hear Shelby,
yet Melanie appears engrossed in deleting emails.
Last week, Rowan said “aromantic” once to their newest volunteer
in a conversation about the pride flags on their website. Seconds later,
Melanie materialised from the hallway, passed over one of Rowan’s
leaflets and introduced herself as aro-ace before giving a five-point
rundown on ways to avoid casual amatonormativity—not that she’s yet
comfortable saying the word—in the workplace. There’s no way she’s
contemplating the mysteries of her trash folder while Rowan talks to
Shelby about aromantic pride flags! Breathing “aro” aloud is now akin
to summoning a demon—one revelling in the discovery of the identity
that makes belated sense of her life.
“You want me to show you aromantic flags?” Rowan asks to clarify,
baffled.
Shelby beams at him. “Yes, please.”
Melanie, frowning, deletes an email.
Did Damien have a word with her? Did the volunteer complain?
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Rowan can’t say that he wants to play tour guide through the world
of queer vexillology, but Shelby has gone five weeks without saying
the phrase “you trans people” and two months without reassuring
Rowan on the subject of pronoun-correction. He also knows Melanie
and Shelby are friends outside of work, bonding over stage shows and
music. If Shelby wants to support Melanie in her aromanticism, how
can Rowan refuse?
While Rowan sat there planning the politest way to navigate the
glaring error in the trainers’ leaflets, Melanie stood up, exclaimed that
aromanticism isn’t the same thing as asexuality and demanded that
they do some reading before engaging in “obvious aro denial”. He owes
her. She scares him a little, but he owes her.
(Should Rowan master the ability to handle conversations and
presentations, he may consider becoming a sensitivity trainer. That twoday workshop, while decent enough on gender and sexuality, left him
again concluding that most queer alloros have no idea how to reference
and include aromanticism in their conversations about queerness.)
Another Mum-authored text flashes up on his phone, displaying the
words “Christmas”, “clothing” and “appropriately”.
No, no and hell no.
“Yeah, okay.” He bends down to grab his satchel, tucked against the
left-hand side of his desk. A decent collection of patches and badges
now covers the front flap, including his cursed-but-memorable “aro”
patch. “That’s the trans pride flag, with the blue, pink and white, and
beside it is the bisexual flag. The flag with the greens and black is the
aromantic flag, and the allo-aro flag has the greens and gold. It’s pretty
much the same as the aro flag, except with yellow and gold instead
of grey and black.” He points at each patch as he moves through his
explanation. “Allo—allosexual—aromantics are aros who experience
sexual attraction.”
He’ll stick to simple definitions with Shelby, even if they lack ideal
expansiveness.
Shelby nods, smiling.
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“For me, it means I’m aromantic and bisexual. Aro-aces, like Melanie,
are aromantic and asexual, meaning she doesn’t experience sexual
attraction.” He almost asks her if she remembers what “aromanticism”
means before realising that he’ll sound like a condescending primaryschool teacher. “This flag with the blues, white and grey is the
frayromantic flag, which designates the specific way I’m aro. The flag
on Melanie’s mug—”
Shelby leans against his desk, her grey braid trailing over one arm.
“So you have an aromantic flag and an allosexual aromantic flag? A
special aromantic flag?”
Are they heading towards the sort of conversation that involves
anger over “making up” identities outside the speaker’s reckoning of
acceptable? Or does she mean “distinct”? “Ah … kind of? The green
and black flag represents all aros—Melanie and me. The green and gold
one’s just for me, and I don’t use her blue and orange one.”
For the first time in living memory, Melanie pays Rowan and Shelby
no attention.
“I see! You want to reflect different types of aro.” Shelby almost
says the word without unusual stress; Rowan considers applauding her
but decides he won’t risk undermining his point on avoiding excessive
overreaction to queer terminology. “Do you ever put the flags together?
Like if you want to be both things at once?”
When isn’t he the state of multiple identities at once? Rowan decides
she means “represent” instead of “be” and nods. “Yeah? Some people
put a heart with the stripes of the aro flag in the middle of the trans or
bi flags, but I don’t like that because using a heart to represent us all is a
bit … eh. You know, heart, love, love hearts? Lots of people don’t care,
though. I’ve also seen folks split them in an image, or have the stripes
fade into each other. Like trans stripes fading into aro stripes.”
“And you like that better?” Shelby blinks, her blunt nails tracing the
edge of the case. “Would Melanie like that? The aromantic flag fading
into another one?”
There’s no way Melanie didn’t hear that—and no reason for her to
say silent! Last month she told Rowan and Shelby to get mint chocolate
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cake for her birthday after walking in on them debating sponge versus
cheesecake in the meeting room!
(Sponge, in Rowan’s opinion, is the classic cake format.)
“Yeah. It shows my identities together without using symbolism I find
awkward.” Rowan lowers his voice, leaning closer to Shelby. “Melanie
will probably go for the aromantic flag fading into or combined with
the asexual flag, if you’re doing something with two flags. I don’t think
she’d be into hearts, but a split image or fading? That’d work.”
Shelby straightens, beaming, and gives Rowan another firm armsqueeze. “That’s great! Thank you so much for helping, Rowan!”
“Don’t you want to know more about aro-ace flags...?”
“No, that’s great!” Shelby, heading towards her own desk, no longer
attempts to speak at anything not normal volume. “Aromantic into
asexual! I’ll remember that!”
As Shelby turns, he catches a glimpse of the cracked screen on her
phone—or, more specifically, the movement of her hand as she presses
stop on her recording app.
Is that legal? It surely isn’t normal? Or is she an auditory learner,
meaning she’ll learn best by playing the recording over … but in that
case, why not say so? He could have directed her to YouTube videos
and podcasts! Perhaps, though, she only shows her ignorance in digital
etiquette, in the same way Rowan took Melanie aside to explain that
the use of caps lock for the body of a promotional email violates good
manners as much as—more than!—she thinks signing a form in red
ballpoint? Should he complain about something suggestive of her
willingness to understand him?
Rowan stares, shrugs and shakes his head as a third text pops up.
Sometimes it’s easier to just not ask.
Too bad that can’t apply as easily to family.
Rowan stands, yawns and stretches. His lunch half-hour beckons:
sunshine spent with food, cross-stitch and a flock of pigeons tame
enough to perch on the far end of his bench. Since today involved
apologetic emails followed by a contrite phone call to his goddess
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amongst printers, time free of people feels like looming perfection. Just
him, the pigeons, a sewing needle and the homemade pasty he hid
from Matt inside a bag of frozen peas.
Any day in which he gets to enjoy his own cooking can’t be too
terrible.
Perhaps he should do as his psychologist says: put a chest freezer in
his bedroom and a lock on his door.
“Rowan!” Damien, his hair tousled enough to make Rowan think
of a woolly mammoth in a sharp suit, carries a plate of something
smelling like honey and chicken into the office. “While Melanie’s out,
can you show me your mug shop? You said there’s a lot of aro-ace flags,
right? Or would she want one like yours, the green one? I don’t get her
something like your blue and green shield one, though?” He shrugs
and sets the plate down on Rowan’s desk. “My wife’s friends with her
sister and we got invited out, but there’s another swap. I don’t want to
get her the wrong thing. Do you mind?”
At least Damien does the sensible thing of asking while Melanie’s
out on lunch. Maybe this won’t take too long: Damien’s a terrible
photographer with unreasonable expectations of Photoshop, but he
does know how to buy things online.
“Yeah. Hold on.” Rowan opens up his browser just as his phone
beeps. Nope, ignoring that. “I’ll show you what mugs I think she’d want.”
He hadn’t realised how many people here are friends with Melanie
outside of work. It must be nice to have a regular social life that isn’t
“being at work” and “sighing at housemates”, but there’s advantages
in possessing the short holiday shopping list of family, a work gift
exchange and a couple of friends. Besides, does anyone want one’s coworkers to know what happens at an outside party?
“Don’t ignore your phone because of me.”
“It’s Dad.” Since Rowan can’t find a pithy or amusing way to explain
that Dad’s text message will be a guilt-trip ordering Rowan to come to
Christmas for the sake of the family’s happiness followed by a second
guilt-trip explaining how much his refusal to confirm has upset Mum,
he just shakes his head.
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You talked about this with the psychologist. Guilt. Trip.
He made an appointment for the second week of January; he should
have made one in December as well.
“That bad?”
He can’t remember the specifics of his rant that day atop the desk,
but he must have suggested at an interesting relationship with his
parents. “Yeah.”
Did they forget telling Rowan that if he doesn’t like how they treat
him, he can leave? They told Rowan that he isn’t welcome while he
remains intolerant of them—while I expect them to treat me as I deserve.
He left. Now they want him back to smile for the family photos?
What’s worse? Enduring a day of misgendering, deadnaming and
cissexism, which shouldn’t result in unknown voyages of horror if he
bites his tongue? Or avoiding short-term discomfort while gaining
the long-term torment of the family’s schooling Rowan in appropriate
Ross respect for blood and holidays? What chance is there of avoiding
harassment if he doesn’t go?
Maybe he can leave off shaving for a week before Christmas and turn
up with his new, albeit patchy, facial hair while wearing an op-shop
debutante gown, so he “dresses appropriately” and “doesn’t confuse the
relatives” as requested.
How many truckloads of Valium will he need for that?
“Rowan? Are you okay?” Damien, now sitting on an office chair,
peers at him as though waiting for Rowan to do anything more than
stare at the computer screen.
“Ugh. Sorry. Just thinking.” Rowan sighs and types in the shop’s
name, bringing up their website, and then opens a second tab to
another archiving different pride flags.
“Do you want to talk about it?” Damien asks in that gruffly-gentle
voice, one that makes Rowan want to smash his fist through a window.
“Yeah, no.” Rowan draws a breath and points at the screen with a
hand a too trembly for his liking. “So you’re going to want to know
what flags represent what, because there’s a drop-down menu where
you can choose from different flags...”
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It’s easier to talk, easier to run through all the different flags in a
depth of explanation Damien doesn’t request, easier to think about
something that isn’t family—a subject with complexity enough to
distract but without provocation enough to distress.
He doesn’t know if Damien asks questions from curiosity or kindness,
but Rowan’s pasty becomes pastry crumbs scattered over his desk and
keyboard; Damien’s chicken, half-eaten, sits cooling on its plate.
“So cupioromantic is the one where you want the relationship but
you don’t feel romance?” Damien frowns and runs both oversized hands
through his hair, now resembling a befuddled bear emerging after a
long hibernation. “Why have a word for that? I mean, everyone feels
like it isn’t one of those movies and dates anyway, so why specify that?”
“Where you don’t feel romantic attraction but desire a romantic
relationship,” Rowan says, telling himself that Damien unknowingly
regurgitates the tired “demiromanticism is normal” argument. Isn’t this
better than looking at the fifth text message? “Some people need it to
be a word. Movies aren’t that divorced from reality. They’re … too easy,
too glossy, too perfect, too unrealistic, but...”
He sighs. Not dating brings many benefits, but Rowan has to admit
that he misses the fun of falling in love, even if trouble always follows.
Misses the fun of dreaming, hoping and fantasising; misses the bright,
happy glow of being caught up in someone else. At risk of being
considered a bad aro, he likes that glorious limerence pushing him to
navigate people despite his gibbering anxiety! In some ways, knowing
he’s capable of falling in love over and over feels heady and powerful;
amatonormativity more than the nature of Rowan’s frayromanticism
bestows difficulty on its aftermath.
I want to fall in love with you ... and after getting to know you, do it
again with someone else, all the best bits of romance’s beginning on eternal
repeat.
Instead, he avoids dating and the inevitable development of his
partner’s hurt, surrendering to a world where his shape of attraction
isn’t acceptable or reasonable. Albeit with a trace of bitterness that
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frayromanticism will be easier to navigate should Rowan not be an
anxiety-plagued, bisexual trans man!
Of course, discarding romance makes pursuing his shape of sexual
attraction unacceptable and unreasonable...
“How are they real? Nobody just sees someone and falls in love like
that—”
“Dude, dude, I’ve fallen in love like that.” Rowan shakes his head and
launches into the speech that’s the spiritual duty of any card-carrying
aromantic: “Do you fall in love after you get to know someone? After
they love you back? Do you know what ‘fall in love’ means to you?
Because it’s easy to name all sorts of feelings ‘love’ and think they’re
romantic when the world says you have to be alloromantic. It’s even
easier to not be romantically attracted and not know! Have you thought
about it?”
Damien, his eyes so wide that he reminds Rowan of a zebrafish with
a brown wig, shakes his head.
“I swear, alloros like romance movies because while they’re a … a
simplified, idealistic version of romance, they’re close enough to what
people feel—or think they’re supposed to feel—that they … ring,
resonate. They wouldn’t do that if it were complete invention. Just like
science fiction isn’t real but talks enough about human experiences to
have meaning to human audiences. Unreal, in so many ways, but just
real enough. So—”
Damien holds up both hands, palms facing Rowan. “Stop. Stop.”
Now the anxious part of Rowan’s brain realises he’s lecturing at his
supervisor in a way no need to avoid thinking of his family justifies;
he gulps, fingers trembling. While the office code of conduct doesn’t
specify things like unwanted speeches questioning another person’s
belief in their romantic attraction, he doubts this acceptable behaviour.
“I … shit. I’m sorry! I’m so sorry! I just...”
Will he ever stop causing a mess at work?
“You’re talking so fast,” Damien says, slow and careful in the way of
a man talking to a panicked horse, “that I can’t keep up.” He sighs and
runs one hand through his hair. “This isn’t something I thought we’d
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be talking about! I just wanted to check that everything was right...”
He shakes his head, but he doesn’t sound annoyed or outraged. Just
bewildered. “Okay. Right. What about all those sorts of things that we
think are love? What do you mean by that?”
At some point during the resulting afternoon, Rowan sends an
email thanking his printer for her willingness to amend the job queue,
ignores his brother’s entry in the competition to provoke the most
seasonally-appropriate guilt, and scribbles a note to ask the higher-ups
if they’ll spring for a basket of expensive coffee and chocolates sent to
said printer.
Damien nods several times, takes dot points on a flyer print-out
and the back of the report draft for last week’s holiday event, asks
more questions and promises that he’ll remind the higher-ups of their
involvement in submitting January’s flyers two weeks late. After eating
the rest of his re-heated honey chicken at Rowan’s desk and narrating
the story of how his future wife followed him from pub to pub during
a crawl for his brother’s buck’s night, Damien concludes that he only
experiences attraction for someone after they express attraction for him.
Melanie, having rested her arms on the back of Damien’s chair to
overhear the last half of the conversation, gives him a smothering hug
and welcomes him to “the quiver” before cackling at Damien’s blank
look.
Find a recipro mug, Rowan later scribbles on the bottom of his todo-list.
At least that job doesn’t involve relatives.
On the last working day of the year, Rowan staggers into the office
holding a plate of homemade shortbread—the top layer of plastic wrap
bearing the Sharpie-written words “NOT FOR HOUSEMATES BUY
YOUR OWN FUCKING BISCUITS”, his mood sour. On the one
hand, he’s free until January (although he’ll prefer that circumstance
more should this be a paid break). On the other hand, Christmas and
its family awfulness tag-team with the heat to curse him with mindracing, restless 4 AM wakefulness.
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He chose right. Didn’t he?
In six days, he’ll have survived the family dinner and his housemates
will be with their people or travelling for the holiday. He can bag up
his presents for their customary donating, buy something online and
spend the day baking food he doesn’t have to share or hide.
Christmas will be an exercise in endurance, but it’s a known terrible.
Better to suffer one day of hell and leave than to poke the hydra in each
of its eyes and allow it, enraged, to hunt him across the earth. Right?
“Rowan!” Melanie greets him at the door, today wearing a silky
blouse with a poinsettia print, a pendant shaped like a miniature tree
bauble, and stocking-shaped earrings of the heavy, dangly kind. A
Santa hat trimmed with silver sequins and a large golden bell sits atop
her short hair. “Merry Christmas!”
“Uh … back at you?”
“You didn’t wear anything Christmassy!” Melanie flutters her hands
at him: she painted her glossy crimson nails with white and green
stripes like the fancier sort of candy cane. “Can’t you get anything in
your size?”
“No...” Rowan glances at his usual outfit: dress shoes, jeans black
enough to resemble slacks on forgot-to-do-laundry days, navy shirt.
Couldn’t he have worn his cherry-red Docs?
Her suggestion gives him a convenient out, but isn’t he trying to be
honest about his feelings? “I didn’t look. Christmas … isn’t that exciting
when you’re enduring family.” He barks a laugh, hoping Melanie
understands. “At least being trans, nobody asks me if I’m dating anyone
or when I’m going to bring someone home to meet the family, because
they don’t want to think about trans people in a relationship.” He steps
sideways, hoping to navigate around her, put his plate down and move
the conversation towards something less fraught. “I made shortbread.
Do you like shortbread?”
He stiffens, trying not to panic, when Melanie envelops him in a
bear hug, smushing Rowan’s chest and one arm against her necklace.
“You spend Christmas with your family?”
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“Don’t most people who celebrate it?” He shuffles out of her
embrace to slide his cling-filmed plate onto Shelby’s desk beside a
plastic container of pizza scrolls. He slips the ingredients card from his
jeans pocket, straightens the creases and rests it by the plate. “Uh … is
cling-film better or worse for the environment than biscuits in a freezer
bag? I had a set of clip-seal containers, but my housemates left me two
condiment-sized ones in the cupboard. I could use a bit of plastic or
defrost frozen stir fry, except I didn’t know what I’d put that in if I used
the stir fry container for the shortbread...”
Rowan realises he’s rambling and presses his lips together before he
rants on how his containers must be growing five types of mould in the
bottom of Matt’s backpack.
“Happy Holidays, everyone!” Shelby, both arms burdened by plastic
cake containers, enters wearing a red T-shirt with the legend “All I
Want for Christmas Is a Unicorn”, a glittery ribbon tied around the
end of her braid. Only twice before has he seen her without a blazer.
“Mel! Your earrings! Millers?”
Rowan swallows a laugh and, freed from awkwardness, heads for the
relative comfort of his desk.
A party day, he soon realises, possesses a distressing lack of work.
He acquires plates and spoons from the kitchenette, he works on a few
photos from last week, he sorts his emails. He notices Melanie pulling
Damien aside to talk about something that requires the waving of candycane fingernails, but, before he can start to wonder, the volunteer ropes
him into a conversation about a loving family with unusual pavlovaeating habits. Shelby saves him from that oddity only to tell the story
of her family’s chipping in to get her granddaughter a four-hundreddollar dollhouse. “My parents wouldn’t have spent that much on a toy!
How can anyone charge four hundred dollars for plastic?”
That seems like a good time to head over to the food table.
Shelby does make a good chocolate cake.
“Rowan.” Damien heads towards him, his approach signalled by a
trailing, bell-ringing Melanie. “A minute?”
Nothing good has ever been heralded by this question. Nothing.
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Rowan nods and follows them over to the whiteboard, standing in
front of the List.
“Do you,” Damien says, at least doing the decent thing of asking
straight out, “need somewhere to go for Christmas?”
Oh, god. What provoked this horror? Melanie?
Why...?
“We’d non-romantically love to have you.” Melanie’s smile beams
as bright as her nails—her lips a close match for their glossy crimson
basecoat. “Me and my daughter and her partner, I mean—not me and
Damien together. It won’t be anything fancy, but you’re welcome to
come.”
“My wife said my telling her about being recipro makes so much
sense, and she’d like to ask questions of someone who actually knows
things.” Damien nods, his holiday cheer demonstrated in the absence
of a tie, rolled-up shirtsleeves and reflectively-shiny shoes. “And I make
beer batter fritters.”
Never has Rowan heard Damien speak in aromantic-identity terms
with that much casual fluidity, and he would smile but for two coworkers waiting, expectantly, for his answer.
How does he express appreciation for their kindness while explaining
that he can’t not go home for Christmas?
A few moments pass before Rowan’s lips and tongue produce sounds
that aren’t “I”, “uh” and “I … uh”. “Thanks? But … well, I’d be fine
being alone on Christmas and I’m not doing that because … that’d
be bad, so... And, you know, family? And I want to see my dog? So ...
thanks, but...”
“But you’re one of us,” Melanie says with unusual solemnity, resting
a hand on Rowan’s shoulder. “Just like Damien’s now one of—wait, we
need to get you a mug! Why didn’t we get Damien a mug?”
“Well, actually...” Rowan, thanking the Aro Gods for Melanie’s
willingness to head down any conversational tangent, darts towards
his desk and satchel, the latter housing a heavy tissue-wrapped box.
Pinkish-red, of course. “Here. Have a mug.”
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“Oh! You should have told me!” Melanie’s lips tremble as she and
Damien follow him back across the room. “I would have gotten a mug
with you!”
Rowan rests the box on his lap, startled. Why didn’t he think to tell
Melanie that he bought Damien a mug? (How else does one welcome
another into aromantic kinship?) Why didn’t he wait until Damien
was busy and order a mug with Melanie, instead of buying one on his
phone on the train home from work?
Rowan owns skill in list-making, cross-stitch, baking, fixing other
people’s photos and designing his own leaflets. He’s quietly proud of
the many arts in which he dabbles with varying degrees of success. He’s
mastered, too, survival on the fringes of other people’s lives, survival
in a world where few are worth trusting. That ability though, makes
him a man too comfortable in isolation. It makes him, in ways that
have nothing to do with allosexual frayromanticism beyond his living
in an aromantic-antagonistic world, a man who doesn’t know how to
welcome other people into the house behind his five-metre fence.
He keeps everyone at arm’s length, even when—perhaps especially
when—he plies his crafts for their benefit.
Does everyone experience acute flashes of insight at inconvenient
times, the irrevocable sense that their personhood is one bewildering
state of immeasurably fucked up?
“I’m sorry. Really.” He passes the mug to Damien, looking at
Melanie. “I’m used to doing things on my own. I should have thought,
but I didn’t.”
“We do realise that,” Damien says, tearing both wrapping paper and
the box lid in a sharp tug. “You got the green-stripe one—oh, wait, it’s
got both?” His hands render the mug’s size almost laughable, but Rowan
couldn’t find soup-sized variants from a store willing to custom print
aromantic flags on crockery. “Mel, there’s both. The recipromanticonly one and the shared one. Thank you!”
Is Rowan imagining that hint of passive-aggression? “You realise...?”
“That you’re independent, that’d you’d rather suffer alone than risk
asking for help, even when it causes problems for you. That you’re only
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comfortable with people when you’re in a position of knowledge or
authority. We learnt early on that you work best when we get out of
your way.” Damien sets the mug on the desk with a soft clink. “I’m not
completely useless in my job, so try harder to stop rolling your eyes
over my photos.”
“They’re terrible,” Melanie says, squeezing Rowan’s forearm—
apparently forgiven. “You know that, right?”
“The next person to say they can do better has to prove it—”
“My dog photos prove it!”
“At an event! Not in your backyard!”
For a reason likely tied up in internalised ableism, Rowan thought
anxiety his designated, annoyance-causing personality failing. His
tendency to overreact, freak out, let things get to him; his tendency
to shaking hands and rambling incoherence. He didn’t consider that,
in the company of people more inclined to decency and less inclined
to avoid criticism on deadnaming and cissexism by casting him as the
problem, they may find something else frustrating or difficult.
“Is this...” Rowan halts, thinking better of it, before he says the words
“being fired just before Christmas”. Even he doubts Damien capable
of inviting someone to join him for the holiday only to retaliate with a
firing on Rowan’s refusal, although logic doesn’t still his hands. What’s
the good of logic if my anxiety still ignores it? “What is this?”
Damien shrugs, tapping a finger against his new mug. “Yearly
performance evaluation, maybe? Shame that I’ll have to write it down.
I’d rather just call this sort—”
“What’d you say on mine?” Melanie blurts, clapping her hands.
Damien raises both eyebrows. “As if I’d answer that sober!” He shakes
his head; Melanie trills her laughter. “We realise that there’s reasons,
Rowan. It isn’t a real problem for us, but it may be one for you. If you
find yourself in the company of a therapist at some point, consider
mentioning it?”
Reining in Melanie wasn’t the reason Damien asked her to work
with Rowan, he realises in yet another dizzying, revelatory moment,
but that isn’t the cause of Rowan’s spluttering. “If? You think it’s only
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if? I’d have more aro shit on my desk if I weren’t paying a psychiatrist
and a psychologist!” He sighs and nods. “January. I see them January.”
“I don’t like to assume.” Damien shrugs again; Rowan guesses it his
attempt at conveying casualness. “Given that this isn’t quite the … er,
situation for this conversation, I should—”
“I’m fine,” Rowan says, thinking Melanie’s heedless interrupting a
contagious quality. “Really. It’s good. Like actually...” He doesn’t know
how to voice this feeling that, for the first time in his life, someone
has voiced a critique that doesn’t feel like he’s being disdained or
unravelled. “Melanie … again, I’m sorry.” He thinks the time right for
another distraction and grabs the second parcel from his bag—tissue
paper tied with strands of aro-coloured embroidery floss. “Here. I’ve
been working on this. I got your name.”
Melanie lunges for the parcel, struggling to untie the knot with her
long fingernails until Shelby—was she close by?—hands over a pair of
scissors. Blades click shut; Melanie pulls away the paper.
Twenty square embroidered patches in the purples and greens of
many aro-ace and aromantic pride flags cascade from Melanie’s hands
onto the worn carpet.
Melanie has always been given to laughter, but the way she bends
over, resting her elbows on her knees as though she can’t hold herself up,
has Rowan fearing that he’s given her a heart attack via pride patches.
“Aro-ace! Are these all of them?” She draws a shaking breath and
carefully kneels, gathering patches. “I didn’t know there were this
many!”
“Aro and aro-ace. The ones I know about, anyway. There’s probably
a few I don’t.”
“Did you make all these?” Shelby asks. “You should sell them!”
Rowan considers explaining why he’ll never make even minimum
wage selling hand-embroidered patches in aro pride flag colours, but
Melanie’s pulling him into another grasping hug has him scarce able
to breathe, never mind speak. He doesn’t know for how long Melanie
smothers him, just that she, like an eventual retreating tide, steps back,
leaving Rowan bewildered and giddy. Perhaps this is too much?
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“You’re a liar, and this must have taken forever, and you shouldn’t
have. I can’t believe you sew!” Melanie shakes her head, shuffling
through the patches. “There’s the aro-ace flag with blue and orange,
and a combined one, and one without black stripes—oh, thank you!”
Rowan shrugs, relieved that she seems happy. “Do you have
something to put them on?”
“I have a coat. I’ll have a pride coat! And nobody will have the least
idea what it means!” Melanie grins, shaking her head, before leaning
over to tap Damien on the forearm. “Should the rest of us swap gifts
now?”
Damien settles himself down on the closest chair. “Good idea. Do
you want to—”
“We’re doing Secret Santa now!” Melanie stands on her tiptoes,
waving the hand not clutching a handful of patches. “Find your person
and give your gift, and then come here and show me what you got!
Rowan made me aro-ace patches! All the aro-ace patches!”
“You know your evaluation says ‘needs to stop interrupt—’”
“Quickly, because Damien’s nattering on about performance
evaluations!”
Damien sighs, shakes his head and leans back on his chair, looking
up at the ceiling. “Lord give me—is that mould up there?”
“Probably,” Rowan says, hoping that he doesn’t look like a man
expecting to open a set of golf balls. Did Shelby get him and lie about
Melanie? Does that explain the voice recording? “Does the janitor have
a step ladder? It’d be easier to tell if we got up close.”
“She does, because of the lighting.” Damien shakes his head.
“Remind me first week back to get someone in to look at that. Or
to write it on the whiteboard before we leave.” He reaches inside his
left trouser pocket, removes a small card-sized parcel held between
thumb and pointer finger, and flips it onto Rowan’s lap with surprising
deftness. “I think this will be appropriate? While I didn’t know what
you planned for Melanie, I saw you working on the train one evening.
You had earbuds in and were too busy looking at your hands to notice,
but I guessed then you’d made your bag’s patches.”
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“It’s hard to cross-stitch on a moving train,” Rowan says by way of
apology, a shade confused: what gift needs this explanation? “Hard to
cross-stitch well. Not so hard if you don’t care about neatness.” He
peels back the tape—Damien wrapped the card the way he presses his
suits, the edges inhumanly crisp—and finds a gift card for his local
sewing store. Rowan stares, drops the card on his lap and slides his
hands under his legs, doubtful he can say anything comprehensible
past this isn’t a gift pack of golf balls.
“That’s what you got him? A gift card?” Melanie shakes her head and
pokes Damien in the shoulder with startling vehemence; only Damien’s
size and his feet, firmly planted on the ground, keep him from falling.
“Did you put any thought into that? I don’t like to be that oldie—” She
stops, scowling: Rowan can’t hold back his spluttering laughter. “As I
was saying, gift cards are the laziest way to—Rowan’s laughing at me,
isn’t he?”
Damien tucks his hands behind his head and leans further back in
his chair, grinning up at the popcorn ceiling.
Moments—in which Shelby gives Damien a six pack of fancylooking artisanal beer—pass before Rowan’s ribcage resumes its regular
pattern of movement. Finally, he manages to rasp an explanation:
“Buying a gift card for a department store? Impersonal, but okay if
they shop there. Buying a gift card for a trans man at a clothing shop
where every tag has woman on the label? Hateful, unless you know he
wants it. Buying a gift card related to someone’s interests so they can
pick what they want? Good. And I need fabric, so … thank you.”
“Did someone get you a Millers gift card?” Melanie asks, her hands
raised to cover her mouth. “That’s horrible!”
“That’s Aunt Laura,” Rowan mutters. Melanie’s expression of horror,
Damien’s surprising evaluation and the wonder of a good, useful present
leaves him inclined to truth: “That’s the most considerate gift I’ll get.
One with thought that isn’t ‘outright cissexism’ or ‘you’re a man so
we’ll ignore your personality to give you the most generically-male of
generically-male items’.” He places the gift card and paper on his desk
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before nodding at Damien, who continues his overgrown Cheshire Cat
impression. “Really, thank you.”
Even though Rowan isn’t standing atop his desk to blather about
names, the room falls into an uncomfortable quiet.
Shouldn’t someone rustle some wrapping paper? Bite into a biscuit?
Thank somebody for their gift? Why aren’t they making noise?
Melanie breaks into a broad smile, threading her fingers together like
a self-congratulatory cartoon villain. “Oh, I don’t know about that.”
Rowan’s body, ever alert to strangeness in the people around him,
stiffens long before his brain concurs that this change in conversational
direction is at minimum odd and veering towards confronting with a
high likelihood of I’m so not going to like it.
Damien jerks upright, chair creaking. “Didn’t we talk about how to
do this—”
“His aunt gave him a Millers gift card!” Melanie grabs Shelby by the
arm and drags her towards the meeting room like an illegal firework
gone out of control.
Damien isn’t much an arbiter of this office’s brand of chaos, but
he’s the closest thing to a pillar of stability inside this mouse-scented
bewilderment and therefore the person at which Rowan directs his
questioning: “What...?”
“You know how Melanie gets all enthusiastic?” Damien runs both
hands through his already-mussed hair. “She comes up with plans and
you can’t so much stop her as guide her in the safest direction and hope
you’re alive come the landing?”
Does Damien know that is the worst answer anyone can give to a man
with more than one anxiety disorder? At least short of pronouncements
like “we volunteered you to give year 12 biology students a seminar on
recessive genes and you’re starting right now”? Wasn’t that something
to do with the monk who grew beans? Hendel? Mendel? Or did he just
grow beans at a monastery for some reason? Or was it peas?
“What...?” Rowan croaks, staring at the dark meeting room like a
man waiting to face a starving tyrannosaurus.
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“She thought we should demonstrate our acceptance of you, after
our failures in this. And then she realised Christmas isn’t a great time
of year for you, which made her even more … uh, enthusiastic. I made
her promise she’d do this after everyone else left, but...”
Melanie staggers out of the meeting room with a large basket held
in both hands, a basket covered with glinting cellophane and decorated
with a mix of blue and green ribbons.
Shelby trails after her, clasping another pair of scissors.
Rowan will never understand, never mind be able to explain, the
thought processes leading to his diving off his chair for the sanctuary
underneath his desk—just that one moment he’s sitting on his chair
and the next he’s crouching beside computer cables and a lid from
someone’s Pikachu lunch box. Some primeval sense of cave as safety,
perhaps … but didn’t prehistoric humanity fear cave bears and cave
lions? Aren’t large, bright spaces, with visibility and room to run, safer
than small, dark places concealing unknowable predators? What about
drought, then? Or deserts? Are there any safe places, really...?
Melanie holds no respect for the ancient tenets of let the hiding man
hide undisturbed until he’s ready to stop hiding, but she does rest the
basket on the ground at the entrance of Rowan’s desk-cave, blocking
legs and chairs from sight. “Merry Christmas,” she warbles from behind
the mountain of cellophane and wicker. “We hope there’s something
there that you like!”
“Happy Holidays!” Shelby echoes, followed by a few more rounds
from the rest of the office. “Do you want scissors? Melanie wraps things
like she’s paid to use sticky tape by the metre.”
“We only have cheap tape in the office! It won’t stick unless you
use heaps!” A thunking sound echoes from above Rowan’s head, and
then Melanie’s candy-striped hand reaches around the leg of his desk,
offering Shelby’s scissors. “Here. You’ll ... probably need them.”
There’s something to be said for this workplace’s willingness to treat
escapades atop and beneath office furniture as normal, Rowan thinks.
Breathe. “Than—uh—thanks.” He takes the scissors, staring at the
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back of shining cellophane; a miscellany of shapes wrapped in green
paper sit within like an aromantic dragon’s treasure hoard.
“Damien, can you make them give us better tape next year?”
“We can have good tape if we stop spending the stationery money
on good coffee and your fancy teas?”
“The tape’s fine,” Melanie announces before changing the subject:
“Rowan? Are you opening anything? You have to tell us what you’re
opening if you’re going to do it down there. Oh, do be careful—I think
Liam used to shove his chewing gum under the table.”
Rowan shudders, but better his hair brushing old chewing gum
over seeing his gift-opening become the focus of everyone’s attention!
He draws a steadying breath, tells himself delay won’t help and slits
the cellophane until he can draw out a wrapped box, one suspiciously
weighty. At least fifty pieces of tape fasten the flaps on each end; Rowan
promises himself that he’ll wrap everything in string and tea towels
from now on before ripping into the paper. A mug with five horizontal
bands wrapped around its body, the trans flag fading into the aro flag—
blue into green, pink into green, white unchanged, pink into grey, blue
into black.
Shelby, he thinks in disbelief, the non-existent golf balls making their
appearance inside his throat. He rests the mug in his lap before reaching
through the cellophane with shaking, sweating hands for another box.
Another box with the same dimensions and weight...
“Oh, god,” he whispers.
His co-workers got him a basket of pride mugs for Christmas.
Melanie breaks into ringing laughter.
He needs a moment to find his voice, a moment in which he unwraps
a mug with a gradient allo-aro design and another with the aromantic
flag on one side and the bisexual flag on the other. “Did you … did
you … uh, get me any coffee to go with all my mugs?”
“It’s on the bottom!” Melanie trills. “And it isn’t just mugs!”
“Mostly mugs,” Damien says.
After another couple of minutes, a gradient frayromantic and
a frayromantic-and-allo-aro mug join the collection precariously
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balanced on Rowan’s thighs. He sighs in relief when the next item in
the basket feels soft, flat and light, something rustling underneath the
wrapping paper, but a second lot of golf balls settle in his throat when
he spots the pink and blue stripes, the drape of fabric: a trans pride flag.
He can’t swallow, can’t lessen the burn in his eyes or ease the stiffness
in his jaw and neck; his fingers fight to tear, peel and grasp. Bewildered
to the point of dizziness, he finds an aromantic flag with its glorious
green stripes, a frayromantic-and-bisexual mug and the expensive coffee
Rowan permits himself on special occasions.
He scoops wrapping paper and boxes back into the basket before
hugging his clinking pile of mugs and flags.
Inchoate feeling abounds: a tangle, a knot of emotion with trailing
threads of pleasure and overwhelm, surprise and gratitude, guilt and
shame ... and something like the shock of being slapped across the
face. They shouldn’t have done this! He shouldn’t be like this! Why is
this too much? Why can’t he say “thank you” and express a normal,
sensible gratitude for these people doing what Rowan’s family can’t
... instead of struggling with the feeling that Rowan, ungrateful and
demanding, doesn’t deserve anything from people who have provoked
his annoyance, frustration and alienation?
Mugs. Mugs and flags.
Why does something this wondrous have to hurt so much?
After a few moments, the only sound from him the chink of shifting
crockery, someone moves the basket. Melanie sits on the floor and
wriggles herself backwards underneath the table, grunting, to sit beside
him. For once, she doesn’t speak; she rests a hand around his shoulder
and lets him be a shivering mass of man clasping mugs.
Finally, Rowan’s rasping, croaking voice manages a few words: “Is
this why Shelby recorded me ... talking about my identities?”
“I told you he thought it was suspicious!” Shelby crawls to Rowan’s
other side, her braid trailing over the carpet. “Mel said you’d think it
was just me being old—no, nobody does that!” She clasps his forearm,
squeezing like a vice on wood. “Mel tried seeing if you’ve got a … all
those accounts that aren’t Facebook, where you might say what you are?
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But she couldn’t find you, so I had my granddaughter show me how
to record you. We knew we wouldn’t remember if you just said them.”
“I don’t know all the flags yet,” Melanie says in apologetic tones.
“And I thought if I made the others check, they’d learn more about us!”
Part of Rowan feels a habitual spike of terror at the thought of offline
people finding his social media accounts; part of him feels a quiet pride
at Melanie’s using him to educate others in aromanticism. Most of
him, fearing a blubbering breakdown, clings to the lifeline of asking
questions: “And why Damien started that whole conversation?”
“We had to know where your mug seller was.” Damien bends down
to peer underneath the desk and, at Melanie’s brow-arched stare, adds:
“I’m not getting under there! You’ll have to call the SES to cut me out!”
Rowan nods and draws a breath. “I … I...”
“You’re very welcome.” Shelby squeezes his arm again. “Can I have
your shortbread recipe? They’re good!”
“Yeah. Bag. Front pocket, left-hand side. People ask, so...” Rowan
tries for another slow inhale. It’s supposed to help. Supposed.
His family expects gratitude said clearly and directly, even when
undeserving; they’ll never take emotional speechlessness as its shorthand.
They want the formula followed, interactions never deviating from the
same narrow structure: gift given, thanks provided, everything right
in their world where it’s the thought that counts justifies disrespect of
another’s personhood. They avoid messiness and honesty; they fear
navigating and acknowledging mistakes and missteps.
They won’t see him as a man, or understand the pain they cause in
believing his masculinity something he can put aside for their comfort,
because they fear a world with unpredictability and fluidity.
Mum and Dad will never conspire to give him a gift like this. They’ll
never want to get to know Rowan well enough to try. They’ll never
put his needs ahead of their comfort. They’ll never speak of challenges
or difficulties with Damien’s kind casualness. They’ll never want to
acknowledge their failures. They’ll never give him an awkward, chaotic
Christmas that veers from their notions of how things are supposed to
be.
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Does he want to endure their narrowness, now that he knows what
better looks like?
Does he want to endure their truth that Rowan Ross isn’t a real man
to them—and won’t be a real person until he remembers his deadname
and the stereotypical trappings of the gender presumed to accompany
it?
Or does he want to expect and get something else?
Maybe he doesn’t want a world so predictable his erasure becomes
acceptable collateral damage for sticking to the pattern.
Maybe, despite his anxiety, he wants a world where people can
surprise him.
“Melanie? Damien?” Rowan, shaking, pokes his head out from
underneath the desk. “Can I … can I still spend Christmas with one
of you?”
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